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Abstract 
Informed by systemic functional linguistics (SFL), genre and register theory (Martin & Rose, 
2008) in particular, this thesis aims to explore the nature of teacher talk in the case of an award-
winning English review lesson for Year 1 students in Shenzhen, China. Drawing on Rose’s 
(2014) discourse semantic analytical framework, this thesis reveals the classroom discourse 
patterns and the use of local language (LL) (i.e. Mandarin) in terms of the pedagogic activities, 
relations and modalities. Findings showed both effectiveness and challenges that the teacher had 
when she controlled the linguistic resources (i.e. pedagogic metalanguages) of these three 
dimensions. The effectiveness is evident in the inclusive patterns of teacher-student interactive 
roles where both teacher and students take turns to play the initiating (dK1) roles, and the 
teacher’s use of multimodal resources (visual and verbal modes) for recalling students’ prior 
knowledge. However, little scaffolding or elaboration was provided in teacher talk around the 
learning tasks of review. LL was used mainly for regulative purposes rather than instructional 
ones. Considering that more than half of students’ answers were rejected in this lesson and 
repeated mistakes are made till the end of the lesson, teacher talk appears to fail in preparing all 
students towards independent control of language. Findings highlight the importance of raising 
the teacher’s awareness in planning explicit scaffolding teacher talk in the review lesson genre, 
and maintaining and expanding the meaning-making potential of LL for more instructional 
purposes (Mahboob & Lin, 2016, 2018). Further practitioner research is recommended to 
examine such pedagogical practice.  
Keywords 
Classroom discourse analysis – local language use – English review lesson – register and genre 
theory. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
Recent ELT classroom discourse studies (Chun, 2014; Kartika-Ningsih, 2016; Mahboob & Lin, 
2016, 2018) show growing interests in exploring how the multisemiotic and multifunctional 
nature (Halliday, 1975, p. 36) of teacher talk contributes to the classroom learning and student 
participation, particularly in the English as a foreign language (EFL) context where more than 
one instructional medium is used. However, these studies mainly consider the role of teacher talk 
on the instruction in early lesson stages where new topics and knowledge are introduced and 
practiced. Less recognized, but important, are review lessons where teachers prepare their 
students with the prior knowledge before they attempt new tasks or tests (Lim, 2011).  
To provide insights into how knowledge is reviewed and negotiated through teacher talk 
in review lessons, this thesis adopts a case study on a Chinese English language teacher’s talk 
and explores the patterns of teacher-student interactions and the use of local language (i.e. 
Mandarin) in an awarded English review lesson in Shenzhen, China. It employs a discourse 
semantic analytical framework (Rose, 2014), and investigates how teacher talk (in)effectively 
organizes the pedagogic activities of review, how inclusively students participate, what speech 
roles both teacher and students play, and how multimodal resources and local language (LL) are 
applied to support teaching/learning. 
Section 1.1 outlines the research background of how teacher talk and local language use 
become important issues in ELT review lessons, with a brief review on the theoretical foundation 
of systemic functional linguistics and an introduction to review lessons. Section 1.2 presents the 
research purpose, research objectives and the relevance of findings in this thesis. Section 1.3 
gives an overview of the structure of the following chapters. 
1.1 Research background and context  
1.1.1 Teacher talk in ELT classrooms  
Teacher talk has long been recognized to play a crucial role in delivering effective lessons (Chun, 
2014; Hammond, 2011; Humphrey, 2017; Stanley & Stevenson, 2017; Thatcher, Fletcher & 
Decker, 2008). It is of vital significance for both the organization and management of a 
classroom, and the process of acquisition (Nunan, 1991). Teachers can use their language to 
organize various pedagogic activities and provide direct supports to students’ learning. Chun 
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(2014), in a detailed linguistic analysis of an ESL teacher’s talk with beginner learners, found 
that the teacher’s pedagogic discourse helps to engage the learners in reading and talking about 
the picture books by explicitly referring to the particular parts of the texts in those books.  
With recognition of the importance of teacher talk in classroom learning, studies show 
that teacher talk may impede students learning when it is not planned or used consciously. For 
example, it was found in a comparative study on 28 ESL (English as a second language) 
elementary classrooms that over 70% of teachers’ talk during whole-class instruction contained 
vagueness which may hinder students’ comprehension (Hollo & Wehby, 2017). The complexity 
and clarity of a teacher’s discourse tended to remain stable, regardless of the various language 
levels of the students and the teaching content in different classroom settings. In occasions where 
teacher adopted their language for students who had relatively lower language proficiency, 
teacher talk was still found to be limited to eliciting short or yes/no responses instead of 
encouraging students to express their opinions or contribute to a discussion. Therefore, it is 
important to consider teacher’s use of language in the pedagogical instruction. 
Research on teacher talk focuses the development of pedagogic metalanguage of the ELT 
teachers (Humphrey, 2013, 2018; Martin, 2013; Martin & White, 2007; Painter, 2000; Rose, 
2018a, b; Schleppegrell, 2013). With awareness of the pedagogic metalanguage, teachers are 
more likely to effectively conduct their lessons with specific teaching purposes (Mahboob & Lin, 
2018; Rose, forthcoming; Moore & Schleppegrell, 2014). Traditionally, metalanguage refers to 
the language that is employed to talk about language (de Silva Joyce & Feez, 2012; Rose & 
Martin, 2012; Schleppegrell, 2013). It has been found by second language acquisition (SLA) 
researchers to be effective in providing feedback and initiating learners’ use of target language 
(Basturkmen, Loewen, & Ellis, 2002). However, such conception of metalanguage in the 
tradition of SLA leads to its focus on grammatical structures and explicit feedback in the 
classroom instruction, without explanation for the functional features of language (Ellis, 2006).  
Contrasted with the notion of metalanguage in SLA, systemic functional linguistics (SFL) 
theorists consider both structures and functions as the units of language systematically (Christie, 
2002; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; Moore & Schleppegrell, 2014; Rose & Martin, 2012; Rose, 
2014; Schleppegrell, 2013). In this conception, the meaning-potential of language can be fully 
utilized in any specific context of schooling. Although difficulties have been identified when the 
SFL terminology is recontextualized for pedagogic goals (Bourke, 2005), the use of functional 
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metalanguage makes the classroom instruction clearer to all the students. It particularly benefits 
EFL learners who may encounter more challenges if teacher’s instructional languages/codes are 
unfamiliar and implicit. However, limited studies have examined whether teachers are aware of 
using this pedagogic metalanguage to support teaching and how they use them. 
Another related concern on teacher talk in EFL contexts is the use of teacher and 
students’ shared language, L1 or local language (LL). In EFL contexts when both LL and target 
language (TL) are applied as the instructional mediums, teachers’ control of their talk becomes 
more complex (Mahboob, 2016, 2017, 2018; Mahboob & Lin, 2016, 2018; Kartika-Ningsih, 
2016; Kartika-Ningsih & Rose, 2018). However, given contextual, historical and political 
reasons, the role of LL in ELT classrooms is often ignored (Howatt & Smith, 2014). Teachers 
are seldom trained to use it ‘judiciously’ and ‘pedagogically’ in any TESOL or applied linguistic 
program (Mahboob, 2018; Mahboob & Lin, 2016, 2018). Although recent studies show that LL 
is applied widely and can be a positive and useful resource in ELT (e.g., Al-Amir, 2017; Braine 
2010; Bruen & Kelly, 2017; Choi & Leung, 2017; Moussu & Llurda, 2008), most of them 
discuss LL use from the theoretical position or in general classroom contexts. Limited studies 
have explored when and how teachers use it and what result it leads to in the micro classroom 
interaction (Li, 2018). Therefore, this thesis addresses the teacher’s LL use in an EFL lesson 
through examination of its interactive roles with students, as well as its metafunctions in the 
learning tasks.  
Provided the critical status of teacher talk in supporting student learning, and also the 
local language use in EFL context, the focuses of the current thesis lie on the teacher talk and 
local language use in a Shenzhen Year 1 primary school in China.  
1.1.2 Systemic functional linguistics and classroom discourse analysis  
SFL views language as a social semiotic system where users can make different choices to 
construe different meanings. Such model of language is applied as the theoretical framework of 
the current thesis. From such a social semiotic perspective, teacher talk as language itself, is a 
meaning-making tool which is ‘multifunctional and multistratal’ (Halliday, 1975, p. 36). Three 
social functions can be established in any context of language use, including field, tenor and 
mode. Field refers to the topics or themes being discussed; tenor refers to the speakers or 
participants being involved and their relations; mode explains the role that language plays in the 
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discourse. These social functions of language are further grouped as register and construed 
together as a contextual stratum of genre (Martin, 1992). Register and genre are connotative 
semiotics in the context; while their lower level of denotative semiotics is semantics. By 
analyzing the semantics of a text, we can understand the register and genre in its given context. 
This current research thus focuses on analyzing the semantics level of teacher talk, to interpret 
the register and genre of the review lesson. 
In traditional SFL terms, genre is a staged, goal-oriented social process (Martin & Rose, 
2007). It refers to different types of texts including spoken and written texts in different social 
contexts. In classroom teaching, curriculum genre is a specific type of genre which deals with the 
teacher-student interactions (follow Christie, 2002). The register (field, tenor and mode) in the 
curriculum genre can be realized through their ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings. 
These meanings are used in the text to represent human experience, to interpret any social 
relationship, and to organize the experience and relations into meaningful texts (Martin & Rose, 
2012, p. 7).  
Further, SFL researchers (Martin & Rose, 2007, 2012; Rose, 2014, 2018a, b) argue that 
curriculum genre can be analyzed from three dimensions: the negotiation of teacher-student 
relations, the organization of the pedagogic activities, and utilization of various multimodal 
resources to assist teaching/learning. These three dimensions, or register variables, are realized 
as discourse semantic patterns. The pedagogical goal of meaning-making in teacher talk can be 
achieved from these three dimensions simultaneously. They are interwoven with each other as 
the classroom discourse unfolds. In other words, any classroom discourse can be analyzed from 
these three dimensions, and different functions can be identified through different patterns of 
meaning.   
Many studies have adopted SF theory to analyze interactions between teachers and 
students in a range of contexts (Hasan 1996, 2002; Christie, 2002; Liu & Irwin, 2017), with some 
focusing on the multimodal texts (Lim, 2011; O’Halloran, 1999; Unsworth, 2008). However, 
these studies mainly focus on one dimension of the SFL model of language. Few have examined 
teacher talk from the three dimensions together to illustrate the complexity of teaching tasks 
(Rose, forthcoming). This thesis thus draws from SF multidimensional model of language (Rose, 
2014), and analyzes the discourse semantic patterns of teacher talk. Through analysis, the author 
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aims to uncover the patterns of pedagogic activities, relations and modalities in the review lesson 
genre.    
1.1.3 Review lessons  
The above brief introduction to teacher talk and SFL has served to sketch the importance of 
teacher talk and the notion of curriculum genre. This section will illustrate how the review lesson 
genre becomes the focus of this thesis. 
Review lesson is considered a critical lesson stage which is usually situated at the closing 
stage between joint-construction and independent construction (exams) in a curriculum genre 
(Lim, 2011). In review lessons, teachers guide students to go over the knowledge learnt in 
previous lesson stages and prepare students for follow-up tasks or tests. For example, based on a 
two-year case study on 32 teachers’ instruction to young English language learners in several 
Turkish primary schools, Kırkgo ̈z (2008) notes that review activity is often identified as part of 
the typical lesson activities. Similarly, a study (Lim, 2011) focusing on Singaporean context 
pointed out that review lessons helped teachers to prepare students with knowledge for upcoming 
examinations.  
Another study focusing on the sequencing lesson stages in teaching writing (Hunt, 1994) 
based on a primary school in Australia, suggests that reviewing prior knowledge to the genre of a 
writing task should be arranged before assigning learners an individual writing task. Such review 
stage enhances the familiarization of the target genre and language features, so as to get learners 
better prepared for commencing the new task confidently. This lesson staging in Hunt’s is 
recently revised in a tertiary academic writing project by Dreyfus, Humphrey, Mahboob and 
Martin (2016). These researchers regard review activity as a bridging stage that functions to 
connect the prior contents with the new task. It is suggested that teachers can spend 5 to 10 
minutes on review activity in a lesson. Their study highlights that review activity provides more 
opportunities and scaffolding for students to learn to do their independent writing tasks.  
However, among the growing body of analysis on classroom instruction, the majority 
focuses on the teachers’ language on the delivery of new knowledge (Trevors, Kendeou & 
Butterfuss, 2017). Although previous research has recognized review as an important activity in 
English language classrooms in enhancing English language learning (e.g. the retention of the 
target language structures) (e.g. Alali & Schmitt 2012; Zhang, 2017), little has been focused on 
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how review should be structured through systematically prepared teacher talk. In review activity, 
specific teaching expertise is demanded for the teacher to incorporate students’ ideas into the 
discussion, cover important topics and evaluate students’ performance (Echevarría, Vogt & Short, 
2008, p. 212; González & DeJarnette, 2012). However, such teaching expertise is usually 
believed to be accumulated through teaching experience, which is rather invisible and difficult to 
manage. It requires further exploration on issues such as whether teacher talk provides enough 
scaffolding and elaboration to students, what evaluative language teachers provide to their 
students and what its role is. 
An assumption of this study is that the analysis of language and other semiotic resources 
are central to the interpretation of the pedagogic practice. A review lesson as an individual whole 
session, is often arranged before an up-comping exam in EFL contexts. In a review lesson, 
teacher and students can go over topics and practice knowledge that has been introduced in 
previous lessons. They are meanwhile enacting relationships with each other and organizing their 
discourse. Their talk is at the heart of review lessons. This thesis thus likes to find out how a 
review lesson is constructed through teacher talk. It aims to provide some descriptive data to 
such a context from the linguistic perspective. 
1.1.4 Research context   
In China, the importance of teaching/learning English has been highlighted by its official status 
as a compulsory subject from Year Three in primary schools since 2003 (Chinese Ministry of 
Education, 2001, 2011). In many economically developed cities where schools enjoy sufficient 
education funding from their local government and have more qualified teachers, English is 
encouraged to be introduced earlier into the primary school curriculum, such as Shenzhen city 
where subject English begins in Year One.  
According to the latest version of English Language Curriculum (Chinese Ministry of 
Education, 2011), teachers should provide all students with sufficient opportunities for a 
successful learning experience at their early year schooling, as it will help to build up their 
confidence in English language learning and prepare them for a further development towards 
higher year studies. Successful learning experience directly relates to students’ classroom 
performances and feedbacks they received from their teachers, which requires teachers to pay 
more attention to their language in the class. One of the relevant recommendations for primary 
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school teachers’ development is then to receive professional training on teacher talk (ibid.). It 
recognizes the important role of teacher talk in supporting students’ learning.  
Although local researchers have been working on investigating or improving teacher talk 
to ensure the effectiveness of classroom learning (e.g., Li, 2018; Kang & Liang, 2018; Tan, 2011; 
You, 2016), most of them carry out their research in high schools or universities. Few have 
examined the EFL classes at an elementary school level.  
1.2 Research aims and objectives 
Considering the discussion provided above, it is clear that prior studies rarely examined teacher 
talk from the functional perspective of language in the EFL review lesson. To provide some 
descriptive data and to contribute to the research on this topic, the purpose of this thesis is to 
explore the patterns of one English teacher’s teacher talk and the use of Mandarin in an award-
winning English review lesson in Chinese context. This study has two interrelated aims: 
1. To investigate the nature of teacher talk in English review lesson genre 
2. To investigate the use of local language – Mandarin in teacher talk around review tasks 
In order to fulfill these aims, this study draws on SFL theory, and uncovers the patterns of 
teacher-student interaction in terms of pedagogic activities, relations and modalities. It also 
explores how Mandarin is used within these dimensions and unfolds how learning opportunities 
can be affected through its use.  
1.3 Organization of the study  
There are 6 chapters in this thesis. Following this introduction, Chapter 2 provides a Literature 
Review to the existing discussion and analysis of teacher talk and LL use in EFL classrooms, in 
order to locate the current study within the field of the research.  
Chapter 3 – Methodology – describes the research approach and the analytical framework. 
Chapter 4 – Findings – presents a detailed analysis of the macro picture of the review lesson as 
well as the micro patterns of teacher talk and Mandarin use. 
Chapter 5 – Discussion – build on the results of Chapter 4 and relates them to other relevant 
issues. 
Chapter 6 – Conclusion – recaps the study and its findings, highlights the significance and 
implications of the findings, and suggests direction for further research in this field. 
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Chapter Two: Literature review 
This thesis examines classroom interactions in the recall and practice of prior knowledge through 
a range of speaking activities in a primary school English review lesson. As discussed previously, 
review lesson as a particular curriculum genre, is often arranged at the end of a topic learning 
(Lim, 2011), in which teacher talk plays a crucial role in supporting students to review the 
previous contents. This thesis thus centers on the role of teacher talk through analyzing the 
teacher-student interaction. In any classroom contexts of language use, the teacher and students’ 
talk creates a text, which can be interpreted as a pedagogic genre, i.e., a curriculum genre 
(Christie, 2002). As this study involves analysis of bilingual instruction for learners whose 
English is their foreign language in this Chinese context, discussion in this chapter thus mainly 
focuses on the classroom discourse analysis in EFL primary school contexts, as well as research 
on the use of local language.  
Chapter 2 examines the relevant research that forms the theoretical foundation of the 
current thesis. Section 2.1 presents studies investigating the interactive patterns of teacher talk in 
classroom discourse analysis. Section 2.2 outlines previous studies on local language use in EFL 
contexts, with a focus on its potential roles in assisting English language teaching. It is followed 
by section 2.3 which presents two theoretical concepts – scaffolding in teaching, and genre and 
register theory – applied for the classroom discourse analysis. The last section 2.4 offers a 
summary of this chapter.  
2.1 Discourse analysis on teacher talk 
As discussed in the introduction chapter, teacher talk is of vital importance for teachers to deliver 
effective lessons (e.g. Hammond, 2011; Humphrey, 2017; Stanley & Stevenson, 2017). It can be 
interpreted as the language used by teachers to deliver knowledge, give directions, explain tasks, 
provide feedback and check their students’ understanding. Judiciously crafted teacher-student 
interaction that encourages broad student participation and knowledge building correlates with 
higher student academic achievement (Schleppegrell, 2004).  
To better understand teachers’ language as an instructional lever, over the past decades, 
there has been a growing body of research on teacher talk across different education levels and 
contexts. Related research covers a range of concerns, such as the relationship between teachers’ 
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English language proficiency and lessons (Mahboob & Dutcher, 2015; Richard, 2017), bilingual 
or translangual issues (Canagarajah, 2011, 2014; Garcia & Li Wei, 2014; Garcia & Lin, 2017) 
and the structuring of pedagogic discourse (Christie, 2002; Li, 2018; Macnaught, 2016; 
Mahboob, 2018; Rose, 2018; Stanley & Stevenson, 2017; Zappavigna & Martin, 2018). Among 
these concerns, research on the structuring of pedagogic discourse includes an investigation into 
the structure of lesson activities through different features and patterns of scaffolded teacher talk 
(Jing & Jing, 2018; Li, 2018; Rassaei, 2014; Sahragard & Farangi, 2017; Vidal Lizama, 2017). 
This session mainly discusses previous research on the structuring of pedagogic discourse in a 
range of EFL contexts. Specifically, it reviews key research of pedagogic discourse analysis 
which identifies the classroom interactive patterns, the structuring of pedagogic activities and 
other variables such as multimodal resources in the language. 
2.1.1 Dominant interactive patterns of teacher talk  
Pedagogic discourse analysis is informed by traditions within sociology, linguistics and applied 
linguistics (Christie, 2002). There are different analytical research methods and tools involved in 
these traditions, which include ethnographical studies, conversation analysis and SFL discourse 
analysis (Ellis, 2012). Since 1960s, sociolinguistics has focused on the documentation and 
investigation of the relationships among participators, contexts and educational experience 
(Freebody, 2003, 2013). Teachers and researchers start to recognize the centrality of the 
classroom language in the process of learning and the value of classroom language as the 
evidence of ‘how relationship and meanings are organized’ (Edwards & Westgate, 1987, p. 1). 
The ways that teachers and students create the text, but not just the end product of classroom 
activities, become vital in understanding the whole classroom teaching/learning experience.  
Recent studies (e.g. Jing & Jing, 2018; Li, 2018) on the identification of classroom 
interactive patterns show that the teacher-student interaction still follows the traditional tripartite 
sequence. For example, in a case study of a non-native English-speaking teacher (NNEST)’s 
classroom discourse, Jing and Jing (2018) found that the teacher’s classroom talk was not 
random but followed well acknowledged Initiation-Response-Evaluation/Feedback (IRE/IRF) 
patterns in which ‘I (Initiation)’ turn was dominantly carried out by the teacher. These tripartite 
patterns were firstly identified in Sinclair and Coulthard (1975)’s study based on the discourse 
units of teacher and pupils’ conversations. They have been then frequently documented as the 
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questioning patterns in different classroom discourse studies (Mercer & Dawes, 2014). In 
IRE/IRF patterns, teachers initiate interactions, followed by students’ response and by teachers’ 
follow-up (feedback or evaluation) (IRE/IRF was combined as IRF after Mehan, 1979). The 
identification of this sequence is important to classroom discourse analysis as it differentiates 
classroom contexts from other social contexts. The table below is an example of an IRF pattern 
in which the teacher asks one student to recall a key concept learnt from the previous lesson 
(Gibbons 2009, p. 137). 
 
Table 2.1 Traditional IRF pattern (Gibbons 2009, p. 137) 
The IRF pattern has brought substantial research interest and debates over decades (see 
discussions in Cazden, 2001; Christie, 2002; Ellis, 2012; Ford-Connors & Robertson, 2017; 
Gibbons, 2009; Hammond, 2011; Martin & Rose, 2005; Park, 2014; Rose, 2005, 2018; van Lier, 
1996). One main discussion is on the merits and demerits of the traditional IRF pattern. 
Researchers (Gibbons, 2009; Christie, 2012) admit that the traditional IRF sequence allows 
teachers to quickly check students’ current knowledge or understanding. When this distinctive 
iterating sequence of IRF is carefully planned, it can be helpful to strengthen students’ 
understanding of previous knowledge. However, some (e.g. Ford-Connors & Robertson, 2017; 
Schleppegrell, 2013) argued that the traditional IRF sequence may restrict meaning negotiation 
between the teacher and the students as such sequence limits students’ opportunities to extend 
classroom talk. It may also constrain students’ learning as the IRF sequence is more likely to 
elicit students’ responses in single words or phrases (Schleppegrell, 2013, p. 153-154), without 
learners further elaborating their opinions or thoughts. 
2.1.2 Modified patterns of teacher talk  
Realizing the limitation of the traditional IRF pattern, researchers (e.g. Humphrey & Macnaught, 
2016; Lee, 2007; Macnaught, 2015; Mahboob, 2018; Rose, 2018; van der Veen, Dobber & van 
Oers, 2018; van Lier, 2007) started to work on modifying and extending the pattern in classroom 
1.! Teacher: What is the circumference?  (Initiation) 
2.! Student: All the way around. (Response) 
3.! Teacher: Right, remember it’s called the perimeter of the circle. 
(Feedback) 
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teaching by relating to the notion of scaffolding in classroom interaction for language 
development.  
As van Lier (2007) argues, classroom interaction can provide learners with one of the 
three levels of pedagogic scaffolding: micro-level scaffolding which supports students through 
classroom talk, meso-level scaffolding which identifies teaching objectives, organizes different 
activities and plans the sequencing and pacing of tasks (in one lesson), macro-level scaffolding 
referring to supporting students in terms of the whole curriculum plan (in multiple lessons).  The 
micro-level scaffolding is central to the current thesis, which will be further elaborated. 
The scaffolding interactive patterns have been identified and illustrated in many studies. 
For example, in Gibbon (2009)’s study, in order to compare with the traditional and dominant 
IRF pattern, an extended interactive pattern was developed (see Table 2.2). Instead of ending the 
exchange after student’s short answers, the teacher delayed her feedback and supported her 
students by recalling their shared knowledge from a previous lesson. For example, in turn 5, the 
teacher used explicit language, ‘remember that word we used yesterday to describe all the way 
around’ to directly point to the place where students may recall the knowledge from. In addition, 
these extended patterns encourage more students to participate in the discussion. It can be 
evident in turn 7 where student 2 provided a word ‘perimeter’. 
 
Table 2.2 Extended IRF pattern (Gibbons 2009, p. 137). 
This extended IRF was recorded in a reviewing stage when the teacher went over 
contents taught in previous lessons. This provides ways to analyze whether scaffolding has been 
provided in teacher talk in the current data. A concern, however, is that Gibbon’s study lies in an 
1.! Teacher: What is the circumference?  (Initiation) 
2.! Student 1: All the way around. (Response) 
3.! Teacher: All the way around what? (Initiation) 
4.! Student 1: The circle. (Response) 
5.! Teacher: Can you say that again? Remember that word we used 
yesterday to describe all the way around? The?  (Initiation)  
6.! Student 1: Oh! Peri... (Response) 
7.! Student 2: Perimeter (Response) 
8.! Student 1: Perimeter (Response) 
9.! Teacher: Right. (Feedback) 
10.!                 So the circumference is …? (Initiation) 
11.!Student 1: The perimeter of the circle. (Response) 
12.!Teacher: The circumference is the perimeter of the circle. 
(Feedback) 
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English-speaking context where no other language is used in the class. A more comprehensive 
analytical tool may be required to address the current bilingual data (Mandarin and English).   
Similar to Gibbons’ study on the extended IRF pattern, Ford-Connors and Robertson 
(2017) focused on the potential use of the third turn (“Follow-up”). Through an examination on 
elementary school teacher talk respectively in individual, small-group and whole-class settings, 
the authors argued that the quality of classroom instruction is dependent on how follow-up turns 
are used. Their results showed that using a broader range of teacher talk in the follow-up turns 
helped to involve students in learning more effectively and also to elaborate their thoughts. It 
further led to new classroom discussions, or suggestion of strategies and approaches to facilitate 
learning in the follow-up turns. Aligned with previous studies (e.g. Cazden, 2001; Wells & 
Arauz, 2006), their study highlights that there is no good or bad of the tripartite pattern, but how 
teachers plan and follow students’ responses matters. It not only helps to motivate students to 
participate but also to value their intellectual rigor (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). 
With a focus on the ‘Follow-up’ turn, some researchers show interests in how teacher talk 
in a dialogic way can facilitate students’ development of macro and micro language skills. For 
example, van der Veen, Dobber, van Oers (2018) conducted an interventional project exploring 
the interaction of whole-class discussions in four elementary schools across different subjects in 
Netherlands. Their intervention project named MODEL2TALK was designed to make the 
classroom interactions more integrative and dialogical by providing teachers with more 
questioning moves to expand the original IRF exchange structures, such as moves of ‘Share, 
expand, clarify’ (e.g. ‘Can you explain more about it?’) and ‘reasoning’ (e.g. ‘Why do you think 
it worth ten points?’). Their results showed that such expanding exchange structures from the 
core IRF exchange created more space for students to present and share ideas, evaluate other 
students’ voices, and then reflect on their thoughts. It also helped children participants in the 
research to make progress in their development of oral communication capacities.  
Some researchers (e.g. Boyd, 2012; McElhone, 2013) have also shown interests in the 
‘Initiating’ turn and discussing different questioning strategies that may support learning from 
different perspectives. For example, McElhone (2013) found that it was effective when a teacher 
applied different types of questions including open ended and non-open-ended questions in her 
classroom instruction for English reading. Open ended questions helped to strengthen students’ 
understanding of the text by relating to their personal experiences; while non-open-ended ones 
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required students to identify key information in the text which gradually scaffolded students to 
better interpret the relations among different key ideas in the text. Their study highlights the 
critical roles of the initiating or opening turn in an exchange.  
2.1.3 Social semiotic theory informed scaffolding in teacher talk  
By combining the previous work on the “Initiating” turns and the “Follow-up” turns and 
following the IRF tradition in discourse analysis (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1995), SFL researchers 
(Martin 1992; Rose & Martin, 2012; Rose, 2018) view language from the social semiotic 
perspectives, and emphasize the central role of students’ tasks and the potential support from 
classroom interaction before and after the tasks. Specifically, before initiating a task, a Prepare 
phase can be added to illustrate whether and how teacher talk provides background knowledge or 
prior knowledge to encourage students’ participation in the Task. After feedback or evaluation 
turns, an Elaborate phase can be included to extend students’ answers purposefully. Between 
Prepare and Elaborate, the central interactive sequence of the traditional IRF pattern refers to 
Focus, Task and Evaluate, presented in Figure 2.1. 
 
 Figure 2.1: SFL researchers’ modified IRF sequence  
(Adapted from Rose, 2018; Rose & Martin, 2012) 
 This modified structure (Prepare ^ Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate ^ Elaborate, cycle phases) is 
originally identified and employed as the main scaffolding interactive pattern in an SFL genre 
theory informed project named ‘Reading-to-Learn’. These five cycle phases can also be regarded 
as the pedagogic metalanguage which structures the classroom activity. This project was initially 
developed to support aboriginal children in Australia (e.g. Martin, 1996; Martin & Rose, 2014). 
They were considered as less advantaged learners, could not receive sufficient language support 
and could not be as well prepared as others before schooling. The scaffolding interactive pattern 
has been found to be helpful to enhance their literacy and learning, as well as encourage 
  (I)   (R)   (F)  
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classroom teacher-student interaction. This pattern has also been proved to be useful, beyond 
ESL contexts, to enhance teaching and learning across primary, secondary and tertiary education 
in EFL contexts such as China (Liu & Irwin, 2017) and Indonesia (Kartika-Ningsih, 2016).  
In Figure 2.1, Rose (2014) argues that the preparation before tasks can minimize the 
chances that students guess what is in teachers’ mind. Students may manage to recall their prior 
knowledge through teachers’ explicit articulation of specific topics and background knowledge. 
This Prepare phase can be illustrated by the example ‘Remember that word we used yesterday to 
describe all the way around’, while the Focus phase exemplified by ‘The?’ (See Table 2.2). 
Besides, Elaborate phase is used to have students practice a repetitive task or a new 
consolidating task based on students’ performance. It is also recommended that in the Focus 
phase teachers should draw students’ attention to specific places of the visual or verbal contents 
(e.g. pointing to sentences in a text or pictures). With a detailed plan of Prepare and Focus 
phases, students may perform actively and effectively in the Task and receive positive feedback 
from their teachers. With considerations of all phases in classroom talk, teachers are more likely 
to provide their students with a greater degree of guidance.  
In addition to the important roles of cycle phases, i.e. metalanguage that organizes the 
pedagogic activities, SFL model of discourse analysis also considers the pedagogical exchange 
structure (Martin & Rose, 2007). The purpose is to illustrate how knowledge and action is 
negotiated in the classroom interaction more systematically. As Martin and Rose (2007, p. 219) 
argue, exchange structure analysis enables discourse analysts to deal with the NEGOTIATION 
system which concerns ‘interaction as an exchange between speakers: how speakers adopt and 
assign roles to each other in dialogues, and how moves are organized in relation to one another’. 
Such pedagogical exchange structure is proposed by Martin (1992, p. 46) when he refers to 
‘moves’ in an ‘exchange’ that is composed by more than one adjacency pair (e.g. “questions-
answer” & “offer-accept” in Sacks et al, 1974). Both moves and exchanges are in the discourse 
semantics: ‘NEGOTIATION at exchange rank and SPEECH FUNCTION at move rank’ (Martin, 
1992, p. 50). Such analysis decides whether the exchange is about giving or demanding 
information, or about giving or demanding goods and services (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). 
They are coded as knowledge exchange and action exchange. 
Specifically, as presented in Figure 2.1 above, in a knowledge exchange, the primary 
knowledge role is labeled as K1 move, delayed primary knower role as dK1 move, and the 
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secondary knowledge role as K2. In an action exchange, one person does the action, which may 
be asked by a different person. The one who carries out the action is enacted as A2 role; the one 
who asks for the action is enacted as A2 (after Martin, 1992, following Berry, 1987). In a 
knowledge exchange, the authoritative knowledge knower who provides information is the 
primary knower, enacted as a K1 role; while the one asking for or receiving the information is 
the secondary knower, enacted as a K2 role. In a curriculum genre (a lesson), teachers 
traditionally maintain as the authoritative, primary knower (K1) (Rose, 2014). Table 2.3 provides 
an example of knowledge and action exchanges, extracted from Rose (2017)’s study of teacher 
talk in a detailed reading lesson. The table has been modified to compare the analysis of IRF 
patterns, phase and roles.  
sp  IRF patterns Phase Role 
T Now, what was it they heard?  I Focus  dK1 
 It says those who were awake heard.  Prepare K1 
 Heard what?  Focus dK1 
 [hands up]   dA1 
 William?   A2 
S A sound like distant thunder? R Task K2 
T Fantastic, F Evaluate K1 
 So let’s highlight sound like distant thunder.  Elaborate A2 
 [highlight]   A2 
 Brilliant  Evaluate K1f 
 
Table 2.3 Differentiating analysis of IRF patterns, Phases and Roles 
(Adapted from Rose, 2018)  
In this example, there is one IRF exchange which, from SFL discourse analysis 
perspective, can be elaborated in several adjacency pairs on knowledge exchanges and action 
exchanges (to be elaborated in methodology chapters). In this case, the teacher’s dK1 question 
requires students to identify a word they hear. Instead of asking students to respond directly, 
teacher inserts a K1 preparation which locates the exact place of the word in the sentence. The 
teacher, then, focuses on the target wording (“heard what”) immediately. It combines the 
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meaning and position cues to provide a higher level of support. After students identify the word 
group (“a sound like distant thunder”), the teacher ask them to highlight it in the text.  
The combined analysis of metalanguage (i.e. ideational meaning) and exchange structure 
(i.e. interpersonal meaning) emphasizes how teacher talk reflects the act of teaching, how 
teachers and students interact and what effect they can achieve. It deals with the relationship 
between language and human experience (Young & Nguyen, 2002). Comparing to the IRF 
pattern, the main strength of coding teacher talk at this level of exchange structure is to expand 
the ‘Initiating’ and ‘Follow-up’ moves. It reveals the nature of the dynamic and extended 
classroom interaction in which multiple speakers are involved. This is central to the analysis of 
the current review lesson in this thesis. 
In addition to the ideational and interpersonal analysis, SFL researchers (e.g. Unsworth, 
2006; O’Halloran, 2004, 2011; Kress, 2010; Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996; Lim, 2017; Potts, 
2017) have shown a growing interest in the multimodal resources, i.e. textual meanings, that help 
to construe the knowledge and value of a lesson. For example, based on an SFL multimodal 
analysis of Singaporean high school English language lessons (Lim, 2011), Lim (2017) proposed 
an approach to annotating and analyzing teachers’ use of gestures as part of classroom discourse 
for meaning-making resources. It was argued that the multimodal resources such as teacher’s 
positioning, gesturing and organization of the classroom space can contribute to the construction 
of specific pedagogic activities. This study will focus on identifying the sources of meanings (see 
Chapter 3) in the classroom interaction, with a purpose of better understanding teacher’s 
language use in the pedagogic activities.  
Acknowledging the crucial roles of metalanguage, exchange roles and multimodal 
sources in classroom talk, researchers (Christie, 2002; Martin & Rose, 2007, 2008) have 
developed a toolbox to systematically illuminate the nature of classroom talk over recent years. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, following Halliday (1978)’s threefold perspective of language: field, 
tenor and mode, Martin (1992) clusters the three elements as registers, and suggests a more 
abstract contextual layer of genre. In classroom teaching, the specific term of genre, curriculum 
genre (following Christie, 2002) refers to a dialogic pedagogical discourse. Any curriculum 
genre can be interpreted through analysis on the configuration of pedagogic activities, relations 
and modalities. These are further re-organized and extended in an analytical framework 
developed by Rose (2014), in which pedagogic activities are enacted as cycle phases, pedagogic 
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relations as exchange roles and modalities as sources of meaning. It is also the analytical 
framework of the current thesis and is elaborated in Chapter 3.  
In classroom discourse, SFL researchers have been working on providing more 
opportunities in teacher talk for learners with different background and knowledge gap (cf. 
Matthiessen 2006, pp. 31–33). Researchers also encourage teachers to develop a better 
awareness of using these resources in their language. Recent trend of SFL studies has entered a 
phase of evidence-based research which emphasizes on teachers’ professional development of 
understanding how language works for different pedagogic purposes (Rose, 2018). One of the 
ways is through professional training on how teacher talk as language may work as a system to 
support teaching and learning. This requires teachers to receive education on the linguistic 
knowledge related to pedagogic purposes as well.  
For example, Macnaught (2015) investigated classroom talk in a writing class. Through a 
discourse semantic analysis, the author presented a linguistic illustration of scaffolding when 
teachers and students negotiated and jointly constructed the writing tasks. Findings showed that 
in the scaffolding ‘task-centric’ organization of classroom talk, the pre-task phases (i.e. Prepare 
& Focus) in teacher talk functioned to narrow down the scope of meanings that students were 
expected to propose and also to provide additional information to facilitate students’ 
understanding. In the post-task phases, teachers used Evaluate phases most commonly to respond 
to the quality of meanings (i.e. Evaluate & Elaborate), while elaborate phases were less 
frequently used to expand meanings that students proposed in the tasks. The five phases (Prepare 
^ Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate ^ Elaborate) construe iterative cycles of classroom interaction, which 
has been referred to as a learning cycle mentioned previously in Rose (2014)’s study.  
Similar to Macnaught’s analysis from multidimensional perspective of language (e.g. 
interpersonal, ideational & textual meaning), SFL researchers have investigated English learning 
in a range of contexts, such as Kartika-Ningsih (2016)’s design-based, interventional project in 
Indonesia, Vidal Lizama (2017)’s exploration of popular education in Chile, and Liu (2017)’s 
genre and register analysis of mock teaching in China. These studies revealed how knowledge 
and social relations were construed through language in different lesson stages (e.g. 
deconstruction & joint construction in curriculum genre). However, little has been known about 
how the curriculum genre of review lessons has been developed. The curriculum genre of review 
lessons refers to the lessons (stages) which focus on going over the prior knowledge particularly 
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for test purposes. Therefore, a primary objective of this thesis is to explore how prior knowledge 
has been recalled and renegotiated in practices of review lessons.  
According to Wells (1993), the tripartite pattern (IRF) in classroom teaching is “neither 
good nor bad; rather its merits – or demerits – depend upon the purposes it is used to serve on 
particular occasions, and upon the larger goals by which those purposes are informed (p. 3). In 
the current study that situates in a review lesson context, the evaluation turn will be paid special 
attention as follow-up responses seem to be more useful when teachers ask students to display 
the knowledge they already know or recently learned (Cazden, 2001). More support can be 
provided in the follow-up moves particularly for students who perform with less satisfaction. 
Further elaboration or extension can be supplemented to those who complete tasks successfully. 
Therefore, the current thesis will follow the tradition of SFL genre theory (Martin, 1992; Rose & 
Martin, 2012; Rose, 2018) and analyze the teacher talk in semantic levels in a review lesson.  
When it comes to teacher talk in EFL contexts where more than one language is 
employed as the instructional medium, analysis on teacher talk involves bilingual or translingual 
issues (Garcia & Li Wei, 2017). It is important to consider the role of local language other than 
English in assisting teaching and learning. Previous studies on the use of L1/LL are thus 
sythesized in the next session.  
2.2 Local language use in EFL contexts 
In this research context, more than one single semiotic (meaning-making) mode is applied in the 
classroom discourse, including both the target language (English) and the shared local language 
(Mandarin). Many studies on local language use discuss the merits and demerits of using L1 or 
LL use in language teaching, few have looked at the potential roles of LL systemically. This 
section will focus on discussing why LL has not been widely recognized as useful in assisting 
teaching and learning, and reviewing research on the potential role of LL implementation. 
2.2.1 Reasons of less recognized LL use  
While researchers have pointed out the necessity of evaluating the effectiveness of teacher talk 
from the multifaceted perspectives (He & Forey, 2018; Rose, 2018), few have investigated EFL 
classrooms. Among studies on EFL settings, there have been continuing debates on the use of 
learners’ first language (L1) or local language (LL). Given the increasing popularity of the 
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communicative approach since the mid-20th century, the use of LL has been discouraged and 
sometimes prohibited in foreign language education. Reasons of such exclusion of and negative 
perceptions towards LL use can be categorized into historical, contextual and political 
perspectives (e.g. Howatt & Smith, 2014; Mahboob & Lin, 2016, 2018).  
In the field of classroom discourse analysis, a paucity of research has been conducted in 
bilingual or multilingual EFL contexts since last century. For example, in a systematic review of 
classroom discourse analysis, Howe and Abedin (2013) found that most of the studies on 
classroom interactions worldwide were conducted in English-language-dominated countries such 
as Australia and America. Until the most recent decade, researchers and practitioners started 
shifting their attention to second and foreign language environments. However, the majority (59 
studies) of the classroom discourse analysis across native and non-native English-speaking 
contexts were primarily concerned about describing interactive patterns explicitly, few studies 
dealt with the language shifts between Local language (LL) and target language (TL) in the 
exchange patterns.  
The exclusiveness of LL in research and teaching practices may be attributed to the 
contexts where dominant theories about language and language use in teaching and learning 
(Mahboob & Lin, 2018). These theories were originally developed by native speakers in English-
dominated countries such as US and UK. In these contexts, language shifting was not their 
concern and language is often viewed as stable entities instead of dynamic ones. One of the 
earliest dominant approaches to language teaching was grammar translation approach. In this 
approach, local language was used extensively to build knowledge of the target language. 
However, it was later criticized in the twentieth century given its focus on mechanic grammar 
translation rather than oral communication skills. A series of teaching approaches were then 
developed during this time, such as Direct Approach, Audio-lingualism and Communicative 
Approach. These approaches, excluding the Direct Approach that includes direct translation 
between L1 and L2, focus on oral communication skills in the target language without references 
to the meaning resources of other languages. This was pointed out to have a negative impact on 
language use in Howatt and Smith (2014)’s study on ELT classrooms.  
Closely related to the contextual reason, there have also been political issues towards LL 
use (Mahboob, 2016). Teachers and administrators who are from non-native speaking countries 
and influenced by the ‘mainstream’ communicative teaching approach, are often trained not to 
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use students’ local language in teaching. This partly contributes to the result that most of the 
teachers and school administrators in ‘expanding’ cycle contexts who advocate English-only-
mediated instruction believe that allowing students to use local language in class may impede 
their target language learning or other subject learning (Manan, David & Dumanig, 2014). This 
can also be explained by the ideological reason. As pointed out by Phillipson (1992), there are 
five main fallacies related to language education including monolingualism, native-speakerism, 
the extended exposure theory, early-start hypothesis and the subtractive principles. These 
fallacies further lead to a widespread ignorance of LL use in EFL educational contexts. 
2.2.2 Potential roles of LL in English language teaching 
In response to the widespread fallacies and linguicism (Christie, 2007) mentioned in last sub-
session, Halliday (2004) views language as a multi-functional and multi-semiotic system. In 
bilingual or multilingual EFL contexts, all available resources can be applied to achieve the 
meaning making purposes. These language resources function as a configured system instead of 
separate systems (Matthiessen, 2018). Students’ familiar local language, as part of the 
educational resources, can be useful to apply in language classrooms to convey different 
ideational, interpersonal or textual meanings, which may facilitate teaching and understanding. 
Consistent with such views on language, researchers in recent years have started to question the 
previous overwhelming focus on the single semiotic resource in classroom instruction, 
advocating that meanings can be construed and negotiated comprehensively through two or more 
semiotic modes in bilingual or multilingual classroom (e.g. Canagarajah, 2011, 2014; Bezemer & 
Kress, 2014; Forman, 2016; Harman & Khote, 2018; Mahboob, 2018; Mahboob & Lin, 2018).  
Drawing on Halliday’s (2004) work on child language development, Mahboob and Lin 
(2018) argue that LL can be applied as a scaffolding mediated tool to serve pedagogic functions. 
In their research, Year four teacher’s talk was investigated in which both Cantonese and English 
were used as the instructional mediums. It was found that teachers used LL at the beginning 
stage of the teaching/learning cycle (TLC) to introduce the background knowledge of a new field 
and also translate some key English terms before asking students to do tasks. In addition to using 
LL as a scaffolding tool, it was pointed out that LL may function to signal the boundary of 
different tasks, encourage students’ participation and provide more explanation and locational 
cues.  
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Aligned with Mahboob and Lin’s (2018) positive attitudes towards LL use, Forman 
(2016) states that teachers who share the same LL with their students are ‘bilingual plus’ other 
than ‘monolingual minus’ (p. 6). Situated in the Thai context, Forman’s research examined 19 
hours of audio-recorded data of nine bilingual teachers’ English lessons. Findings showed that 
LL was used mainly for six pedagogical functions including translating, explaining, prompting 
and dialoguing. As an approach of using LL in teaching, direct translation is the most frequently 
applied in these teachers’ classes. These findings are consistent with the results in Hui’s (2017) 
study in the Chinese context. However, Forman did not deal with the interplay of LL and TL in 
the ongoing classroom interactive exchange. 
Corresponding closely to the social semiotic language theory of multilingual-meaning 
potential, the term of translanguaging and its informed pedagogies have gained a growing 
interest recently in multilingual and multicultural education (García & Liwei, 2014). Pedagogies 
of translanguaging acknowledge the supportive roles of all available linguistic resources in 
constructing meaning for bilingual/multilingual learners (García, 2009). It is also used to 
distinguish the effective code-switching from random ones. As Liwei (2018) states, 
translanguaging represents a profoundly different view that a beginner learner does not ‘acquire’ 
language. Instead, they ‘adapt their bodies and brains to the languaging activity that surrounds 
them’, and in doing so, ‘they participate in cultural worlds and learn that they can get things done 
with others in accordance with the culturally promoted norms and values’ (Thibault 2017, p. 76). 
It reinforces the perception that ‘language learning is a process of embodied participation and 
resemiotization’ (Liwei, 2018, p. 17). However, studies on translanguaging have not yet yielded 
a systematic framework on how teachers can use these linguistic resources in their practice. The 
identification of the efficacy of their daily bilingual classroom talk still remains as a challenge.  
Although researchers have explored the potential roles and benefits of local language use, 
much less attention has been given to explicitly systematizing the language shift between local 
language and target language in language education. One of the first attempts is Kartika-
Ningsih’s (2016) design-based interventional bilingual project in Indonesia. From the functional 
perspective of language, Kartika-Ningsih built up a systematic network of language shift which 
is ideationally linked to meaning making process involving translating and code switching (see 
Kartika-Ningsih, 2016, p. 110). It was argued that generally, L1 should be applied in the 
initiating moves (Prepare & Focus phases) while L2 in the closing moves (Evaluate & Elaborate 
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phases). Conversely, if the knowledge has been taught previously, both L1 and L2 should be 
used in the initiating moves. With the pedagogic considerations of learning exchange and phases 
in the intervention, it was found that such systemic use of L1 helped to support students to 
engage in the classroom activities and gradually gain more confidence in using the TL.  
Based on the previous work (Kartika-Ningsih, 2016; Rose, 2014), Kartika-Ningsih and 
Rose (2018) developed the system for language shift, and advocated that language shift, either 
from L1 to L2 or L2 to L1, can happen between or within exchange roles and moves. Their study 
provided ways to identify and examine the effectiveness of language shifts in bilingual or 
multilingual contexts. Consistently, Mahboob and Lin (2018) also advocated the importance of 
planning LL in a deliberate and systemic way. Drawing on an orbital structure of a learning task 
that supports explicit scaffolding practice (Rose & Martin, 2012), they argued that LL can be 
applied in ‘Prepare’ phase to explain background knowledge to help students get ready for the 
task, and then be planned ‘systematically and judiciously’ (p. 7) in teachers’ ‘Focus’ phase to 
locate what the questions are, and may be in the ‘Elaborate’ phase to address the learning gaps. 
However, they suggested that it need further investigation in other bilingual or multilingual 
classroom contexts to test, refine or extend the analytical framework. This is why a bilingual 
English lesson has been chosen to be investigated in the current study.  
2.3 Theoretical concepts to the current study  
This session reviews three main theoretical concepts that have been applied to guide the current 
analysis: scaffolding in classroom discourse, explicit instruction, and genre and register theory.  
2.3.1 Scaffolding in teaching/learning  
The notion of scaffolding tends to be discussed along with the social theories of learning and of 
language (e.g. Vygotsky’s theory of learning, Hammond & Gibbons, 2005). Scaffolding refers to 
support that is provided to enable learners to accomplish the pedagogical tasks in the classroom 
(Mercer, 1994). According to Vygosky (1978)’s concept of the zone of proximal development 
(ZPD), learners can achieve their most effective learning when they are assigned to a task that 
addresses their knowledge gap. This gap is between what they can independently carry out the 
task and what aid they need from others to complete the task. With extra support from more 
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experienced peers or teachers, learners are expected to successfully and independently complete 
similar tasks next time.  
However, although Vygosky’s theory of semiotic mediation highlights the important role 
of language in classroom learning, it does not deal with the nature of language in any specific 
contexts. It simply refers to how sign systems are used as an abstract tool that affects mental 
activities (Hasan, 2005, p. 73). In other words, it views the contribution of language to learners’ 
development in a cognitive and abstract way. It is still unclear that how Vygotsky’s theories of 
learning relate to classroom instructional practice. This thus highlights the space that deals with 
the relationship between language and context, in addition to the nature of language itself.  
This space has been fulfilled by a socially-oriented and functional theory of language 
developed by Halliday and his colleagues (e.g. Halliday 1978; 1985; Martin 1993; Eggins & 
Slade, 1997; Halliday 1994; Christie & Martin, 1997; Unsworth, 2000; Mahboob, 2016; 
Mahboob & Lin, 2018), namely systemic functional (SF) theory. SFL views language as a 
system in a context. It draws attention to the role of teachers’ language in negotiating the 
classroom activities in and through classroom interactions. As Halliday (1991) describes, 
‘A theory of language in context is not just a theory about how people use language, 
important thought that is. It is a theory about the nature and evaluation of language, explaining 
why the system words the way it does; but with the explanation making reference to its use…it is 
a functional explanation, based on the social-semiotic interpretation of the relations and 
processes of meaning’ (p. 6) 
Different from other models of language that separate form from meaning, SFL focuses on how 
meaning is negotiated through different language choices and how they interact with each other 
(Martin, 2014b). Human learning can be interpreted as the process of meaning making potential 
of language (Halliday, 1993).  
From SFL perspectives, scaffolding in classroom teaching can be primarily realized 
through the interpretation and explanation of texts, effective interactions between teachers and 
students, students and students. This notion of scaffolding is important to the current study as it 
provides guidance to evaluate the efficacy of teacher talk and may further identify more potential 
supportive opportunities that teachers talk can provide to the students.  
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2.3.2 Explicit instruction in ELT classrooms 
ELT studies show a renewed interest in how instructional pedagogies can make the meaning 
resources of discipline literacies visual to students from the functional perspectives of language 
(Byrnes, 2009; Ellis, 2006; Fang & Coatam, 2013; Hammond & Gibbons, 2005; Mahboob, 2016, 
2017; Mahboob & Lin, 2018, forthcoming; Johns, 2011; Kartika-Ningsih, 2016 Unsworth, 2006). 
It may be attributed to the increasing recognition of the teacher’s accountability in supporting 
students towards satisfactory learning outcomes, and the impact that translanguaging theory 
brings to the traditional bilingual education (Garcia & Lin, 2017). It may also result from the fact 
that a growing achievement gap still exists between learners from diversified socioeconomic 
backgrounds when they are situated in a same schooling context (Humphrey & Macnaught, 2016; 
Rose, 2014, 2018). It is believed that learning can be more effective through explicit instruction 
(Bohrnstedt & O’Day, 2008; Darling-Hammond, 2006; Humphrey & Macnaught, 2016).  
Explicit instruction, contrasted to implicit or student-centered instruction, focuses on 
‘strong classification’ and ‘strong framing’ in instructional practices (Bernstein, 1971, p. 168). It 
highlights the importance of teacher talk in assisting teaching/learning, by making the 
‘behavioral and cognitive goals and outcomes’ clear and transparent to learners (Luke, 2014). In 
early literacy education (the schooling context of the current thesis), explicit instruction mainly 
refers to highly structured instructions on the basic skills of language. For example, direct 
instructional approach, a traditional practice of explicit instruction, was developed based on the 
teacher-centered approaches, teacher-initiated interaction patterns and rehearsing target language 
structures, particularly targeting at the phonemic knowledge level and vocabulary learning 
(Goeke, 2009; Howatt & Smith, 2014). However, as Direct approach was initiated and mainly 
developed in English speaking countries, it has been argued that this approach maintains a 
tradition of ignoring the possible instructional role that teacher and students’ shared local 
language other than English plays in teaching (Mahboob, 2014; Mahboob & Lin, 2016, 2018).  
In contrast, some contemporary studies suggest that explicit instruction is also related to 
providing support and guidance in learning-centered approaches, by embedding knowledge 
beyond basic skills and other textual codes (Luke, 2014; Sally & Macnaught, 2016; Mahboob, 
2012; Wilhelm, Baker, & Dube, 2001). This interpretation of explicit instruction resonates with 
Vygotskian-inspired scaffolding pedagogies, which has been proved to effectively enhance 
learners’ speaking and writing skills of English. It is typically for learners whose first language is 
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not English, and those from a relatively lower socioeconomic status (Hammond & Gibbons, 
2005; Mercer 1994, 1995).  
Some successful scaffolding explicit pedagogies, such as ‘Sydney School’ genre 
pedagogy within Teaching Learning Cycle (TLC) (Callaghan & Rothery, 1988), share a common 
conceptualization that any instructional practice should be explicit enough in explaining any 
spoken or written texts in the classroom. TLC was informed by previous studies (Callaghan & 
Rothery, 1988) on oral language learning in which parents usually model the language and their 
kids imitate and produce themselves later. TLC is often viewed as a curriculum genre which 
consists of deconstruction, joint construction and independent construction. Deconstruction stage 
is where a teacher takes the main talking stick and prepares students with sufficient background 
knowledge. The process of joint construction provides opportunities for students to participate in 
learning activities while still being assisted by the teacher. Only till they are fully prepared, 
students are assigned with independent tasks. Many recent studies report that scaffolding explicit 
genre pedagogy enables more learners to be fully prepared for any learning tasks (e.g. Humphrey, 
2018; Mahboob & Lin, 2018; Pessoa, Thomas, Mitchell & Miller, 2018; Rose, 2018). It helps to 
narrow down the learning gap among peers by accelerating the learning pace of slow learners 
through provision of sufficient background knowledge, as well as satisfying fast learners through 
elaborations of subject contents or language skills (Martin & Rose, 2005; Rose, 2018). In this 
way, scaffolding explicit instructions are beneficial for all learners to experience learning 
achievement and build up confidence in language learning.  
2.3.3 Genre and register theory: curriculum genre 
In the systemic functional model of language, genre theory specifically deals with language use 
and social contexts. As outlined in Chapter 1, there are three dimensions of social contexts 
including tenor (activity or knowledge people do), field (social relations people have) and mode 
(spoken, written, visual and other modes of meaning). These three dimensions in social contexts 
are termed as register variables, and genre is viewed as a more abstract stratum of social context 
that phases together the unfolding patterns of these register variables (Martin, 1992). In other 
words, a genre is a configuration of field, tenor and mode that unfolds in patterns that are 
anticipated in a situation or cultural context. Field, tenor and mode are realized through different 
metafunctions in language: ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions. Within language, 
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there are also three strata: discourse semantics, lexicogrammar and phonology/graphology. 
Figure 2.2 shows the strata of language in context.  
 
 Figure 2.2 Stratified model of language in context (Rose, 2017)   
This model can be essential in understanding the classroom interactions in EFL contexts, 
as it provides various dimensions of language use and facilitates the interpretations of classroom 
data from different strata. When genre is used to describe classroom practice, it specifically 
refers to curriculum genres in which knowledge is exchanged between teachers and students 
(after Christie 2002). Classroom talk is the text of such genre in which different classroom 
activities, knowledge and values are mediated and constructed.  
As argued by Rose (2014, 2018), within curriculum genres, there are two registers 
configured: pedagogic register and curriculum register. Pedagogic register includes pedagogic 
activities (field), pedagogic relations (tenor) and pedagogic modalities (mode). Through these 
pedagogic activities, relations and modalities, knowledge and value can be projected, which 
together refers to curriculum register (Rose, 2018). Relating to the current study, this model of 
language provides an analytical framework and allows to systematically analyze teacher talk 
from three dimensions, which will be further elaborated in Chapter 3.  
2.4 Locating current study: a review lesson  
A review lesson, set as an individual session to go over knowledge taught in prior lessons, is 
often considered at the closing stage in a curriculum genre (Lim, 2011). It is important for 
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students to be well prepared before tests and obtain sound transition towards new content 
learning.  
A review lesson provides a unique site to investigate the role of a teacher’s pedagogic 
discourse, their pedagogical content knowledge in English language instruction, and to examine 
the nature of their teaching expertise (Lim, 2011). In a review lesson, a teacher typically covers 
numbers of interrelated topics, usually with an objective to highlight the essential English 
language knowledge and skills, and to address different learning needs of students. To fulfill 
these objectives, the teacher needs to draw on their pedagogical subject knowledge, instructional 
knowledge and the responses from the students. The main components of a review lesson include 
series of ‘improvised and responsive instructional conversations between and among teacher, 
student and subject knowledge’ (Livingston & Borko, 1990, p. 374) in which teachers are 
required to respond to the difficulties students may have while doing their review activities, and 
to clarify and consolidate key language points after the activities. 
The role of teacher talk in a review lesson can be especially crucial to less competent 
primary school English language learners. Teachers need to be prepared to organize and 
prioritize topics and knowledge to be reviewed, conduct activities for review and evaluation, and 
generate explanations and demonstrations depending on the students’ responses. However, 
although researchers have pointed out the importance of review lesson in students’ learning, few 
have explored how review activities are conducted and structured specifically through the 
interactions between teachers and learners (González & DeJarnette, 2012). While a review 
activity is led by teacher’s guidance through interactions with students in the context of shared 
experiences, the interpretation of such pedagogic practice situates at the teacher-student 
negotiation. Thus, this current discourse analysis will focus on examining how teacher talk 
structures the activities of review.  
 Many current studies related to lesson sequences and pedagogic discourse in ELT 
classrooms, often consider review as one of the stages or activities in a lesson (Dreyfus, 
Humphrey, Mahboob & Martin, 2016; Gaston, 2008; Howard, 2010; Rose, 2010; Macnaught, 
2015). However, little research has investigated review lessons as a whole lesson genre. For 
example, in the work of Dreyfus, Humphrey, Mahboob and Martin (2016), researchers pointed 
out that review was regarded as an important lesson stage where the teachers recapped the topic, 
grammatical patterns and other language features in a writing task. Similarly, review activities 
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were also embedded as only a lesson stage in Kartika-Ningsih’s (2016) bilingual project in 
Indonesia when focusing on the deconstruction process of writing, as well as in Macnaught’s 
(2015) analysis of the joint construction writing process.  
When a range of review activities are organized in one lesson, the review lesson genre 
may seem different from other lessons stages. There may be no joint construction nor 
deconstruction process in the lesson but simply a series of independent tasks used to test their 
prior learning. However, it still remains under investigation in areas including how one review 
activity can be bridged to another, how different patterns of teacher talk flag the whole review 
lesson and what discourse patterns can be effective. Moreover, these researchers mainly consider 
review as teachers’ monologue pedagogic activity in recapping prior teaching content rather than 
interactive cycles.  
In summary, analysis of teacher-student interaction is central to the understanding of how 
teaching and learning happens in a review lesson. Hence, this thesis will focus on the structures 
and patterns of teacher talk in a review lesson. A case study approach is adopted to explore how 
review activities of English language are constructed through teacher talk in the context of an 
award-winning lesson.  
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Chapter Three: Methodology 
This chapter outlines the methods for data collection and analysis. Section 3.1 describes the 
research approach. Section 3.2 describes the research context for data collection. Section 3.3 
presents the semantic analytical framework for data analysis. Section 3.4 provides a brief wrap-
up.  
3.1 Research approach  
The current study explores how pedagogic activities are structured, and how classroom discourse 
is patterned in a review lesson in a primary English language classroom. Although review 
lessons are widely undertaken in English language classrooms to prepare students with 
knowledge for assessments (Lim, 2011), there is little in-depth literature examining such practice 
and informing how it might be effectively delivered. To fill this gap, the current study helps to 
provide descriptive findings to this field, which may also be applied into similar review lessons 
in other disciplines. 
This study employed a case study to collect data which were analyzed in a qualitative 
way. A case study can be helpful to provide exploratory, explanatory and descriptive findings 
(Hancock & Algozzine, 2017). It does not only lead to answers for one single case, but also helps 
to initiate follow-up questions for further investigation (McDonough & McDonough, 1997). A 
qualitative analysis allows to yield comprehensive and extensive insights into classroom 
interactions that can be hardly obtained from quantitative studies (Creswell, 2012; Stake, 1995). 
Particularly in language research, a qualitative approach provides ‘interpretive’, ‘descriptive’ and 
‘wholistic’ views (Freebody, 2003, p. 36-37) to describe ‘a phenomenon and its characteristics’ 
(Nassaji, 2015, p. 129). It also helps to provide in-depth interpretation of the context and 
triangulate multi-faceted data leading to findings.  
In particular, this study applied a single case study which refers to ‘a single phenomenon, 
or a single domain of phenomenon’ (Schegloff, 1987, p. 101), or a single case analysis (Hutchby 
& Wooffitt, 2008). Accordingly, a single case study does not aim to uncover a new practice, but 
to 1) display the strength of a discourse analytical framework in illuminating the complexities of 
an utterance or an episode of interaction (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 2008; Schegloff, 1987), 2) ripen 
an interpretation of an existing phenomenon within its comprehensive local context (Raymond & 
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Heritage, 2006), and 3) reveal a new perspective from a specific interaction that previously has 
not been noticed but is essential in a particular context (Schegloff & Jocoby & Olsher, 2002). 
The analysis of classroom interaction between the teacher and students is guided by 
classroom discourse analysis (Rose, 2014). Data will be analyzed from each individual exchange 
within which messages about ideational and interpersonal meaning are created (Rose, 2005; 
Martin, 1992). The data collection procedure and the specific method for discourse analysis will 
be further discussed in the following two sections. 
3.2 Data collection  
3.2.1 Research context  
This study locates in a Chinese primary school context where English is one of the three key 
subjects together with Chinese and Maths (Chinese Ministry of Education, 2011). In the English 
language classrooms of Chinese context, review lessons are set at the end of a unit study and/or 
before an examination, aiming at helping students recap, reinforce and practice knowledge learnt 
in previous lessons. In English language classrooms in Shenzhen, like many other cities in China, 
the shared local language is Mandarin which is often used with the target language English as the 
instructional mediums in the classroom teaching. However, there is little specific guidelines for 
teachers to use local language and target language strategically and systemically. Previous 
literature rarely examines the use of these languages in review lessons in Chinese context.  
To gain an in-depth look at what classroom discourse of review lesson is valued in such a 
context, an online video recording of an award-winning English language review lesson (among 
the 30 award-winning English lessons out of 189 demo lessons) has been chosen from a Year 
One English language class in Shenzhen, China. This 45 minutes lesson is awarded as one of the 
highest quality lessons by Shenzhen Education Bureau in 2017, and published in an open access 
website named Shenzhen Online Class (https://wlkt.sz.edu.cn/videocase/). This website is an 
official and authoritative digital resource sponsored by the local education bureau. According to 
the officer Zewu Huang who is responsible for this competition, each year, the team of English 
language teachers in each school in Shenzhen will choose one or two representative teachers to 
record their lessons, and then upload the video recordings to the website. These lessons uploaded 
by different schools will then be evaluated by the teaching and researching staff in Shenzhen 
Education Bureau and the list of the award-winning lessons will then be published online.  
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The criteria used to evaluate the award-winning lessons are focused on both teacher’s 
performance and students’ outcomes in the class (see Appendix B). Specifically, there are five 
main aspects in the criteria (100 points maximum), including 15 percent of teacher quality (e.g. 
teachers’ language proficiency and classroom management); 35 percent of teaching design (e.g. 
teaching objectives which suit their students’ needs, and teaching rationale and strategies that 
encourages exploratory, independent and corporative learning); 20 percent of teaching process 
(e.g. teacher guiding and student-center learning, and appropriate amounts of teacher talk and 
students talk); 20 percent of teaching effect (e.g. classroom tasks being completed successfully, 
adequate interactions among teacher and students); and 10 percent of the use of innovation 
technology (e.g. multimodal use of resources such as pictures, audio and video) (see more details 
in Appendix B).   
 Video recordings have been considered as the most neutral tool for classroom observation 
as they ‘have the potential of capturing the essence of the classroom, and can be listened to or 
viewed over and over, allowing the participants to agree on an interpretation of an event or 
behavior’ (Day, 1990, p. 46). Different from a written data source, video recordings provide 
more comprehensive details of the ongoing pedagogic practices. Both verbal and non-verbal 
exchanges can be captured such as languages used, teacher and learners’ behaviors and the 
classroom atmosphere. This is essential for the current analysis focusing on teacher and learner’s 
interactions, although video recordings of the lesson may also have some limitations which 
include that teacher and learners may behave in different ways from normal classroom settings. 
When participants are being recorded, they are ‘in extraordinary situations’ where they may 
‘produce extraordinary language’, which may not be natural (Stubbs, 1983, p. 225). However, 
due to the goal of this current lesson, this impact seems to be trivial comparing to the advantages 
of using this video recording for an analysis of classroom discourse.  
Another reason for this choice is out of personal convenience purpose. As the researcher 
has previously worked as an English language teacher for four years in a Shenzhen public school, 
she herself has participated in similar processes of designing a lesson involving recording and 
publishing on the website. She has an interest in exploring the pedagogic activities and 
relationship between teacher and learners in such demo lessons and learning to apply the Sydney 
school SFL knowledge and genre pedagogic framework into classroom teaching. 
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3.2.2 Participant information  
Participants involved in this study are the teacher in the award-winning review lesson and her 
students. The teacher has more than five years of English language teaching experience in 
primary schools. She has a bachelor’s degree in English language teaching and a national 
teaching qualification (Primary School) in China. Such educational background and 
qualifications are normally set as the basic criteria for teacher candidates to ensure their teaching 
expertise and teaching quality. These criteria can be found in many teacher job advertisements in 
China nowadays published in teacher-recruiting websites (e.g. www.gaoxiaojob.com and 
www.jiaoshizhaopin.net). This teacher uses both English and Mandarin in the class.  
This class consists of 40 students. They are in their Year One and aged from 8 to 9 years 
old, with the same amount of female and male students. They attend primary schools based on 
where their family live instead of their academic background. Their family come from different 
parts of China and share Mandarin as their local language with their teachers in schools. They 
are at their beginning levels of English language learning and have acquired some basic 
vocabulary and simple exchanges. English is considered as their foreign language and the most 
occasions they use English is in their English language classrooms, same for pupils in most of 
other public primary schools in China (except those international/foreign language schools where 
English is sometimes required to be used in other subject teaching/learning).  
3.2.3 Data collected 
Data collected for this study include the video recording of the award-winning review 
lesson, the teaching rational written by the teacher and published online with the video 
(https://wlkt.sz.edu.cn/videocase/), the criteria used to evaluate the lessons and the New English 
Curriculum for primary school in China (2014).  
First, the current review lesson data have been transcribed into spoken discourse 
transcription symbols suggested in Eggins and Slades’ (1997) work of systemic functional 
linguistics' conversational analysis. The transcriptions have been further divided into different 
moves for analysis following Rose’s (2014) conventions of analyzing pedagogic discourse in 
terms of the small meaning chunks. In addition, the spatial arrangement of the turn-taking and 
other non-verbal information related to the utterances is also taken into consideration guided by 
Edwards’ (1993) work on the notation conventions. Additional semiotic resources such as the 
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gestures and other body movement are included in the curly brackets ‘{}’. Table 3.1 shows one 
example of the transcription. 
spkr exchange gloss 
T  [TELL ME WHAT IT IS] 
T  {Pointing to S1} [YOU PLEASE] 
S1 {no answer} 
 
Table 3.1 Example of data transcription 1  
In table 3.1, ‘spkr’ column shows the speakers of the horizontal discourse in the 
‘exchange’ column. Their local language, Mandarin which is presented in the exchange column, 
has been translated and presented in the gloss column in capital letters within square brackets. 
The non-verbal activities are described in curly brackets. The teacher’s pointing and students’ no 
response are both noted. T stands for Teacher and S1 (2, 3, etc.) stands for each individual 
student that is identified by their voice. For example, S15 refers to the fifteenth student’s 
response to the teacher. Table 3.2 is another example showing the annotations of S15’s voice 
which may indicate whether the student was confident in answering the questions. 
spkr exchange gloss 
T 
 {T checks the 
picture on the board but seems 
not to understand him} [SAY THAT AGAIN.]  
S15 
Duck {He lowers his 
volume a lot and can be barely 
heard this time.} [DUCK IS YELLOW.] 
T 

 duck
,L0  
[OH, YOU SAID DUCK IS 
YELLOW, RIGHT?]  
T OK it’s yellow    
T 0?  YEAH? 
Table 3.2 Example of data transcription 2 
Additional data have been collected from the website to gain background knowledge of 
the lesson and perspectives of the teacher in interpreting pedagogic activities. These additional 
data include the teaching materials presented in PowerPoint slides and electronic copies of 
handouts for the students, teaching rationales submitted by the teacher herself in which she 
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introduces the teaching objectives, the content being taught in prior lessons, and updated English 
curriculum documents published by the China Education Department (2011). As Christie (2002) 
recommends, ‘extract selection needs to be understood for its status in the much longer stretch of 
classroom activity’ (p. 23). It is important to relate the prior activities to the development of 
current lessons, which enables to identify how shared previous knowledge is negotiated in 
current lesson data. This is particularly essential for analyzing the interactions that shape the 
pedagogic activities in which the main purpose is to help students recall their prior learning. 
3.3 Data analysis   
Rose’s (2014) discourse semantic framework is adopted as the analytical framework for analysis. 
Continued with prior work on Sydney School SFL discourse semantics, this analytical 
framework is established to focus on classroom discourse analysis based on genre and register 
theory (Christie, 2002; Martin, 2004; Martin & Rose, 2007, 2008). Register considers the three 
dimensions in discourse including field, tenor and mode, while genre is the contextual stratum of 
these register variables in order to achieve the participants’ goal (Martin, 1997). In classroom 
teaching, these register variables can be presented as pedagogic activities, pedagogic relations 
and pedagogic modalities. As shown in Figure 3.1, knowledge and values are projected through 
these three dimensions (Rose & Martin, 2012, p. 314).  
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Figure 3.1 
Knowledge and values in relation to pedagogic practice (Rose & Martin, 2012, p. 314) 
Aligned with this diagram, Rose’s (2014) framework of discourse semantic analysis 
covers these five dimensions (pedagogic activities, relations, modalities, knowledge and value) 
of classroom practice. As the current review lesson data is an authentic pedagogic practice, its 
knowledge and values can be projected through the analysis within this framework. Although 
this framework is originally developed for analyzing teaching writing through reading in an 
English-speaking context, it is also suggested to be applicable to other pedagogic situations, as  
pedagogic practice includes relations between learners and teachers, and activities that 
involve speaking, reading, writing, viewing or doing; and any pedagogic practice has 
implications for both knowledge and identify (Rose & Martin, 2012, p. 315).  
The current research focuses on the pedagogic activities of reviewing learners’ prior 
knowledge and practicing through listening and speaking tasks. The interpretation of the current 
data thus exemplifies the relations between the teacher and their students, as well as sequencing 
of speaking and listening activities in English review lessons.  
Based on the latest updates on this analytical framework (Kartika-Ningsih, 2016; Kartika-
Ningsih & Rose, 2018; Liu & Irwin, 2017), the schematized structure applied to interpret the 
stratum of discourse semantics is shown in Table 3.3 below. 
Register pedagogic activities pedagogic relations pedagogic 
modalities 
         Experiential     Interpersonal  
Discourse 
semantics  
cycle 
phases  
specify 
phases  
exchange 
structures 
 
participants 
mode source lexical 
item 
strings/ 
chains 
  
Table 3.3 Stratum of discourse semantics  
In Table 3.3, the first row maps out register variables including pedagogic activities, 
relations, modalities, together with experiential and interpersonal meanings that help to project 
knowledge and value in this video review lesson. The second row provides detailed aspects of 
discourse semantics for each register. The analysis on each dimension will be exemplified with 
more details in the following sub-sections.  
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3.3.1 Analysis on pedagogic activities  
Pedagogic activities are realized in cycle phases and specify phases. Cycle phases are claimed to 
determine the stages within genres of pedagogic discourse which includes Prepare, Focus, Task, 
Evaluate and Elaborate (Rose & Martin 2012; Rose, 2014) (see Figure 3.2). The core phase is 
Task which can only be carried out by students. Another two nuclear phases around Task phase 
are Focus and Evaluate. The pedagogic function of Focus is to specify the areas or types of 
expected responses from students, and that of Evaluate is to affirm or reject the responses. The 
other two optional phases are Prepare and Elaborate. Prepare functions to support students to do 
the Task by providing information. Elaborate phase is based on the students’ responses and 
offers more technical or commonsense knowledge for students to further understand the task.  
 
 
Figure 3.2: The orbital model of the learning exchange (Rose & Martin, 2012) 
Among these learning phases, Evaluate phase can be further realized as Affirm or Reject 
through which teachers examine students’ learning performance. Different degrees of 
evaluations can also be identified by using the options provided in Rose’s work (2014), see 
figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Options for Evaluate phases (Rose, 2014, p. 18) 
 As presented in Figure 3.3, there are different ways to realize Affirm or Reject phases 
such as repeat, approve and ignore. These different ways are termed as Specify phases of Affirm 
and Reject. The Specify phases address what cycle phases are about in details. More delicate 
networks of options within each phase are also provided in Rose’s work (ibid.) which will be 
exemplified with further details added into the results and discussion chapter. Table 3.4 shows 
one extract of the analysis from the current research. 
 
spkr exchange gloss Pedagogic activity  
   Cycle phase Specify phases 
T Here is the? {T presents a card written 
‘Zoo’} 
  Focus item 
W:  Zoo.    Identify item 
T:  Zoo.  
OK. {T attaches the card on the door}  
  Affirm repeat 
Table 3.4 Example of analysis on Pedagogic activity  
 
In Table 3.4 the teacher (T) enquires about an L2 word (Focus: item), the whole class 
identifies and reads it out loud (Identify: item). The teacher then confirms their answers by 
repeating the word (Affirm: repeat). The learning cycle phases, therefore, can be structured as 
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Focus^Identify^Affirm (noting that the caret “^” is used to indicate the sequence of the cycle 
phases).   
3.3.2 Analysis on pedagogic relations 
Analysis on pedagogic relations considers exchange structures and participants. Exchange 
structures involve roles of primary knower (K1) or secondary knower (K2), and primary actor 
(A1) or secondary actor (A2) (see Figure 3.4) (adapted from Rose 2014, p. 8). In knowledge 
exchange, K1 plays the key role in the knowledge exchange, and teachers usually act as K1, but 
often delay their K1 role by asking the learners questions (dK1) to learners. If it is followed by 
learners’ responses, learners then act as K2 and the exchange structure can be sequenced as 
dK1^K2^K1. In action exchange, teachers usually direct or regulate students’ behaviors or 
activities, so teachers normally take the A2 roles and students act as A1. However, there are 
exceptions, for example, when students may require performing an action (dA1) and teachers 
permit it (A2), it is sequenced as dA1^A2^A1.  
 
 
 Figure 3.4 Options for pedagogic exchange role (Rose, 2014, p. 8) 
Additionally, A1 role and K1 role can be followed by teachers or students with an 
expression of gratitude or other comments, which is enacted as A1f/A2f, K1f/K2f.  Moves can be 
tracked to clarify understanding or challenged. These can be labelled as tracking (rtr) and 
responses to tracking (rtr), challenging (ch) and responses to challenging (rch). Tracking moves 
have also been identified as vocalisation (voc) as mentioned in Kartika-Ningsih’s (2016). 
Students’ vocalisation normally appears after a new L2 word being said by the teacher as they 
repeat the word without being asked sometimes. 
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Participants in an interaction can be the whole class (Class), a group of students (Ss), or 
an individual student. S1 and S50 are identified according to their voices. If their voices cannot 
be identified, ss will be used. 
Table 3.5 shows one example of the analysis on the basic exchange structure, including 
both the roles of the speakers (e.g. dK1) and the participants (e.g., T and Class, noting that “the 
whole class” is annotated as “w” in the ‘spkr’ column but as “class” in the “participants” 
column).  
spkr exchange gloss Pedagogic relation  
   Exchange 
structure  
participants 
T Here is the? {T presents a card written 
‘Zoo’} 
  dK1 Class 
W  Zoo.    K2 T 
T  Zoo.  
OK. {T attaches the card on the door}  
  K1 Class 
Table 3.5 Example of analysis on pedagogic relations 
The teacher’s Focus exchange is enacted as dK1 role, followed by students’ K2 response, 
while she evaluates the answer, she plays a K1 role. Participants in this example are the whole 
class and no specific student is assigned to answer the question.  
3.3.3 Analysis on pedagogic modalities  
Pedagogic modalities include various modes of communication including spoken, written, visual, 
gestural and manual modes, which are considered as part of the classroom discourse with 
pedagogic activities and relations. Analysis on pedagogic modalities helps to inform whether 
students succeed in engaging in the tasks (Rose & Martin, 2012, p. 309). In the current study, 
analysis on pedagogic modalities aims at identifying the teacher’s choices about the sources and 
sourcing of meanings in the review lesson. The sources of meanings play a critical role in a 
lesson. Analysis on the sources can reveal how different resources are employed to bring 
meanings into the discourse, and to control the expressions of meanings in this review lesson 
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(Lim, 2011; Rose, 2014). Options for sources are either a recorded text or class discussion. 
Recorded texts can be shared or individual, visual or verbal, by pointing to it or referring to it. 
The sources of meanings in class discussion can be shared knowledge from prior lessons or prior 
learning cycles, or the teacher and students’ individual knowledge. The teachers may present 
their knowledge directly or elicit students’ knowledge, through reminding them of their shared 
knowledge or enquiring for their individual knowledge. Students may recall from their prior 
knowledge, or infer what the teacher expects them to tell. The options of sources of meanings are 
outlined in Figure 3.5. 
  
Figure 3.5 Options for sources of meanings (Rose, 2014, p. 23)  
In a beginner English review lesson, the most common type of Focus question is the enquire-type 
which asks students to recall knowledge learnt from prior lessons (Lim, 2011). Table 3.6 shows 
an example of the analysis on modalities from the current lesson data. 
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spkr exchange   Pedagogic modalities 
  phases roles sourcing   source 
T Here is the? {T presents a card written ‘Zoo’} Focus dK1 enquire prior knowledge 
W:  Zoo.  Propose K2 recall Prior knowledge 
T:  Zoo.  
OK. {T attaches the card on the door}  
Affirm K1 refer text 
Table 3.6 Example of analysis on pedagogic modalities  
In this learning cycle, the teacher enquires about students’ prior knowledge on the 
phonological level. Thus, the sourcing of this exchange is coded as ‘enquire’ and the source as 
‘prior knowledge’. Later she repeats their answer by referring to the L2 word on the card as 
shown in picture 3.6 below. Therefore, the sourcing of the closing phase is coded as ‘refer’ and 
the sourcing as ‘text’. The analysis at this point reveals how sources of meanings are brought 
into the discourse. The analysis on modalities also needs to take into account the additional data 
resource submitted by the teacher in which the teacher illustrates what content have been taught 
previously (Xiao, 2016). 
 
Figure 3.6 Pedagogic modalities: written, spoken, gestural (Xiao, 2016). 
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3.3.4 Knowledge and value  
Analysis on the negotiated knowledge focuses on the lexical items and the lexical relations (see 
Rose, 2014). The lexical relations refer to 1) ‘nuclear relations between processes, people, things, 
places and qualities in an activity’, 2) activity sequences that illustrate evolving series of 
activities, and 3) the taxonomic relations between lexical items in a text, including ‘repetition, 
synonymy, contrast, meronymy (whole-part) and hyponymy (class-member)’ (Rose, 2014, p. 20). 
Therefore, both lexical items and their relations are added to the analytical toolbox. They 
together convey the experiential meanings. As shown in Table 3.7 below, one column under 
‘Experiential’ points out the lexical items and the other shows the strings or chains of the items.  
Value may be revealed through interpersonal meanings. Analysis on interpersonal 
meanings includes appraisals (i.e. attitudes towards participants & things, graduations of these 
attitudes and engagement of the participants), modal responsibility (i.e. responsibility assigned to 
the participants, e.g. ‘let’s’) and vocation (i.e. terms addressing the participants such as students’ 
names or teacher honorifics, e.g. miss, sir) (see Martin & Rose, 2007; Martin & White, 2005 for 
more options). Different grading remarks are used between teacher’s evaluation on the responses 
and praising students; evaluations: OK, right, yes; praise: very good, excellent. 
Table 3.7 shows one example of the analysis. 
     Experiential   Interpersonal 
spkr exchange phases roles sources lexical item strings  
T Here is the? {T 
presents a card 
written ‘Zoo’} 
Focus dK1 prior 
knowledge 
   
W:  Zoo.  Propose K2 Prior 
knowledge 
Zoo topic  
T:  Zoo.  
OK. {T attaches 
the card on the 
door}  
Affirm K1 text zoo rep  
OK 
Table 3.7 Example of analysis on experiential and interpersonal meanings 
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In Table 3.7, the teacher’s question regarding the lexical item zoo reminds students of the 
topic of the following activities (about different zoo animals). In the Affirm phase, Zoo is 
repeated, and OK confirms the proposing of the item.  
3.3.5 Analysis on lesson activity  
A bottom-up analysis of the review lesson starts from each individual move and cycle phase (see 
Rank 1 in Figure 3.7 below). It is further expanded to exchange and learning cycle (Rank 2), and 
to the unfolding learning activities (Rank 3), followed by the lesson stages (Rank 4) for the 
whole lesson (Rank 5). 
5. Lesson genre (Review lesson) 
    ↑ 
4. Lesson stage (Opening, Stage of Controlled Practice, 
Stage of Freer Practice and Closing) 
    ↑ 
3. Lesson activity 
    ↑ 
2. Learning cycle    and exchange 
    ↑ 
1. Cycle phase        and move 
Figure 3.7 Bottom-up analysis: hierarchical discourse semantic ranks (Macnaught, 2015) 
As mentioned in previous sub-sessions, as the lowest hierarchical rank in Figure 3.7, 
move is the smallest unit of ‘meaning making’ (Martin, 1992) in pedagogic dialogical exchange, 
and cycle phase is the basic discourse semantic rank of pedagogical activities, such as Focus, 
Task and Evaluate phases. After identifying the functions of each cycle phase, the sources of 
meanings and the knowledge, the analysis continues to learning activities. A cycle phase or 
sometimes a series of cycle phases (cycle complex) may serve a higher level of function to the 
lesson activity. Rose’s (2014, p. 21) analytical framework shows how the analysis of pedagogic 
activity proceeds from the functions of lesson activity in the curriculum genre, to the functions of 
learning cycle phases. Table 3.8 shows an example of the analysis on cycle functions and activity 
phases.  
 spkr exchange Phases Specify Cycle functions Activity 
phases 
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1 T Boys and girls let's look.  Direct  behavior Gain attention Focus: 
Specify 
spoken task 8 
2 T Here is the monkey. And this 
monkey is MY {stressed} 
monkey. My monkey is small. 
My monkey is yellow, but my 
monkey can dance!  
Prepare L2 
sentences 
Review prior 
activities and 
model the new 
text  
3  T What can your animal do?  Focus L2 
sentences 
Specify activity  
  T One, two three, think. Have a 
rest. Close your eyes.  
Direct activity  
 T One two three sit well. {Only 2 
Ss raise hands and T points to 
S75} 
Focus   Task 8: 
Produce 
target 
structural 
sentence    
4 S75 My monkey can read. Propose L2 
sentence 
complete the 
sentence   
 T Your monkey can read!  
Very good, sit down. 
Affirm repeat,  
Table 3.8 Example of analysis on cycle functions and activity phases. 
Exchange in Table 3.8 shows the initiating moves in one of the review task in the lesson 
and the first participant’s response. The first three cycle complexes function to gain students 
attention, go over the knowledge taught in prior activities and model the targeted text for new 
activities. Cycle 4 completes the sentence. In terms of lesson activity, the function of cycles 1-3 
is to model the spoken task, so they set up the Focus phase of the lesson activity. While in cycle 
4, student 4 commenced the spoken task by presenting a structural sentence from the description 
of the topic.  
3.4 Summary  
The methodology applied aims at providing an integrated description of the teaching practice of 
an English review lesson. Examples of data from this particular classroom discourse can be 
helpful to understand how language works in the pedagogic practice. The adopted discourse 
semantic analytical framework (Rose, 2014) is based on the social semiotic models of genre and 
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register theory developed in Systemic Functional Linguistics. It enables a detailed qualitative 
exploration on classroom talk by revealing the patterns of cycle phases and what these cycle 
phases matter (pedagogic activities), the exchange structures and who are the participants 
(pedagogic relations), the source and sourcing of the exchange (pedagogic modalities), the 
lexical items being negotiated and the strings of these items (experiential meanings), and types of 
appraisal (interpersonal meaning). As presented in the analytical spreadsheet (see Appendix A), 
the vertical column enables to interpret the potential meanings of pedagogic activities by 
involving pedagogic relations and modalities together. The horizontal column shows how each 
pedagogic activity is unfolded and sequenced. The patterns of the discourse semantic level are 
later extended to the lesson activities, lesson stages and lesson genre. In a nutshell, this ‘bottom-
up’ analysis helps sort out the relations between different activities in the lesson, and in the 
meanwhile illuminates the details in each activity, which helps to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the whole lesson. 
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Chapter Four: Results 
This chapter presents and analyzes the data collected from an English review lesson by using a 
discourse semantic analytical framework for classroom discourse analysis (Christie, 2002; Rose, 
2014; Rose & Martin 2012). Two dimensions of data are considered in this analysis: 1) the 
structuring of the teacher-student interactions; 2) the interplay and functions of the use of 
Mandarin and English in classroom talk.  
As discussed in Chapter 3, a bottom-up analysis was employed, starting from each 
individual move and cycle phase to exchange and learning cycle, and further to lesson activities, 
lesson stages and the whole lesson (See Figure 3.1 in Chapter 3). Through such a bottom-up 
analysis, the review lesson has been divided into four lesson stages, including Opening, Stage of 
Controlled Practice, Stage of Freer Practice and Closing. Opening is constituted by one lesson 
activity. Stage of Controlled Practice and Stage of Freer Practice involve multiple successive 
lesson activities that are realized by a series of lower-hierarchical ranks of activity phases and 
learning cycles. Most of the classroom discourse happens in these two stages as students 
undertake the main revision tasks and practice the target language structures that have been 
taught in previous lessons. Closing stage involves one learning activity which is to assign 
homework. Detailed analysis of each stage is respectively presented below. 
4.1 Opening stage 
As the first stage in the review lesson, teacher talk at Opening stage served to engage students 
into the classroom learning and initiating the topic (animal) of this review lesson, mainly through 
a series of Focus questions and Direct phases, though these questions target at an irrelevant item 
“snowman” which make the transition into the reviewing topic less effective.  
4.1.1 Inquiry-based opening-up 
Opening stage is identified as an inquiry-based process as the teacher asks the same questions in 
three different moves (noting that the term “inquiry” is used to emphasize the pedagogic 
activities and relations while ‘enquiry’ or ‘enquire’ is used in this thesis specifically as a 
technical term—a type of “sourcing of meaning” in the pedagogic modalities within the current 
analytical framework in Rose, 2014, together with other terms for the types of sourcing such as 
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“recall”, “present” and etc.. See Chapter Three for more details on the analytical framework). 
These questions are realized by three learning cycles (see Table 4.1 below, each cycle separated 
by a line) that commence one lesson activity of proposing a L2 word (snowman). Analysis shows 
that there are in total 6 types of cycle phases in these learning cycles, including Direct, Focus, 
Evaluate and Extend phases in teacher talk, and Propose and Rehearse phases in students’ talk.  
spkr exchange gloss pedagogic activities 
      cycle phases         matter 
T 	  
	,  
 
TELL ME. 
WHAT IS IT?  
TELL ME WHAT IT IS 
Focus  L2 word 
T   
T    
T  {Pointing to S1} YOU PLEASE. Direct   
S1 {No answer}  Not Propose   
T {T gestures S1 to sit down}    Reject    
T ? WHO CAN TELL US 
THE ANSWER?  
Focus L2 word 
T ortgpVoN
u
,  
IF YOUR EYES WERE 
NOT ON ME, YON 
WON’T KNOW THE 
ANSWER. 
Direct attention 
  {Some students raise hands}      
T   YOU PLEASE. Direct   
S2 Snowman.  Propose L2 word 
T Very good.    Affirm praise 
T Now let’s say it together, 
snowman.  
 Focus  L2 pronunciation 
W Snowman.  Rehearse L2 pronunciation 
T Very Good.    Affirm praise 
T So boys and girls, today, let’s 
talk about…  
        Extend topic/field 
T {Pauses, shows a picture of a 
farm on the screen, writes 
down ‘Animals’ on the top left 
corner above 8 pictures of 
different animals on the board}  
   
T ...animals    
Table 4.1 Pedagogic activities at Opening stage 
In Table 4.1, ‘Cycle phases’ column points out the phases in a learning cycle, and 
‘matter’ column shows the matter of each phase, i.e. what the phase is about. Participants at this 
stage include both individual student 1 (S1) and student 2 (S2), and the whole class (W). The 
core structure of the pedagogic activities in the cycles is sequenced as  
Focus ^ Propose ^ Evaluate. 
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the three learning cycles are respectively structured as: 
Focus ^ Not Propose ^ Reject  
Focus | Direct | ^ Propose ^ Affirm 
Focus ^ Rehearse ^ Affirm ^ Extend   
In these cycles, the teacher gains students’ attention through Focus questions; and 
students propose a L2 word (snowman) from recalling their prior knowledge. Local language 
(LL) is applied in the initiating phases (Focus & Direct), while it is then switched to TL in 
Evaluate and Extend phases in which the teacher confirms Student 2’s answer and asks the 
whole class to rehearse the target L2 words (nothing that different from what the caret “^” 
represents in the structure, the use of bar “|” between two phases means both phases are involved 
in one move and there is no specific sequence of the phases). 
Specifically, in Cycle 1, the teacher initiates classroom learning by raising a broad 
question (Focus) related to students’ prior knowledge on a L2 word (snowman), with limited hint 
and scaffolding (merely gesturing the shape of a snowman). Student 1 is asked but proposes no 
answers (Not propose). The teacher then gestures him to sit down without any comments 
(Reject). In Cycle 2, the teacher seems to notice the necessity of reminding all the students to 
pay attention to her gesturing. A Direct phase is adopted before asking the next student. This 
phase helps to focus students’ attention on specific places, i.e. her body language. This second 
attempt thus helps to receive an expected answer from Student 2 (Propose). It is followed by the 
teacher’s praise— ‘very good’ (Affirm). Then, the teacher repeats the L2 word— ‘snowman’ 
(Focus) and invites students to have a pronunciation drilling (Rehearse) in Cycle 3. She then 
ends Opening stage by stating the topic of the review lesson— ‘animal’ (Extend; this term 
“Extend” means connecting or bridging to a new topic while “Elaborate” means explaining and 
illustrating the knowledge discussed in the exchange and then connecting to new knowledge). 
Turning back to the function at the rank of learning activity (as in Figure 4.1 in section 4.1), 
these three learning cycles at Stage of Controlled Practice function together as a Focus phase to 
the whole review lesson as it draws students’ attention on the review lesson topic. 
In terms of the pedagogic relations, both knowledge and action exchanges are identified 
in these cycles. As pointed out previously, knowledge and action exchanges are also considered 
as regulative register and instructional register (Christie, 2002). At this Opening stage, the 
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teacher takes the initiating roles in both types of exchanges, encoded as primary knower (K1) or 
delayed primary knower (dK1), and secondary actor (A2); students as secondary knower (K2) 
(following Berry, 1981; Martin, 1992). The teacher and students’ exchange roles are illustrated in 
detail in Table 4.2 below. 
spkr exchange gloss pedagogic relations 
      roles        participants 
T 	  
	,  
 
TELL ME. 
WHAT IS IT?  
TELL ME WHAT IT IS 
dK1 Class 
T Class 
T Class 
T  {Pointing to S1} YOU PLEASE. dK1 Ind: S1 
S1 {No answer}  (K2) (T) 
T {T gestures S1 to sit down}    (K1f) (Ind: S1) 
T ? WHO CAN TELL US 
THE ANSWER?  
dK1 Class 
T ortgpVoN
u
,  
IF YOUR EYES WERE 
NOT ON ME, YON 
WON’T KNOW THE 
ANSWER. 
A2/K1 Class 
  {Some students raise hands}   A1  
T   YOU PLEASE. dK1  
S2 Snowman.  K2 T 
T Very good.    K1’ Ind: S2 
T Now let’s say it together, 
snowman.  
 dK1 Class 
W Snowman.  K2 (voc) T 
T Very Good.    K1’ Class 
T So boys and girls, today, let’s talk 
about... 
  K1f/dK1 Class 
T {Pauses, shows a picture of a 
farm on the screen, writes down 
‘Animals’ on the top left corner 
above 8 pictures of different 
animals on the board}  
 A1 Class 
T ...animals  K1  Class 
Table 4.2 Pedagogic relations at Opening stage  
In Table 4.2, ‘roles’ column shows the exchange roles of the speaker(s). ‘Participants’ 
column shows the addressees of the speakers. Thus, the exchange structures in these three 
learning cycles are respectively sequenced as: 
dK1^K2^K1 
A2^A1  
dK1^K2^K1’^K1f  
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In Cycle/Exchange 1, the Focus phase is enacted as the teacher’s dK1 role (what is it). 
Student 1’s no response is enacted as K2 role in the round bracket (Noted in the video data, 
Student 1 is no longer volunteering to answer any question in the rest of the lesson). In 
Cycle/Exchange 2, Focus phase remains enacted as the teacher’s dK1 role, and Direct phase as 
her A2 role (‘looks at me’). It leads to more students’ A1 response (simply by raising hands) and 
Student 2’s K2 proposing that is praised by Teacher’s K1’ role. In Cycle/Exchange 3, Elaborate 
phase is presented by the teacher’s K1 and dK1 roles, and Rehearsing the L2 pronunciation 
presents students’ K2 or vocalise role (as ‘voc’ in the following). Although this dK1 role is 
realized by a command or interrogative mood, it is still a knowledge exchange because the 
teacher models the knowledge from the phonological level. Later, she evaluates their 
pronunciation enacted as a K1’ role (‘very good’). Towards the end, the teacher’s Extend phase is 
enacted as a primary knower follow-up move (K1f).  
Regarding the pedagogic modalities, the sources of the exchange at Opening stage rely 
on both students and teacher’s knowledge on a L2 word, shown in Table 4.3 below. 
spkr exchange gloss pedagogic modalities 
   mode source 
T 	  
	,  
 
TELL ME. 
WHAT IS IT?  
TELL ME WHAT IT 
IS 
enquire prior knowledge 
T   
T   
T  {Pointing to S1} YOU PLEASE.   
S1 {No answer}    
T {T gestures S1 to sit down}      
T ? WHO CAN TELL US 
THE ANSWER?  enquire prior knowledge 
T ortgpVoN
u,
  
IF YOUR DIDN’T 
LOOK AT ME, YON 
WON’T KNOW THE 
ANSWER; BUT IF 
YOU KEPT 
LOOKING AT ME, 
YOU SURELY 
KNOW THE 
ANSWER. 
  
  {Some students raise hands}     
T   YOU PLEASE.   
S2 Snowman.  recall prior knowledge  
T Very good.      
T Now let’s say it together, snowman.   
present 
teacher 
knowledge 
W Snowman.  
pronounce 
teacher 
knowledge 
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T Very Good.    
  T So boys and girls,  
today, let’s talk about…{shows a 
picture of a farm on the screen, 
writes down ‘Animals’ on the top 
left corner above 8 pictures of 
different animals on the 
board} ...animals. 
  
refer images, board 
Table 4.3 Pedagogic modalities at Opening stage  
In Table 4.3, the teacher first enquires students about a L2 word and students need to 
recall L2 knowledge from previous lessons. She then presents teacher knowledge on L2 word 
pronunciation and asks students to rehearse. Later, she refers to four images of animals on the 
screen and the board, and presents the written word ‘animal’ as the topic of the review lesson 
which concludes the Opening stage. 
Regarding the knowledge projected, there are simply two lexical items being 
negotiated— ‘snowman’ and ‘animals’. The teacher makes a transition from the negotiation of 
‘snowman’ to ‘animals’ by using a grammatical conjunction ‘so’. It seems that she intended to 
make this learning activity as a ‘lead-in’ to the review topic. However, neither lexical relations 
nor reference relations can be identified between this repeated L2 word (snowman) and the topic 
of the lesson (animals). There is no actual connection of the fields (refers to Martin, 1999) 
between these words either.  
4.1.2 LL use in regulating behaviours   
LL use in this opening stage mainly serves for regulative purpose in order to regulate their 
behaviours and engage students into learning. It is evident in the analysis of the pedagogic 
activities and relations, and also that of the interpersonal meanings.  
Regulative functions of LL are evident in its enacting dK1 and A2 role in Focus and 
Direct phases (see Table 4.1, 4.2 above). For example, when Student 1 fails to propose the 
expected answer, the teacher reminds the whole class to pay attention to her in LL enacted as A2 
role:  
ortgpVoN
u,
  
IF YOUR DIDN’T LOOK AT ME, YON 
WON’T KNOW THE ANSWER. 
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Different from the language for instructional function (e.g. Focus questions), the 
language for regulative functions in LL at this point is not dialogic at all which requires no 
negotiation among the students. The language for engaging student’s learning is evident in the 
finding of Proclaim (Expectation) in her Direct phase in LL: rtpVoNH[THOSE WHO 
KEEP LOOKING AT ME SURELY KNOW THE ANSWER]. Proclaim is one of the Engagement resources 
in appraisal analysis, which indicates the speaker’s expectation on participants (see the 
Engagement system in Martin & White, 2005). The use of modality ‘surely’ in LL points out the 
non-negotiability between the teacher and students in terms of classroom regulation. It shows the 
teacher authority among young learners in school education. 
The functions of LL use as an indicator of teacher’s authoritative role can also be evident 
in other linguistic perspectives. For example, as mentioned in previous chapters, analysis on 
interpersonal meanings include modal responsibility, appraisals, vocation and participants. At 
this opening stage, responsibility is assigned to the students by the teacher’s imperative and 
interrogative clauses in LL (referring to analysis on interpersonal elements on Chinese in Li 
Sum-Huang, 2007, p. 176), such as ‘3V[TELL ME]’.  
In addition, it is the teacher’s right to decide the timing and sequencing of activities in the 
lesson. As shown in the extract above, the topical themes of time (now, today) implicitly build 
connection to the content learnt in prior lessons, and a sense of progression into today’s review 
activities. The noticeable references to time and sequence of events in the teacher talk reinforce 
her authority in the pedagogic relation, which will be further explored at the following stages. 
The topical themes of time are usually used to indicate a clear cut between previous and follow-
up activities (Christie, 2002, p. 67), which however is not the case at this stage as there is no 
contents to be followed up between these activities. The teacher may not be fully aware of how 
the time topical themes in her talk can be used to bridge different classroom activities.  
At the end of this stage, the topical theme—grammatically conjunction ‘so’, signals the 
boundary between Opening and Stage of Controlled Practice. 
4.2 Stage of Controlled Practice  
Stage of Controlled Practice is composed by repetitive activities: ‘Setting-up’, ‘Role-play 
activity’ and ‘Drilling practice’. In these activities, students are required to recall and practice L2 
words (8 names of farm animals and zoo animals, and 8 colors) and grammatical structures 
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(What’s this/that? What color is it?  It’s…”) which are supposed to have been acquired in prior 
lessons.  
As introduced in the first section of this Chapter, most of the teacher-student interactions 
happen in Stage of Controlled Practice and Stage of Freer Practice. This can be reflected through 
the quantitative distribution of activities phases. Through analysis, a total of 90 learning 
cycles/exchanges, more than 232 cycle phases/moves are identified in these learning activities. 
Analysis on pedagogic activities at the rank of each learning cycle shows there are four types of 
phases, including Direct, Focus, Task, and Evaluate. The total amounts of the teacher and 
students’ moves are similar. Students’ Task is specified as Identify (3), Propose (33), Rehearse 
(24) and Role-play (35), in which Role-play is students’ main task. The distribution of different 
cycle phases in Teacher talk are presented in the chart below, with Evaluate phases specified as 
Affirm and Reject.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Cycle phases in Teacher Talk at Stage of Controlled Practice  
As Figure 4.2 shows, much of the teacher’s discourse is on raising Focus questions and 
directing students’ activities or behaviors. None of her Focus questions are prepared and about 
one third of her evaluation on students is negative (Reject). Students constantly fail to propose 
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the expected answer which mainly requires them to activate their prior knowledge on L2 words 
or sentence structures.  
Among these 90 learning cycles, the most frequently identified cycle structure is 
sequenced as Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate. In the meanwhile, some other complex structures are 
also identified, such as the one identified in the second round of Role-play activity sequenced as 
‘Focus ^ Not propose ^ Direct ^ Rehearse ^ Affirm’. These structures will be further 
elaborated with instances in the sections below.  
In terms of pedagogic relations, two exchange patterns are identified in this stage. One is 
evident in the Role-play activities where students play the K1 role. The exchange in the task is 
initiated and followed by students. This is also a main feature of students’ role in L2 speaking 
activities. The other pattern is realized in the rest of the pedagogic activities such as preparation 
and evaluation phases where the teacher remains as the primary knower (K1) in initiating the 
dialogical exchange. Among these two types of exchange, the typical negotiating structure is 
sequenced as dK1^K2^K1 where the teacher leads the authoritative role. This seems not 
different from any other lesson stage in the current review lesson. The sources of meaning as 
pedagogic modalities in the exchange include the teacher and students shared knowledge prior 
to the review lesson, as well as some visual images with texts and classroom entities.  
From a macro perspective, these 90 learning cycles function as 19 activity phases of the 6 
learning activities at Stage of Controlled Practice. As shown in Table 4.4 below, the 6 learning 
activities (sub-stages) are identically sequenced in two rounds. The core learning activities in 
both rounds are the highly-structured ‘Role-play activity’ where students are required to conduct 
exchanges with their peers independently. ‘Setting-up’ serves to set up resources (images) and 
model language structures for the ‘Role-play’; ‘Identifying activity’ simply reinforces the 
meaning of L2 words that have been negotiated in ‘Role-play’, by pointing to different entities.  
 
Lesson 
stage 
 Learning activity 
(sub-stages) 
Activity phases 
Stage of 
Controlled 
Practice 
Setting-up      Prepare ^ Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate ^ Extend  
Role-play activity 1         Role allocation ^ Task ^ Evaluate  
Drilling practice                                    Task 
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    Setting-up      Prepare ^ Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate ^ Extend  
Role-play activity 2 Role allocation ^ Modelling ^ Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate  
Drilling practice                                    Task 
Table 4.4 Lesson genre of Stage One 
These learning activities are further elaborated with specified activity phases, outlined in 
Column 3. Those activity phases highlighted in bold in each row involve a larger amount of 
exchanges than others. A large proportion of exchanges goes to students’ demonstration of their 
L2 knowledge in different learning tasks and understanding of their peers’ performance in the 
evaluate phases.  
Illustration on these features is based on the multifaceted analysis starting from each 
learning cycle. Below, the specific features of the bottom-up analysis in each learning activity 
will be presented with instances. Sub-section 4.2.1 describes the findings on ‘Setting-up’, 
followed by ‘Role-play activity’ in sub-section 4.2.2, and ‘Drilling practice’ in sub-section 4.2.3. 
4.2.1 Setting-up: implicit modelling 
The classroom exchange in Stage of Controlled Practice starts with the teacher and students’ 
collaborative preparation on setting up the images (farm animals & zoo animals) with L2 words 
and modelling L2 sentence structures. Only English is employed in this Setting-up activity. 
Setting-up activity is initiated by the teacher presenting the habitats – zoo/farm) of 
animals in written texts on the board and asking the whole class to pronounce the L2 words. It is 
followed by her appointing one student to group those images of animals according to their 
habitats on the board. She then checks the pronunciation of the names of animals and asks some 
students to recall the names and colors of the animals by using target sentence structures.  
Cycle complexes of both rounds of setting-up activities (see Table 4.4) follow the same 
structures. Cycle complex refers to one or more learning cycles serving a shared function in a 
learning activity (Rose, 2014, p. 22). For example, Table 4.5 details how the teacher sets up for 
the later task in the first round. At the upper rank of the learning activity, first three cycle 
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complexes serve to set up the resources (images, names of the images) for the later task (Role-
play). The fourth complex serves to model the language structures in the task.  
Spkr exchange phases mode source 
1. T Now let’s look at so many animals.  Direct A2 attention 
T And here is the {Pauses, attaches a picture of a farm on 
the board and point it} 
Focus dK1 images 
W Farm. Propose K2 prior lesson 
T Right.  Affirm  K1 prior lesson 
T Farm.     
2. T And who can take the farm animals on the farm? Who can 
help us?  {T raises her hand while saying so; many 
students raise hands immediately and she picks one}  
Focus dK1  
T Della.  Direct dK1 (A2) knowledge 
S3  {Della comes out to the blackboard and moves 5 pictures 
into the circle on the board. The whole class watch her 
quietly} 
Propose K2 (A1) common-sense 
knowledge 
T Good.  Affirm K1’  
3.T Now let’s check.  Direct/Focus dK1 
 
images 
T Chick, duck, monkey, pig, cow. {Pointing to the related 
pictures of farm animals one by one}  
 K1 Teacher 
knowledge 
W Pig, cow.  Propose K2  prior lesson 
T Wonderful!  Affirm K1’  
4.T So…tell me, what’s this? {Ss raise hands}  Focus dK1 prior move 
T Peter. Direct A2 images 
S4:  It’s a chick.  Propose K2 prior lesson 
T What colour is it? Focus dK1 images 
S4  It’s yellow. Propose K2 prior lesson 
T:  Very good.  Affirm K1’  
Table 4.5 Pedagogic activities, relations & modalities in Setting-up phase (Appendix A) 
This Setting-up activity is realized by four learning cycles/cycle complexes within 19 
moves. As presented in the third column in Table 4.5, the structure of the first three cycle 
complexes are patterned as  
Direct | Focus ^ Propose ^ Affirm. 
The fourth cycle complex is further realized by two smaller units of learning cycles, 
which is structured as  
Direct | Focus ^ Propose ^ Focus ^ Propose ^ Affirm. 
Teacher talk in these cycles does not deal with the target knowledge explicitly and no 
Prepare or Elaborate phases can be identified. Teacher talk is limited to Focus, Evaluate and 
Direct phases. Specifically, in these four cycle complexes, Cycle 1 points out the topic—farm. 
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Cycle 2 negotiates ‘commonsense’ knowledge as Student 3 is asked to choose animals that ‘live 
on the farm’. This can be done without learning the English words. In other words, it does not 
require students’ English language knowledge acquired in prior lessons. It is not considered as a 
review activity but simply a setting up activity for later tasks. In Cycle 3, the teacher reads out 
loud the L2 words immediately after her Focus question, and meanwhile students repeat after her. 
In Cycle 4, she uses the target grammatical structures in her Focus question: What’s this and what 
color is it, and students’ Task is to propose names and color of the images being pointed at. In 
order to answer these questions, students need to recall their knowledge learnt in prior lessons as 
these words are marked as the key vocabulary in this unit study as mentioned in the teacher’s 
teaching rational (see Appendix B). 
Regarding the pedagogic relations presented in Column 4 in Table 4.3, both action 
exchange and knowledge exchange can be identified. In knowledge exchange (dominated), the 
teacher posits herself in a more authoritative role of primary knower (K1), but as delayed 
primary knower (dK1) in an interactive mode. Such hierarchical interactive roles at most of 
times remain unchanged throughout this setting-up. Students’ proposing is often evaluated and 
praised by the teacher’s K1’ move. No further follow-up K1 move can be found in any of the 
exchanges. All of the knowledge exchanges in the setting-up are sequenced as: 
        (dK1^K2^K1)^(dK1^K2^K1’)^(dK1^K1^K2^K1’)^(dK1^K2^dK1^K2^K1’).  
 The teacher also adopts an A2 role in Direct phases. In young students learning contexts, 
the teacher’s A2 moves often direct students to pay attention to certain resources and support 
them to propose meanings. Such an explicit direction may happen at any time during the class, 
for example, while dealing with students’ behaviors, or in this case, drawing students’ attention: 
‘now let’s look at so many animals’. Different from the above knowledge exchange, such 
language is direct and explicit as it requests immediate responding actions and serves regulative 
purposes. This shows an example of TL being used in teacher talk to support regulative functions 
which is not simply realized by LL. 
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Regarding the analysis of pedagogic modalities, the main source of exchanges in these 
cycle complexes is the teacher’s pointing to the images conveying L2 words on the board, as 
well as students’ recall of knowledge on L2 pronunciation learnt in prior lessons. 
 
Figure 4.3 Pedagogic Modalities—shared images with texts 
In both rounds of ‘Setting-up’ (referring to Table 4.4), she begins by presenting images of 
animals on the board and asking students to group the same types of animals. After grouping, she 
checks the L2 names and colors with the whole class. Figure 4.3 above shows a screenshot of the 
class video. As shown in the figure, the teacher points at one picture of Farm animals, asks 
students to pronounce the L2 words, and recall the sentence structure ‘it’s’. Both verbal and 
visual modes are embedded in setting-up.  
Such an interactive mode of preparation is also evident in the analysis on the 
interpersonal elements, including the adoption of resources of Appraisal and interpersonal 
metaphors. Firstly, analysis shows that there are resources of Appraisal applied in the teacher’s 
feedback, including positive attitude [appreciation] and Graduation [force]. Teacher’s evaluative 
languages confirm and motivate students to maintain active participation in classroom activities. 
Examples can be identified in each of the closing phases of the learning cycles in Preparation 
activities: 
(K1’) Right! Farm!  
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(K1’) Good!  
(K1’) Wonderful! 
(K1’) Very good. 
Secondly, interpersonal metaphor can be identified in teacher’s initiating moves. 
Interpersonal metaphor refers to using one single lexicogrammatical structure to present two 
different meanings (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). It offers more possibilities for the teacher to 
express different modal meanings and exchanging commands. In this case, the teacher initiates 
exchange with a dK1 move in diversified grammatical moods: 
(1: dK1) And here is the… (Declarative) 
(2: dK1) Who can help us (to move the pictures of farm animals)? (Interrogative) 
(3: dK1) Let’s check. (Imperative) 
(4: dK1) What’s this? (Interrogative)  
Instances 2 and 4 above are realized through interrogative clauses which are consistent 
with the common grammatical encoding of dK1 moves as interrogation noted in previous 
findings (Macnaught, 2015). In addition to the common ones, Declarative and Imperative 
sentences are also applied in the teacher’s dK1 role. In instance 1, the teacher chooses a 
statement in a declarative mood with the key word as ellipsis to elicit students’ recall of the word 
farm. In this way, declarative mood is used to elicit or demand information, which is different 
from its common grammatical use of providing information. This exemplifies the concept of 
‘interpersonal grammatical metaphor’. Instead of applying an interrogative mood in demanding 
information, the declarative mood helps to reduce students’ cognitive load to process and recall 
the knowledge. Besides, the inclusion of ‘us’ in her imperative clause seems to help soften her 
authoritative role, and construe a more ‘student-centered’ mode of Preparation (the term 
“student-centered” emphasizes the students’ own choices and willingness to participate in the 
classroom activities; it allows enough time and space for the students to actively recall the 
knowledge learnt in prior lesson for the review activities; to be further discussed in Section 
5.1.1).  
Evidence in both the analysis on the teacher’s pedagogical patterns and interpersonal 
elements, illuminates that although the teacher takes a leading role in preparation phase, she also 
makes efforts to ease her dominant primary knower role and tries to create ‘student-centered’ 
activities. However, it still requires further examination on whether such instruction and 
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modeling is sufficient or explicit enough to support students to undertake follow-up independent 
tasks. The following sections will focus on exemplifying students’ performance in different tasks 
including Role-play activity in Section 4.2.2 and Drilling practice in Section 4.2.3.  
4.2.2 ‘Role-play’  
Each Role-play activity begins with a phase of role-allocation, followed by the teacher and 
students’ co-evaluation phase. These phases form a cycle complex for the learning activity—
Role-play. Part 4.2.2.1 focuses on illustrating the pedagogic relations in role-allocation; Part 
4.2.2.2 focus on students’ performance in Role-play activity and teacher’s potential K1 role 
during their task; Part 4.2.2.3 illustrates the dynamic moves negotiated by both the teacher and 
students in the co-evaluation phase after Role-play. 
4.2.2.1 Role-allocation: LL use in mediating roles  
Role-allocation can be identified prior to both role-play activities. It refers to the negotiation 
happening when the teacher assigns different roles to the students prior to the activities. In the 
teacher’s Direct phases (see Table 4.6 below), teacher talk contains three types of moves: K1, A2 
and rch, in which LL is applied in A2 and rch moves. She acts as the secondary actor (A2) when 
assigning roles to different students, and primary knower (K1) when giving short description on 
their roles. She sometimes responds with a rch move to mediate the roles when some students 
challenge her decision.  
Specifically, role-allocation for the first Role-play is faster than that for the second one. It 
simply takes three exchanges within eight moves.  
Spkr Exchange phases roles participants 
T 
And who would like to have this farm, so 
you are the farmer? {Showing a crown 
shaped card written ‘Farmer’}  
 Direct A2 Class 
Ss {More than 10 students raise hands}  A1 T 
T Kevin.   A2 Ind: S5 
S5 {Coming out}   A1 T 
T: 
Ok {putting the farmer’s crown on Kevin’s 
head}    A2f  Ind: S5 
T Here is your farm.  Direct K1 Ind: S5 
T OK?   K2 Ind: S5 
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T Who wants to visit the farmer’s farm?  Focus  A2 Class 
T Try. Lucy, Amy, Jimmy, YF.    A2 S6-9 
S6-9  {coming out and facing Kevin}    A1   
Table 4.6 Pedagogic activities, relations & modalities in Role-Allocation (1) 
In Table 4.6, students’ A1 role in the structure ‘A2^A1^A2^A1^A2f’ shows that they are active 
in participation in the activity. The teacher calls out five names from volunteer students and 
directs them to come closer to the board. Her directing role is encoded as A2 move. However, in 
the second round, more students are willing to play the main role—zoo keeper, but less students 
want to be the visitors. It takes more moves to allocate the roles, shown in the column titled 
‘roles’ in Table 4.7.   
Spkr exchange Activity  roles Participants 
      T  Who would like to be the zoo keeper? {more than 5 Ss 
raise their hands} 
Direct A2 Class 
T Now, S21, can you?  Direct A2 S21 
 T  Come on! {Waves at S21 to let him come to the front} Direct A2 S21 
      S22 Me. {Some students raise their hands higher; S22 
stands up without being appointed} 
  A1 T 
  Jerry (S22), next time OK? Direct ch S22 
 T  Jerry,  Cruise0
[JERRY NEXT TIME. LET’S GIVE THE 
CHANCE TO CRUICE NOW, OK?] 
Direct K1* S22 
S22 
. Oh   K1f T 
S21 {S21 walks to the front and T places the crown on his 
head} 
  A1 T 
T Cruise is strong. Cruise is tall. Cruise is big. So Cruise 
is the zoo keeper. {Cruise smiles happily after 
listening to this}  
 K1 Class 
T  So who would like to visit the zoo? {T raises her hand 
and more than 12 Ss raise their hands}  
Focus A2 Class 
  y!]A[Who seems to be the most 
interested] 
Direct  
A2 
Class 
  S23, S24, S25 Focus A2 S23-25 
Ss {Walk to the front}   A1 T 
T {T whispers to S21 and gestures him to point to the 
pictures on the door and ask}  
Direct K1 S21 
  {Only two Ss are in the front when T finishes 
demonstrating to S21.}  
  ch T 
T Come here. Quick.  Direct  rch Class 
  z[Still need one more student] One more, one 
more.         
Direct A2 Class 
 T Emily.  {T raises her hand again and about 10 Ss raise 
their hands}   
Direct A2 S25 
 S25  {Emily walks to the front}   A1 T 
T What’s that? {T demonstrates to S21 to let him start 
the conversation} 
Direct 
(model) 
K1 S21; T 
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Table 4.7 Pedagogic activities and relations in Role-Allocation (2) 
Analysis in Table 4.7 points out that LL functions to mediate the allocation of different 
roles. In the exchange at the beginning, more than five students volunteer to be the zoo keeper. 
After she appoints S21 to take the role, S22 complains and requests to take the role as well (A1). 
She challenges their A1 move by using LL to respond to them (ch). She promises to give the 
active student, S22 a chance next time. Such an interpersonal negotiation narrows down the gap 
between the teacher and students’ power relations. She then gains S22’s verbal agreement 
‘Oh’. This exchange structure involves three participants, the teacher, S21 and S22. 
When it comes to the roll-allocation for ‘zoo visitors’, it can be noticed that students 
respond to the teacher’s invitation much more passively than the other roles. As the last second 
exchange in Table 4.7 above illustrates, there are only two students out of four getting ready after 
being appointed (ch). The teacher thus adds a Direct phase ‘come on. Quick’ to get the roles 
settled (rch).  
Those whose English proficiency is relatively higher or those who are more confident 
may have been chosen to do the first role-play. This may contribute to the rest of the students’ 
(with lower language proficiency) frequent challenges to the teacher’s decisions on the role 
allocation in the second role-play. Another reason for students’ ch roles in the second role-play 
may be that the teacher adds more points for the leading role than the other roles in the first 
Role-play activity. Based on their observation on the first activity, students understand the role of 
zoo visitors is less important or in a lower social hierarchical status than the leading role, zoo 
keeper.  
In addition to the A2 and rch roles, the teacher also adopts a K1 move describing the 
features of the zoo keeper’s role: Cruise is strong; Cruise is tall; Cruise is big; and Cruise is the 
zoo keeper. The genre of this text is a description which contains patterned target grammar 
structures that will be used in another task in Stage of Freer Practice later. However, in this 
comment, the teacher uses a series of evaluative language – strong, tall and big, to “positively 
positioning” the image of the student Cruise and the zoo keeper. Such attitudinal positioning 
(praising in Appraisal analysis) focuses on the appearance of the students rather than their 
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classroom behavior or language competencies, which may cause students’ misunderstanding that 
only “tall, strong and big” person can play Cruise’s role. It is necessary for teachers to become 
more aware of their attitudes expressed in their talk.   
4.2.2.2 Task: multiple participants in dynamic moves  
Role-play functions as the main Task activity phase at the rank of learning activity (as previous 
mentioned in the hierarchical rank of learning activities). It is further realized by smaller units of 
learning cycles. The main structures of pedagogic activities in Round 1 and 2 can be identified 
as: 
 Task (Role Play) ^ Affirm (Round 1) 
 Task (Role Play) ^ Reject ^ Task (Role-play) ^Reject (Round 2) 
In terms of pedagogic relations, Role-play activities allow students to take the roles of 
primary knowers (K1) and secondary knowers (K2) while carrying out the highly-structured 
dialogues. ‘Highly-structured’ in this phase contains two layers of meanings: 1) speaking with 
fixed grammatical sentence structures that are provided on the screen; 2) using target sentences 
and items to play fixed roles (K2 ^ K1) within eight exchanges. Among the five role players, one 
student is assigned with Role A (farm keeper or zoo keeper) as secondary knower (K2) and the 
other four students with Role B (visitors) as primary knowers (K1).  
Analysis shows that Round 1 is realized in a total of eight exchanges completed only by 
participating students, while Round 2 in 15 exchanges involving other ‘external’ participants (the 
teacher & other students who are not role players). Two different patterns of exchange structures 
are identified as (“cp” refers to the collocational prompts the teacher provides while students 
encounter difficulty doing their tasks): 
 K2^K1^K1f (Round 1) 
 K2^K1^cp^K1f (Round 2) 
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Regarding the pedagogic modalities in this phase, the main source relies on the shared 
images and texts on the board (previously presented in Figure 4.3 in sub-section 4.3.1), and texts 
in the PowerPoint slides. In the PowerPoint slides, the required L2 structures for Role-play are 
shown as: “A: What’s this/that? B: It’s... A: What colour is it? B: It’s…” Students are required to 
read the sentences, recall the L2 words with the visual aids (pictures of different animals with 
different colours), fill in the given sentence structures and complete the whole exchange.  
Instances of such analysis are provided below respectively from Round 1 and 2. Students 
in Round 1 complete the required eight exchanges without the teacher’s correction. Although a 
few grammatical mistakes appear, the teacher briefly comments with an Affirm phase enacted as 
K1f (K1 follow-up move). The example is provided in Table 4.8.  
spkr exchange Cycle phases roles 
S5 What colour is it? Role-play K2 
S6-9  It’s (a) yellow. {Some say ‘a’ while some not}. Role-play K1 
T Very good. Affirm K1f 
Table 4.8 Exchange roles in Role-play (1) 
Different from Round 1, the teacher’s Reject phase is constantly embedded to correct 
students’ grammatical mistakes and to repair their sentence patterns in Round 2. It took a total of 
15 exchanges towards the completion of the task. The extra exchanges in Round 2 happen 
mainly between Role B and the teacher, with one additional exchange between Role B and the 
whole class. These dynamic moves encoded as collocational prompts (cp) or primary knower 
follower-up (K1f) are carried out by the teacher and other students who remind the role-players 
of few words or sometimes repair their mistakes. The teacher’s role during students’ independent 
task is the potential primary knower who repairs students’ mistakes with a K1f move or provides 
some prompting with cp move to the role-players. The rest of the students are also required to 
observe the performance and to provide support with cp moves. Examples have been provided in 
Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 below. 
spkr exchange roles Cycle phase matters 
S21 What colour is this?  K2 Role-play  
S23-26 It’s a…  K1 Role-play  
T:  It’s brown.  cp Reject  Qualify/repair 
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S23-26 It’s brown.  K1f Role-play   
Table 4.9 Teacher’s correcting/Reject phase during Role-play activity 
In Table 4.9, it can be identified that the teacher’s cp (collocational prompt) role is 
inserted after Student 23-26 fail to propose the correct answer (‘brown’ & a misuse of ‘a’).  It is 
followed by their rehearsing phases as a K1f role (repeating ‘It’s brown’).  
In Table 4.10, other students (W) imitate the teacher’s role and supply a word to these 
role-players, enacted as a cp (collocational prompt) role. It is followed by the teacher’s feedback 
move K1f which provides the whole sentence structure. Student 23-26’s assumed K1 roles in the 
exchange are challenged by the teacher and other students.  
spkr exchange roles Cycle phase matters 
S21 What colour is it?  K2 Role-play  
S23-26 It’s a…  K1 Role-play  
W Orange. {Some students 
below tell them ‘orange’} 
 cp Reject   qualify 
T:  It’s orange.   K1f Reject  qualify 
 OK  K1   
Table 4.10 Peers’ correcting phase during Role-play activity 
In sum, results in Role-play activities show that a certain number of students are still 
unable to do the tasks independently and accurately. Repeated mistakes are made in both groups 
of students. A reason given to this can be that not enough preparation activities are provided in 
Setting-up activities (illustrated in sub-section 4.3.1). Some students hardly recall their prior 
knowledge on the lexical items and the grammatically structures by themselves. The other reason 
can be that the teacher does not elaborate the language structures sufficiently after some mistakes 
are made in the first Role-play. Part 4.2.2.2 below will illustrate how the teacher carries out the 
Evaluation phase.   
4.2.2.3 Collaborative Evaluate phases: LL use in ‘guessing what’s in teacher’s mind’ 
After role-play activities, in addition to the teacher’s single K1move as a general evaluating 
phase (‘very good’) , the teacher adds a co-evaluation phase. It can be identified in a long 
episode of exchanges between the teacher and students, in which both TL and LL are used 
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extensively. Their specific features and patterns of the pedagogic activities, relations and 
modalities are elaborated as follows. 
In this evaluation phase, seven learning cycles/exchanges are identified. The first 6 cycles 
are structured as ‘Focus ^ Propose ^ Reject’. At the beginning of this evaluating phase, the 
teacher does not provide any specific hints but simply mentions ‘there is one mistake’ in the 
Role-play, as shown in Table 4.11.  
Spkr Exchange Gloss Cycle 
phase 
Matter  
  Now Smile has an apple, -
\\TR#V
appleo ;#V
""=;x farmer
oZ^ii.  
[BUT IF YOU WANT TO GET 
THIS APPLE, YOU SHOULD 
ANSWER MY QUESTION 
CORRECTLY. WHEN THEY 
WERE ANSWERING FARMER’S 
QUESTION JUST NOW, THEY 
MADE A BIT MISTAKE.  
Focus L2 grammar 
T *m WHO FOUND IT?] Focus L2 grammar  
S10:  {One student raises his hand}       
T |O*m:? [YOU FOUND IT YOURSELF?] Focus L2 grammar 
  Jimmy,  [JIMMY PLEASE].     
S10:  g@hd [NOT CLEAR ENOUGH.] Propose L2 pronunciation 
T:  7g@hd  [OH, NOT CLEAR ENOUGH?]  Reject Repeat 
  RQhd [YOU READ IT VERY CLEARLY 
ALREADY.] 
  qualify 
Table 4.11 Typical pedagogic activities in initiating co-evaluation  
In Table 4.11, the teacher is expecting a grammatical mistake which is an extra article 
before the adjective (“it's a yellow”). However, in the first teacher’s move, Focus, there is no 
explicit discourse hinting what kind of mistake it is or locating where it is. Students thereafter 
come out with a wide range of unexpected answers. For example, Student 10 comments on their 
English pronunciation. The other five student’s cover aspects including the identification of L2 
words (e.g. ‘not yellow but white’) and L2 pronunciation (see more examples in Appendix A). 
Although the teacher sometimes gives confirmation (e.g. ‘very good’) to them, she is not 
satisfied with their answers as she keeps seeking the expected one by saying “any more” and 
does not reward any of these students with a prize (an apple). It can be interpreted that she 
implicitly rejects all of them. Table 4.12 shows another example. 
Spkr Exchange  Gloss Cycle phases matters 
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  ^Juice  [STILL ONE MORE 
MISTAKE. JUICE, YOUR 
TURN.] 
Focus grammar 
S13:  Cowo~\ black and 
white\ black.  
[COW IS BALCK AND 
WHITE, BUT THEY SAID 
IT’S BALCK.] 
Propose item 
T:  \ black, g^p#
white, \0   
[THEY SAID IT’S BALCK 
ONLY, BUT NO WHITE, 
RIGHT?]  
Affirm (Reject) repeat 
  Juice, one two three for you. 
Good boy.  
    approve 
Table 4.12 Example of potential Reject phase in the analysis of pedagogic activities  
In this example, she confirms Student 13’s answer by adding points on the grading board 
for her. In this way, her evaluation is Affirm. However, she does not give the prize to S13 and 
continues seeking answers, which shows that S13 is also Rejected.   
After successive failing attempts, she finally locates the answer specifically by reading 
the target exchange and stressing on the wrong words in Cycle 7. This cycle is structured 
‘Prepare ^ Identify ^ Focus ^ Identify ^ Affirm. Such findings indicate that Reject phase may 
be avoided if sufficient hints (Prepare phase) have been provided before the question. Table 4.13 
shows the analysis of pedagogic activities in this cycle.  
Spkr Exchange Gloss Cycle 
phase 
Matter  
T V?	"X^
opp{1hd 
THEN I WILL REPEAT 
WAHT THEY SAID AND 
SEE WHO CAN GET IT.]  
Prepare L2 sentences 
T "" farmer   [JUST NOW WHEN THE 
FARMER ASKED] 
  L2 sentences 
T What colour is it?      L2 sentences 
T M_)  [TWO KIDS AMONG 
THEM SAID]  
  L2 sentences 
T It’s a yellow. {pausing}      L2 sentences 
T It’s a yellow. T stresses ‘a’}     L2 grammar 
Ss It’s yellow. {One student calls out the 
answer and then the others follow} 
  Identify L2 grammar  
T Ea.{T chooses the one who 
firstly says the answer} 
 [OK, YOU PLEASE.]  Focus T 
S16 It’s yellow.  Identify S16 
T It’s yellow.   Affirm T 
Table 4.13 Focus phase with sufficient hints 
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Pedagogic activities in Round 2 is identically sequenced as Focus ^ Propose ^ Affirm. 
No Reject phase can be identified. Students perform much more successful than in the first round. 
In terms of the pedagogic relations, most of the pedagogic exchanges are sequenced as 
dK1^K2^K1. In the meanwhile, some other dynamic moves including both Tracking and 
Challenging moves can be identified, such as the teacher’s requests for confirmation (cfrq), 
requests for replay (rprq) and challenges to students’ responses (ch). Table 4.14 shows an 
example of dynamic moves sequenced as dK1^K2^sc^cfrq^K1. 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.14 Dynamic exchange in co-evaluation phase  
In Table 4.14, Student 12 has a self-correct (sc) move after a normal K2 move. It is 
followed by the teacher’s request for confirmation (cfrq) move. However, without student’s 
responses to her confirmation, the teacher continues with an affirmation (K1) directly. In addition 
to requests for confirmation, the teacher sometimes asks students to repeat their answers, which 
can be encoded as request for replay (rprq). Table 4.15 shows an example of such dynamic 
exchange sequenced as:  rprq^rp^rrp^rrpcfrq.  
T $[SAY THAT AGAIN.]{T checks the picture on the 
board but seems not to understand him} 
 rprq 
S14 Duck)[THE DUCK IS YELLOW.] 
{He lowers his volume a lot and is barely heard this time.} 
 rp 
T , $ duck()
? [OH, YOU SAID DUCK IS 
YELLOW, RIGHT?] 
 rrp 
T OK, it’s yellow    rrp 
T 
? [YEAH]?  cfrq 
Table 4.15 Dynamic exchange in co-evaluation phase (3) 
Considering the timing when the teacher’s dA1 move is finally complete (the last move 
of this phase), the first five students’ Propose are in fact Rejected. Till the last exchange in this 
spkr exchange gloss roles 
 ^Joy   [STILL ONE MORE MISTAKE. JOY, 
YOUR TURN.] 
dK1 
S12:  Pig o~\ orange,   [PIG IS ORANGE.  K2 
 
\ orange\ pink.   PIG IS NOT ORANGE. PIG IS PINK.] sc 
T:  7pigo~\ pink
\ orange
o, \0 
[OH, PIG IS PINK BUT NOT ORANGE. 
YEAH? 
cfrq 
  JoyRqE!  JOY, YOU ARE CORRECT!] K1 
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phase, the teacher performs her action role (A1) promised by her former delayed action (dA1) 
role in Exchange 1. Hence, a double coding (from both perspectives of knowledge & action 
exchanges) for Affirm and Reject (e.g. dK1 & dA1 in Table 4.15) in this evaluation phases may 
be of significance to be considered in the current analytical framework (Rose, 2014). The 
analysis of the cycle phases and exchange structures of this whole evaluation phase is presented 
in the below Table 4.15:  
Spkr Gloss Cycle phase Roles 
T Now, I have an apple. [BUT IF YOU WANT TO GET 
THIS APPLE, YOU SHOULD ANSWER MY 
QUESTION CORRECTLY. WHEN THEY WERE 
ANSWERING FARMER’S QUESTION JUST NOW, 
THEY MADE A BIT MISTAKE. WHO FOUND IT 
Focus dA1 
 [YOU FOUND IT YOURSELF?] 
 
dK1 
  JIMMY PLEASE.   
S10:  [NOT CLEAR ENOUGH.] Propose K2 
T:  [OH, NOT CLEAR ENOUGH?]  Reject K1 
  [YOU READ IT VERY CLEARLY ALREADY.]    
T [WHAT ELSE? YOU PLEASE.] Focus dK1 
S11 [PIG WAS PRONOUNCED TOO LONG.] Propose K2  
T [YEAH, IT IS A BIT TOO LONG.] Affirm without rewards K1 
T [WHAT ELSE?]  dK1 
…   K2 
  Affirm without rewards K1 
… … … … 
    
T We can’t say? Focus dK1 
S15 It’s a yellow. Propose K2 
T Very good. Affirm with rewards K1 
A1 
Table 4.15 Pedagogic activities & relations in Co-evaluation 
Such a double coding of Affirm or Reject phases help to gain better understanding of the 
actual pedagogic practice by considering the pedagogic function in a phase rather than being 
constrained within one single exchange, particularly when multiple exchanges serving a shared 
function exist in one learning phase. For example, in this phase containing six exchanges, the 
teacher does not give the award to the students till the last exchange. Without the double coding, 
analysis may simply show that students are affirmed all the time. However, from this case shown 
above, most of the students are likely to understand that they are in fact denied by the teacher 
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and thus keep attempting. Such double coding allows teachers and researchers to analyze teacher 
talk by considering both the knowledge and action exchange. In other words, teachers’ 
corresponding action is also included in the analysis. Therefore, praise with rewards might be 
added to the original choices for evaluations in Rose’s analytical framework, as Figure 4.5 shows 
below: 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Choices for Evaluate phases (modified from Rose’s 2014, p. 18)  
In Figure 4.5, the original options repeat, approve, praise, ignore, qualify, negate, 
admonish consider encoding within one small exchange without considering the potential 
evaluation phases in a bigger learning cycle or action exchange. The current study provides this 
example by taking the teacher’s non-verbal response as evaluation which is realized as dA1^A1. 
It enables us to specify phases of Evaluate from the smallest units/exchanges to the bigger 
learning cycle involving multiple exchanges. It also allows us to analyze teacher's evaluation by 
considering both the knowledge exchange in teacher talk and also the non-verbal action 
exchange. 
Praise with rewards   T: ‘if anyone can get the answer, you can get this big 
apple. (Multiple exchanges) 
     T:  Very good. (Teacher awarded the student with the apple) 
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4.2.3 Follow-up drilling  
Follow-up drilling practice is organized after two Role-play activities. Follow-up drilling 
practice is organized after two Role-play activities. It is a group contest which aims at 
encouraging students' participation. The teacher will add points for different groups on the 
grading board in front of the class according to their performance. The more group members 
propose the correct answers in the activity, the more points their group can get. The teacher 
initiates the activity by calling out different colors in L2 only. Students’ main task is to identify 
learning items in those colors and rehearse the words at the same time.  
The main pedagogic activities are sequenced as Focus ^ Identify ^Affirm. Table 4.16 
shows the exchange in this phase and the analysis on pedagogic activities, relations, modalities 
and interpersonal meanings.  
spkr exchange 
cycle 
phases  
specify 
phases  roles sts mode source 
interpers
onal 
T:  Listen and watch.  Direct  behaviour A2 Class 
  
Listen and 
watch 
 
Smile says point 
to red. Focus  activity dK1 Class enquire 
prior 
tasks  Point to… 
W: 
 
Red. {Point to red 
objects in the 
classroom} Identify item K2 class  recall 
prior 
tasks 
 
 
… 
… 
… (repeated exchanges see Appendix A) 
  
T: 
Very good.  
(adds points to 
each group on the 
grading board) 
Affirm praise K1' 
A1 
Class 
     
Table 4.16 Analysis of pedagogic activities, relations & modalities on Identifying activity 
As presented in Table 4.16, the teacher gains students’ attention by using a Direct phase 
realized through an interrogative move ‘Listen and watch’. It is followed by a Focus ^ Identify 
cycle where Students are enquired to recall their memory on the L2 word ‘red’ and identify the 
objects in the classroom. She does not provide comments immediately after one single exchange 
but till the end of the whole cycle. No Affirm phases in teacher talk can be found in all the 
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exchanges except the last one. Therefore, the double coding which may allow Affirm phases 
being coded as Reject is not required here.  
In terms of the pedagogic relations, Table 4.16 shows that the exchange pattern is 
sequenced as (K1)^(dK1^K2)*^K1’ | A1. The star symbol * refers to the repetitive structures of 
dK1^K2. The typical negotiating content of this activity involves knowledge exchange which is 
represented as action exchange by learners. Although students are required to point to the objects 
which may make their roles encoded as A1, the actual pedagogic purpose is to recall knowledge 
on the L2 words. Thus, such exchange is encoded as knowledge exchange. The teacher follows 
up with K1’ and A1 roles to evaluate their performance by adding points on their grading boards 
to each group rather than individual student. This group competition appears to motivate more 
students to participate in the classroom activities. 
The last two columns show the pedagogic modalities. The source for doing these 
activities is the L2 words practiced in the prior tasks (Role-play) and lessons. Experiential 
meanings show that the knowledge being negotiated is restricted on the lexical level; and the 
interpersonal analysis reveals teacher’s power as the teacher’s moves are realized in a series of 
interrogative clauses.  
In addition to the triadic exchange, the teacher also adds one elaborating phase. It is 
realized as a cycle complex structured as (Direct ^ Rehearse)* ^ Affirm, enacted as 
(dK1^K2)*^K1’. This exchange is presented in Table 4.17 below.   
Spkr Exchange Cycle 
phase 
Specify phases Roles Part. sourcing source 
T: Brown! Yes, that’s 
brown {points to edge 
of the blackboard and 
then takes out two 
pictures} 
Affirm repeat, approve  K1 Class present Knowledge 
  Brown. Direct L2 pronunciation  dK1 Class   
W: Brown. Rehearse    K2 Class Recall Knowledge 
T: Brown. Direct L2 pronunciation  dK1 Class Present Knowledge 
W: Brown. Rehearse   K2 Class Recall Knowledge 
T: Brown. Direct L2 pronunciation  dK1 Class Present Knowledge 
W: Brown. Rehearse   K2 Class Recall Knowledge 
T: Brown. Direct L2 pronunciation  dK1 Class Present Knowledge 
W: Brown. Rehearse   K2 Class Recall Knowledge 
T: Very good. (adds 
points to all the groups 
Affirm praise K1’ Class   
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on the grading board) 
Table 4.17 L2 words Rehearing as elaboration  
Patterned drilling is evident in this cycle. It is realized through 4 exchanges. The teacher 
directs the phonological level of knowledge on the word ‘brown’ (Direct: L2 pronunciation). 
Students respond directly without being explicitly asked to (Rehearse: L2 pronunciation). The 
last two columns show the pedagogic modalities involved, in which the teacher presents her 
knowledge of pronunciation.   
4.2.4 Wrap-up 
This section displays the main features of different lesson activities (Setting-up ^ Role-
play ^ Follow-up drilling) at Stage of Controlled Practice under a multidimensional framework 
analysis. From the macro perspective, both rounds of Role-plays are implicitly modelled but 
extensively evaluated in series of learning cycles. ‘Implicit modelling’ means that in the last 
activity phase (Extend), the teacher demonstrates the dialogues to the whole class in TL without 
further explanation on the language structures or any requirements for the later task. ‘Extended 
evaluation’ means that a long episode of exchange is spent on negotiating the role players’ 
performance as collaborative feedback where both TL and LL are used extensively. The teacher’s 
language in both stages share the same feature: no explicit language on explaining or reminding 
students of the target language structure.  
From the micro perspective, results show that LL is mainly employed in the initiating and 
directing moves (Direct & Focus) while TL in the closing moves (Evaluate). Dynamic pedagogic 
roles of the teacher are identified, including A2, dK1, K1, rch, rrp and cfrq roles. Results also 
point out the features of the teacher’s pedagogic discourse structured as ‘Direct| Focus ^ 
Propose ^ Affirm/Reject’, which may be improved by providing more support, or scaffolding 
before or after assigning any task. This may particularly benefit those students who have 
relatively lower English proficiency. More patterns are expected to be unfolded through the 
analysis at the other review stage (Stage of Freer Practice ) in the following sections. 
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4.3 Stage of Freer Practice 
Stage of Freer Practice is constituted by three review activities, ‘pair-work’, ‘guessing game’ and 
‘sentence making’. The general procedure is as follows: 1) students are asked to practice L2 
sentence structures (‘Is it a’ & ‘Yes/no’) in pairs; 2) orally produce short descriptive texts for 
their chosen ‘animals’ in the guessing game; and 3) make sentences to describe what their 
‘animals’ can do using a new L2 sentence structure. Similar to the review activities at Stage of 
Controlled Practice, the first activity functions as implicit preparation for the second activity 
(guessing game), while the last one is an extended activity. Each of these three activities can be 
sequenced as Modelling ^ Task.   
A total of 316 moves, more than 120 learning cycles/exchanges have been identified at 
this stage. Students undertake most of the exchanges including their interactions in activities and 
comments on their peers’ performance. The teacher’s repair and tracking phases (Reject: qualify) 
are constantly embedded similar to those at Stage of Controlled Practice. The overall distribution 
of Teacher talk is presented in Figure 4.6.  
 
Figure 4.6 Cycle phases in Teacher talk at Stage of Freer Practice  
Such distribution provides an overview picture of the main pedagogic functions of 
teacher talk and student response. Direct phase takes up the majority of teacher talk as she 
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constantly asks students to follow her instructions. Most of the cycle phases are sequenced as 
Focus ^ Propose | Direct. LL is mainly used in the evaluation to encourage learners’ participation 
in line with previous research on the use of LL in language classroom teaching (e.g. Mahboob & 
Lin, 2016, 2018). In the following sections, each main activity will be elaborated along with 
instances of semiotic data and discussion.  
4.3.1 ‘Pair work’ 
This sub-section elaborates the pedagogic practice of pair work activity, with a focus on the use 
of LL throughout the analysis. 
4.3.1.1 Implicit modelling 
Pair work activity starts with the teacher’s modelling of the targeted L2 dialogues in guessing 
‘what is it in my hand’ with the whole class. LL is used to motivate students to participate in this 
activity with positive interpersonal meanings (e.g., appraisal: ‘my favorite’). Findings show that 
teacher talk in this modeling phase appears implicit as it does not contain any language 
explaining or pointing out the requirement for the activity directly. She simply demonstrates by 
pointing at four animal pictures on the board and pretending to grasp one in her hand secretly, as 
Figure 4.7 displays.  
 
Figure 4.7 Teacher demonstrating task in Pair work activity  
After acting out, the teacher begins the dialogue with an imperative question which has 
been practiced in the previous activity, ‘What’s this?’. About 10 students raise hands immediately 
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as Figure 4.7 shows, so she appoints Sammy to have a guess. While Sammy hesitates to propose 
a word with a very low volume, she repairs him by asking ‘Is it…?’. Following her suggestion, 
Sammy finally manages to propose the whole sentence accurately. As a response, she repeats 
Sammy’s sentence ‘Is it a goose’ and then replies with a ‘no’. After this, she raises the same 
question again and receives answers from three more students. Affimation is given to the fourth 
student as all of the four items on the board have been practiced in this question and answer 
demonstration. The whole modelling cycle is therefore realized through four exchanges, 
patterned as  
Focus ^ Propose ^ Evaluate. 
The first three exchanges are rejected and the last one is affirmed. The repeated rejection 
in this cycle seems to play a motivating function as it encourages more students’ participation. 
Students may understand it is a game-wise guessing, which differs from the normal rejection 
function identified in previous sections. The negotation pattern in the first three exchanges 
follow the basic pattern which is enacted as 
dK1^K2^K1, 
while one more K1 move is added at the beginning of the last exchange, realized as  
K1 dK1^K2^K1. 
The K1 move here is carried out in LL: 
 !eo, 	-mQc[OK, I AM GONNA ASK MY FAVOURITE ONE 
BECAUSE HE PERFORMS VERY WELL TODAY].  
The teacher explains in LL the reason why she wants to give this chance to S49 (Tony) by 
using the positive Attitude (see Martin & White, 2005): ‘elike2’as Affect and ‘$[well] as 
Appreciation to admiring S49 (Tony)’s behavior and performance in class, both in the 
strengthening Graduation, ‘![most]’ and ‘*[very]’.  
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4.3.1.2 Task 
In total, ten pairs of students propose their dialogues which are realized through different 
amounts of exchanges. Following the demonstration, the basic exchange structure of students’ 
pair work is dK1^K2^K1. 
One student is required to play the dK1 and K1 roles and the other play K2 role. 
Teacher’s evaluation on students’ performance is based on the accuracy of target L2 sentence 
such as ‘is it a’ rather than ‘it is a’, the amount of exchanges and their body language. The 
analysis on pedagogic relations and modalities shows symbols of apples and stars on the grading 
board are used as a tool of graduation for evaluation (see Figure 4.8 below), and also as the tool 
for motivation. Symbol apple presents the highest affirmation as a ‘champion cup’.  
 
Figure 4.8 Grading board for the graduation of affirmation  
For example, the first pair is only evaluated with one star as they simply role-play the 
dialogue in one exchange with an unexpected sentence pattern and negotiation structure, while 
the tenth pair who propose seven exchanges in total with only one mistake receive the ‘apple’ as 
the best evaluation. Examples are chosen to illustrate the common pedagogic activities and 
exchange features in this phase.   
spkr exchange Cycle phases Specify phases Exchange 
structure 
S42 What’s this? Pair-work   K2 
S43 It’s a cat {in a low voice} K1 
T: OK, sit down please.  Direct behaviour A2 
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  One star for you.  
{T draws one star on their group  
Affirm Adding a point 
on grading board 
K1 
Table 4.18 Example of Pedagogic activities in Pair work (1) 
In Table 4.18, S43 responds to S42’s interrogative sentence in a declarative move ‘it is’ 
instead of the required interrogative move ‘is it’. The exchange pattern is enacted as K2 ^ K1. It 
is different from the expected exchange (dK1^K2^K1). It can be inferred that these students 
may not fully understand the required sentence patterns. However, Teacher does not provide 
explanation or correction to the first pair. The same problematic sentence structure has been 
identified in the following activities, shown in the exchanges of Pair 2, Pair 3, Pair 5, Pair 8 and 
Pair 10. Their mistakes are simply corrected by the teacher presenting the correct L2 sentence 
structure without explanation, as the boldface move shows in Table 4.19.   
spkr exchange Cycle 
phases 
Specify 
phases 
Exchange 
structure 
mode source 
S46 What’s this? Pair work  dK1 refer student 
knowledge 
S47 It’s a chick. K2 recall prior move 
T: Is it a chick? Reject qualify K1 present L2 structure  
S47 Is it a chick?     K2 pronounce L2 structure  
S46 No Pair work  K1 refer Student 
knowledge  
Table 4.19 Example of Pedagogic activities, relations and modalities in Pair work (2) 
In Table 4.19, Teacher inserts a Reject phase to qualify S47’s Propose. S37 proposes the 
same sentence pattern that has been practiced in the prior activity (Role-play). However, without 
explicit explanation on the L2 structure, it is still challenging for these Year one students to 
produce accurate target sentences. The same mistakes can be identified constantly in other 
students’ talk.  
With the additional support in the drill practice, some good examples can be identified. 
For example, the tenth pair proposes a dialogue that includes 8 exchanges presented in Table 
4.20. 
spkr exchange cycle phases roles participants 
S60 What’s that?  Pair work  dK1 S61 
S61 It's a.. K2 S60, T 
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T: Is it a..? Reject qualify K1 S61 
S61 Is it a chick?  Pair work K2 S60, T 
S60 No.  K1 S61 
S61 Is it a cow?  K2 S60, T 
S60 No.  K1 S61 
S61 Is it a duck?  K2 S60, T 
S60 No.  K1 S61 
S61 Is it a pig?  K2 S60, T 
S60 No.  K1 S61 
S61 Is it a tiger?  K2 S60, T 
S60 No.  K1 S61 
S61 Is it a monkey?  K2 S60, T 
S60 No.  K1 S61 
S61 Is it a panda?  K2 S60, T 
S60 Yes, it is. K1 S61 
Table 4.20 Pedagogic activities and relations in Pair work (3) 
4.3.1.3 Evaluate phase 
LL is used for evaluation purposes at this stage. The language shift between LL and TL appears 
both in the phases in learning cycles and the roles in exchanges that realize these phases, which 
is also termed as interrole and intrarole (Kartika-Ningsih, 2016; Kartika-Ningsih & Rose, 2018). 
Interrole language shift means that LL is used in Prepare and/or Focus phases and then it changes 
to TL in Evaluate and/or Elaborate phases. In other words, language shift happens among 
different roles in one learning cycle which starts in LL and ends in TL, or starts in TL, changes to 
LL and then ends in TL. Differently, intrarole language shift happens while there are both LL and 
TL in one move. The teacher may use LL at the beginning of one move/role, and then changes 
into TL at the end of the move. For example, Table 4.21 shows both cases of interrole and 
intrarole language shift.  
T S48. You please.  
One, two three begins. 
 Direct 
S48 What’s this?  Pair work 
(Task) S49 
… 
Is it a duck? 
… 
 
T SmileD%Vw.o/ 1
23456 stars, 
because Rqc!   
One two three…six stars, 
 [SMILE WANNA GIVE A BIG 
PRIZE TO OUR NO.1 
STUDENT, LV HAO]  
[HE DID A GREAT JOB!] 
Affirm 
T: Because… 
? 
 
[WHY]  
 
Elaborate  
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Because S48 acted like this {Gestures}  
oWb>s what’s this?  
So R# 6[  
 
[HIS HANDS ARE LIKE THIS 
WHILE ASKING] what’s this? 
[SO, HE GETS SIX STARS]  
Table 4.21 interplay of Mandarin and English 
Interrole language shift can be identified through the whole learning cycle in Table 4.21. 
The teacher uses TL to initiate the learning activity in Direct phase, and then uses both LL and 
TL in Evaluate and Elaborate phases. Intrarole language shift occurs within the teacher’s 
Elaborate phase. Her articulation shifts between LL and TL regularly. She simply uses LL to 
translate part of the TT for regulative purposes and comment on how to act out the conversation 
with body language. No other patterns or instructional function of LL can be identified. LL use 
appears to be limited, but the pure use of TL seems to be inadequate in stating the grammatical 
mistakes in students’ first role play, as students keep making the same mistakes in the latter 
activities. Therefore, teachers and students’ shared LL should be applied more deliberately for 
pedagogic consideration, such as explaining the grammar structure, particularly in TESOL 
classrooms where multilingual classroom interactions exist.  
To sum up, pair work activity releases K1 roles to students and allows them to control the 
amount of L2 exchanges. It helps to promote students’ agency and engage more participation. 
However, regarding the analysis on the patterns of pedagogic activities, the findings on the 
frequent Reject phases in the teacher’s evaluative language somehow pose that the pattern of 
cycle phases, ‘Focus ^ Pair work ^ Evaluate’ may not work adequately in preparing students to 
complete activities independently, which has also been found as a finding from the analysis in 
Stage of Controlled Practice. 
4.3.2 ‘Guessing game’ 
This sub-section illustrates how the guessing game is modeled by the teacher, and then focuses 
on elaborating the features of teacher talk in this activity.   
4.3.2.1 Implicit modelling of spoken text: absence of elaboration  
Following the pair work in which L2 interrogative sentences have been drilled, ‘guessing game’ 
activity further expands the complexities of L2 production. It requires students to produce a 
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three-sentence descriptive text on a specific ‘animal’, together with an L2 interrogative sentence 
to enquire their peers. This activity begins with a Preparation phase where the teacher presents a 
model of a spoken text on the screen and asks four students to read them out loud. There have 
been two pedagogic patterns identified from the teacher-student talk in the modeling phase:   
Focus ^ Identify ^ Evaluate 
and 
Prepare ^ Focus^ Identify ^ Evaluate. 
Student’s activity in this phase is to identify the knowledge of phonology referring to the 
modeling text. The instructional roles are realized as  
dK1 ^ K2 ^ K1, 
and  
K1 ^ dK1 ^ K2 ^ K1 
As the first basic exchange pattern has been exemplified in the previous sections for 
times, in this sub-section, only examples of exchange with a K1 move as scaffolding are 
provided. 
spkr Exchange Cycle 
phases 
Exchange 
structure  
Source  
T Goes, goes. (points at the sentence 
on the screen) 
Prepare K1 
 text 
on the screen 
T Cherry please. Focus dK1 
S63 It goes peep peep. Identify K2 
T Peep, peep.  Affirm K1 
Table 4.22 Pedagogic activities, relations & modalities in Modeling for spoken text 
In this exchange, the teacher prepares the students by reading out the new L2 word ‘goes’ 
herself first. The new word is highlighted in the text which can be referred to when students 
identify the answers. According to the basic speech roles classified by Halliday and Matthiessen 
(2014, p. 135), analysis on this spoken text shows it is composed by three statements that give 
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information (“It’s small; it’s yellow; it goes peep, peep.’ as shown in the table above) and a 
question that request information (‘What is it’). The first three statements provide information on 
the size, colour and sounds respectively, while the last question requires students to recall the L2 
name of the animal. However, the follow-up guessing game requires students to produce a 
descriptive spoken text with the same genre so that other students can have more clues and guess 
what the text refers to. As all the exchanges in this modelling phase are finished with the 
teacher’s Affirm phase without further Elaboration phase in explaining the sentences, another 
potential activity for students is to identify the genre of this spoken text so they may be able to 
produce another text individually in the following stage. As this potential activity is not pointed 
out directly by the teacher, it totally relies on students’ self-interpretation and their analyzing 
skills, which may be challenging for some of the students. Nonetheless, the actual performance 
in these activities still reply on the analysis on students’ talk in the following sections.  
4.3.2.2 Task 
A total of four learning cycles with four student’s descriptive texts can be identified in the 
activities, as shown below. The first three students are more capable to produce complete spoken 
texts in the expected genre.  However, the last one is given five times to repair his text which still 
seems to be unsatisfactory. 
S67: It’s a big.  It’s ye… It’s white and black. It goes moo moo. What is it? 
S69: It's thin. It’s green. It goes Shee Shee. What is it? 
S71: It's white. It's big. It goes 'bar bar'. What is it? 
S74: It's small. It's {cannot be identified***}. It's short. What is it? 
Analysis in Table 4.23 shows an example of successful independent construction of 
expected text (S69) and an example which needs a repair (S70). Participants in this activity 
include both speaker students, and the other peers. As modelled in this previous sub-section 
4.4.2.1, the main speaker takes the responsibilities to produce the expected descriptive texts and 
the other peers engage in listening and identifying the text. 
spkr exchange phases Specify items  
S69 It's thin. It's green. It goes Shee Shee. What is 
it? 
Propose descriptive text 
W applause}     
S70 It's....It's a snake.  Identify item 
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T Is it a snake?  Reject qualify 
S70 Is it a snake?  Rehearse    
S69 Yes. Confirm   
Table 4.23 Pedagogic activities on an example of Teacher Talk around the spoken text   
As shown in Table 4.23, S67 initiates the exchange by proposing the descriptive texts, 
followed by S70’s Identify phase. The teacher inserts a Reject phase specified as Qualify as a 
response to S70’s ‘inappropriate’ L2 structure. S70 follows with a Rehearse phase and received 
confirmation from S69. Hence, the pedagogic activity for this learning cycle is patterned as  
Task ^ Evaluate ^ Task.  
The teacher’s role embedded in this independent activity functions to evaluate and correct 
students’ mistakes, which is in line with her role displayed in previous activities (e.g. Role-play).  
spkr exchange Exchange structure  addressee sourcing source  
S69 It's thin. It's green. It goes 
Shee Shee.  
What is it? 
K1 
dK1 W; T recall knowledge 
W applause}         
S70 It's....It's a snake.  K2 S59; T infer prior move 
T Is it a snake?  (K1) S70 present L2 structure 
S70 Is it a snake?  K2 T pronounce L2 structure 
S69 Yes. K1 S70; T recall knowledge 
Table 4.24 Pedagogic relations and modalities on an example of Teacher Talk around the spoken text   
Table 4.24 shows the enacted roles in the exchange structure and also the modalities. The 
internal roles of S69 is enacted as K1 and S70 as K2. However, the teacher performs as a 
primary knower (K1) in the whole independent activity construction as she adds K1 information 
‘Is it a snake?’ for S70 when S70 is struggling saying the sentence “It's....It's a snake” (K2). This 
move complex is structured as: 
dK1^K2 || K1^K2 || K1 (the double bar ‘||’ is used here to indicate different cycles) 
In terms of the modalities of this pedagogic activity, S69 needs to recall (sourcing) from 
his L2 knowledge and commonsense knowledge (source). S70 proposes the answer by inferring 
(sourcing) from the prior move. The teacher presents (sourcing) her knowledge on the TL 
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structure (source) which allows S70 to pronounce (sourcing). Similar to this learning cycle, the 
other three cycles in this phase also rely on the source of students’ L2 knowledge and 
commonsense knowledge. 
In addition to this basic cycle phase sequenced as Task ^ Evaluate, Elaborate phase can 
be identified at the end of this cycle. The text is presented in the second and third column in 
Table 4.25 below.  
 exchange gloss Cycle 
phases 
Specify 
phases 
Exchange 
roles 
 T {3VS69I
!QQo
, SNAKE? 
ACTUALLY, S69 GAVE US A 
VERY CHALLENGING 
RIDDLE, WHO CAN TELL ME 
WHAT SNAKE MEANS? 
Focus item dK1 
W , [SNAKE] Propose L2 
meaning 
K2 
T =8Go HOW DID YOU LEARN THIS 
WORD? 
Focus common 
sense 
K2 
S69 ./$k<
9\pv
9f2r
o 
WHEN I AM IN 
SUPERMARKET OR ZOO, I 
CAN SEE SOME SNAKES, 
POISONOUS SNAKES, SUCH 
AS COBRA, ETC.] 
Propose Common 
sense 
K1 
T p#oZ
Q 
[SO, WHEN WE SEE SNAKES, 
WE ARE VERY?] 
Focus  item dK1 
W  [SCARED] Propose item K2 
T Scared.    Affirm repeat K1 
  That's right.      approve   
  Very scared.     repeat  
  OK, let's read together.   Direct  item dK1 
W Scared.    Rehearse  item K2 
Table 4.25 Pedagogic activities & relations in Evaluation phase 
Table 4.25 shows the analysis on how the teacher elaborates the prior exchanges. Cycle 
phases are initiated by the teacher’s Focus question which is enacted as dK1, and followed by 
S69’s Propose as K2. After another two Focus questions, the teacher confirms students’ answers 
by repeating it in TL (Affirm: repeat). Students engage in the activity by repeating the new 
lexical item (Rehearse). This cycle complex is identified as an Elaborate phase in the rank of 
activity phases. This is one of the few occasions in this lesson that Elaborate Phase is identified. 
It functions to negotiate new knowledge on a lexical level and the mode of learning TL in daily 
life. These findings echo with those identified previously at the other lesson stages. 
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4.3.2.3 Evaluate: LL use for regulating behaviors 
As identified in the previous sections, LL is mostly used in the teacher’s direct and evaluate 
phases. For example, in Table 4.25 above, the teacher begins with Focus phase in LL and Affirm 
in TL. This is a typical example of interrole language shift when the initiating moves in one 
learning cycle is in LL and closing moves in TL. LL is mainly used to support students’ 
understanding of the questions and elaborate the meaning. In this example, TL is used for 
introducing the lexical item ‘scared’ that is new to the students.  
So far, the teacher applies LL mostly for regulative purposes in Direct phase, and 
pedagogic purposes in Evaluate or Elaborate phase when negotiating or extending lexical and 
phonological knowledge. Given that students’ TL knowledge is rather limited, LL does not seem 
to be purposefully avoided by the teacher and students also negotiate and discuss with their peers 
mostly in LL.  
For instance presented in Table 4.26, when S74 proposes the incomplete genre of the 
spoken text, some students ask him to add one more sentence with a Query phase in LL: “what is 
its sound?” 
spkr exchange gloss Cycle phases roles 
T S74#% [S74 SAY THAT AGAIN 
THEN] 
Direct  rprp 
W ' [LOUDER PLEASE] Request  rprp 
S74 It's small. It's {cannot be 
identified***}. It's short. What is it? 
  Propose rp 
Ss 
) 1 [BUT WHAT IS ITS 
SOUND?] 
Query  rrp 
4.26 LL use in dynamic moves (1) 
Students get engaged in this activity by questioning the speaker and requesting for more 
information. Dynamic moves can be identified when students request for a replay (rprp) of S74’s 
spoken text. S74 says his text again (rp), yet with one sentence still hardly heard. Thus, the other 
students respond by asking him to repeat the sentence (rrp) which is however ignored by the 
teacher. Instead, she continues by asking a Focus question shown in Table 4.27.  
spkr exchange gloss Cycle phases roles 
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 T 
)P#P\ [WHAT ON EARTH IS THE 
ANSWER?] 
Focus dK1 
Ss 
" [HE LACKS TWO POINTS.] Differ ch 
T 
+@l!al

!a 0 
[THERE ARE NOT 
ENOUGH CLUES, SO YOU 
CANNOT FIND THE 
ANSWER, RIGHT?] 
Check rch 
W YES. &" IT HAS NO SOUND. Confirm   
T  &" It goes… [OH, NO SOUND.]  Affirm  K1 
4.27 LL use in dynamic moves (2) 
The other students challenge again with a Differ phase, which gains a Check phase and 
Affirm phase realized by the teacher this time. It reveals that the teacher does not emphasize the 
genre but simply expect the other students to identify the item the speaker talks about. It later 
brings out a series of unexpected student discourse complaining this unsatisfactory text that S74 
produces. Such dynamic moves between the teacher and students are displayed in the move 
complex shown in Table 4.28. 
spkr exchange gloss Cycle phases Exchange 
roles 
participants 
Ss 
"S
 
HE FORGOT TO SAY ONE 
OF THE SENTENCES. 
Complain K1 T, S74 
S74 &" I DIDN'T FORGET ANY.] Argue ch T, Class 
T 0 
a  
[ALRIGHT, YOU SAY IT 
AGIAN.] 
Direct A2 S74 
S74 {No response}     
Ss &"{keep 
complaining} 
[NO SOUND]  Complain K1 Class, T 
T  ort^=
pVom=

 
OK0WHO IS NOT 
LOOKING AT ME? YOU 
DON'T NEED TO SAY 
ANTHING NOW 
Direct A2 Class 
In this table, students keep complaining about the absence of a descriptive sentence in 
S74’s spoken text, which is yet denied by himself. The teacher follows with a Direct phase in LL 
attempting to stop the argument. The other students’ roles are enacted as K1 and ch (challenge). 
The disagreement may be due to a lack of explicit explanation on the expected genre in previous 
modelling phases mentioned in section 4.4.1. 
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4.3.3 ‘Sentence making’ 
Drilling practice requires students to describe their chosen ‘animals’ by using a new L2 structure 
‘My… can…’ The teacher keeps applying the same pattern of preparation by modelling the target 
spoken genre directly without explanation. Exchange in the preparation phase is presented in the 
second column in Table 4.29. 
spkr exchange Cycle 
phases 
Exchange 
structure 
sourcing source 
T Boys and girls let's look.  Direct  A2 refer images, texts on 
the screen 
T Here is the monkey. And this 
monkey is MY {stressed} monkey. 
My monkey is small. My monkey is 
yellow, but my monkey can dance!  
Prepare K1 recall student 
knowledge/ 
prior move 
 T What can your animal do?  Focus dK1     
 T One, two three, think. Have a rest. 
Close your eyes.  
Direct A2     
T One two three sit well. {Only 2 Ss 
raise hands and T points to S75} 
Focus dK1 recall student 
knowledge 
S75 My monkey can read. Propose K2 refer images, texts on 
the screen 
T Your monkey can read!  
Very good, sit down. 
Affirm K1' recall student 
knowledge/ 
prior move 
In Table 4.29, it can be identified that the teacher attracts students’ attention by using a 
Direct phase, realized in an A2 move, which is unsurprisingly the same as the other lesson stages. 
She follows with a Preparation phase by presenting the target L2 structure of the new activity, 
which is simply realized in one K1 move. A Focus question enacted as dK1 is raised directly 
after the demonstration of the target text. However, after the Focus question, Teacher gives 
students a few seconds to prepare with another Direct phase. Her following directing language 
‘sit well’  functions as a Focus question. Students are expected to respond to her by raising up 
their hands and get ready to propose their answers. The last move in this cycle is the teacher’s 
Affirm phase that repeats S75’s answer and praises him. In this phase, pedagogic activities are 
cycled as  
Direct ^ Prepare ^ Focus ^ Direct ^ Focus ^ Propose ^ Affirm, 
which is realized in a move complex, sequenced as  
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A2^K1^dK1^A2^dK1^K2^K1. 
The main source of this preparation phase are visual and textual images on the board and the 
screen. Students are mainly required to recall knowledge practiced in prior moves and their 
commonsense knowledge about animals.  
Following the modelling phase, a total of 23 students participate in describing their 
chosen animals with the requested lexical item (verb) in the task. Three students participate in 
the Elaborate phase translating the new L2 words into their LL. An example has been shown in 
Table 4.30. 
T 1U
S79o\
 
[WHO CAN 
UNDERSTAND 
WHAT S79 SAID? 
Focus  L2 
meaning 
dK1 Class 
Ss  } [FISH CAN 
DANCE.] 
Propose L2 
meaning 
K2 T 
T 
) 
}56C
(J
` ! 
[HIS FISH CAN 
DANCE! WOW, 
THAT'S AMAZING! 
WHAT A SUPER 
ANIMAL!] 
Affirm repeat K1 Class 
T Let's clap for 
S79. 
    clapping K1 Class 
W {Clapping 
with T} 
        S79 
Table 4.30 LL use in Elaborating L2 meaning  
A new pedagogic activity phase—Request, is identified:  
V[ME] 
[MORE] 
^4[MORE], more! Have more! 
Students at the beginning of the lesson show their willingness to commence the task by raising 
their hands, while in this last activity, they become more engaged (verbally expressing their 
enthusiasm). It is interesting to notice that the last utterance in this move (Move 754 in the 
Appendix) involves both LL and TL. It is the first time in this lesson that students request in 
English. The use of ‘more’ in the utterance is believed to be influenced by the frequent use of 
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‘any more’ in teacher talk, which may imply that leaners’ language development is highly related 
to the teacher’s classroom language (Christie, 2012).  
4.3.4 Wrap-up  
Stage of Freer Practice builds on the knowledge reviewed in prior learning cycles at Stage of 
Controlled Practice, and extends to a higher level of language production, from shorter texts to 
longer texts, from collaborative dialogues to individual spoken texts. Similar to the discourse 
patterns in Stage of Controlled Practice, the common pedagogic activities are phased as Focus ^ 
Task ^ Evaluate without scaffolding. There are only a few exceptions when Prepare and 
Elaborate phases are included. Prepare phase is identified before appointing students to produce 
a ‘genre-based’ spoken text. However, preparation for speaking activities is still limited as the 
teacher simply presents the model texts visually and verbally without further deconstruction of 
the structure or stages of the texts. Elaborate phase is identified in extending the meaning of L2 
words in student talk. Evaluation in teacher talk at this stage constantly maintains positive as the 
teacher keeps affirming and praising students’ answers, mostly in LL, which leads to an active 
participation towards the end of the lesson.  
4.4 Closing stage  
This section presents the features of teacher talk in the last lesson stage. Closing stage is realized 
through three moves in which the teacher carries out her A2 role in assigning homework and a 
K1 role concluding the lesson. The exchange is sequenced in a single A2 move and K1^K1f. as 
shown in Table 4.31. 
T So today's homework. BVonVMMo&'j;
KYWhat‘s this what's that +F!aOK? [HOMEWORK: 
WRITE DOWN THESE TWO SENTENCES “WHAT'S THIS AND 
WHAT'S THAT” ON YOUR WORD CARDS.] 
A2 
  Bye boys and girls.  K1 
W Good bye, teacher. K1f 
Table 4.31 Closing stage: homework assigning 
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As shown in this exchange, the teacher’s discourse on homework assigning is the main 
component at the closing stage. No other follow-up exchanges related to homework can be 
identified after the teacher assigns the homework. Reasons can be attributed to the simplicity of 
the homework (copying two key sentences reviewed in this lesson). 
4.5 Wrap-up  
This chapter presents the pedagogic functions of cycle phases of classroom talk, the relations 
between the teacher and students, the sources applied in the learning activities, and knowledge 
and value projected particularly through interpersonal and experiential items. Analysis starts 
from each individual exchange and learning cycle in the pedagogic discourse, to the functions in 
each learning activity, and further to the whole lesson. The whole lesson structure can be 
summarized as in Figure 4.8 below.  
 
 
 
Opening Looking ahead  
 
Setting-up   Setting up 
   Task 
   Modelling   
   
Role play 1  Role allocation 
   Role play  
   Evaluation/Extension  
Stage of  Drilling practice   Role-allocation 
              Controlled Practice   Task  
Setting-up  Setting up 
    Task 
    Modelling    
Role play 2  Role allocation 
   Role play  
   Evaluation/Extension  
 Drilling practice   Role allocation 
    Task 
 Singing (transition activity) 
 
Stage of  Pair work                         Modelling 
Freer Practice    Task 
Guessing game                  Modelling 
     Task 
   Drilling practice               Role allocation 
         Task 
Activity phase Lesson stage  Learning activity Learning 
cycle 
Cycle 
phase 
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 Singing (transition activity) 
 
Closing   Assigning homework  
Figure 4.8 the lesson genre of review lesson  
As shown in Figure 4.8 (top-down), this review lesson is composed by different review 
activities. Stage of Controlled Practice is focused on reviewing the lexical items and sentences 
structures, while Stage two focuses on producing short descriptive texts. Within each stage, 
patterned features as well as some diversities have been identified, including the functions of 
each cycle phase, the interactive roles between the teacher and students, and sources and 
sourcing of meanings, and the lesson activities and structures. 
In transitions between different stages, students are asked to sing a song related to the 
review topic respectively. The teacher’s pedagogic discourse in this singing activity functions as 
a Direct phase for attracting their attention and regulating their behaviours. Multimedia resources 
are applied in singing activities to provide students with subtitled videos. The activity is also 
facilitated by the teacher’s gesturing and body language for students to imitate from. Relating the 
function of singing activities to the bigger curriculum genre, ‘singing simple English songs’ has 
been specified as one of teaching objectives in the New Curriculum for primary English in China 
(2014).  
In terms of the pedagogic activities, both learning activities and cycle phases are typically 
patterned as Direct | Focus (^ Not response ^ Prepare) ^ Task ^ Evaluate. Direct phase is 
marked as one of the key stages mainly for attention capturing for these Year One students in this 
research. Prepare phase in this review lesson only appears when desired responses are not 
received from the students. However, the added prepare phase is insufficient when the teacher 
only reads out the L2 words and sentences without explicit explanation (e.g. modelling Role-
play). These pedagogic activities are enacted both in action exchange and knowledge exchange, 
with knowledge exchange as the dominant negotiation exchange. Knowledge exchange in this 
lesson mainly considers the target lexical items and sentence structures, while action exchange is 
mainly for regulative purposes. Specifically, the teacher plays the leading role, A2 or K1 roles at 
most of the time. This is consistent with many previous studies on pedagogic exchanges (Martin, 
1999; Rose, 2014). Although students may perform discursive roles: K2 or K1 while they 
undertake speaking activities, the role of the authoritative knower still belongs to the teacher. The 
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typical interactive patterns in this lesson is thus sequenced as A2^A1|dK1^K2^K1. Other 
dynamic exchanges are also identified in the analysis such as the teacher’s cp (collocational 
prompt) role and students’ ch (challenge) and rprp (request for replay) roles. Additionally, the 
absence of K2-initaited pattern and the dominance of dK1-initiated patterns in this class shows 
the central position of the teacher in this lesson.  
Interpersonally, both modal responsibility and resources of Appreciation in the system of 
Appraisal have been identified and discussed through the analysis. It indicates the teacher’s 
efforts in encouraging participation. Experientially, results show that these series of revision and 
reinforcement activities are built up one after another within which lexical relations and lexical 
repetitions are identified. However, the sequencing of tasks somehow appears unsystematically. 
In the first-round review activities (i.e. ‘role-play’ & ‘guessing game’), it requires more complex 
language structures, which however is sequenced before the other activities (‘identifying & 
extending activity’) that simply review L2 words. In this way, the review lesson appears to be 
composed by series of tasks that mainly require students’ independent work without providing 
them explicit hints or preparation.  
Analysis also shows that the boundary between each lesson activity is indicated by the 
teacher’s use of a conjunction ‘so’. Conjunction is one of the main patterns of cohesion that is 
usually considered to contribute to the texture of a text (Halliday & Hassan, 1976). It refers to 
words, such as ‘so’, ‘and’, ‘but’ and ‘finally’ that join phases, clauses or sections of a text to 
create a logical semantic text. In this lesson, teacher uses the conjunction ‘so’ frequently 
throughout the whole lesson, mostly in places where she starts a new task. This conjunctive word 
‘so’ is applied to be a transitional linguistic indicator for each lesson activity, task and even cycle 
phase. Its function goes beyond its grammatical function of cause and effect transition. 
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Chapter Five: Discussion 
Discussion in this chapter is based on the results presented in Chapter four. As stated earlier in 
the introduction chapter, this thesis aims to reveal the nature of a review lesson genre by 
examining the patterns of teacher talk around review activities, and the use of LL – Mandarin in 
classroom discourse. As follows, section 5.1 explains the findings of the implicit and inquiry-
based teacher talk around review activities. It also discusses how such patterns of teacher talk 
may lead to effectiveness or challenges in teaching and learning by relating to the previous 
research on classroom interactive patterns and explicit scaffolding instructions (Martin, 1992; 
Humphrey & Macnaught, 2017). Section 5.2 discusses the extended use of Mandarin for 
regulative functions such as regulating students’ behavior, encouraging students’ participation 
and mediating roles. However, it shows limited use for instructional functions, by referring to 
previous work on the LL use in ELT classrooms (Garcia & Li wei, 2014; Li Wei, 2018; 
Mahboob & Dutcher, 2014; Mahboob, 2018; Mahboob & Lin, 2018; Kartika-Ningsih & Rose, 
2018). Section 5.3 discusses the current lesson genre and review activities (Lee, 2011; Lim, 2011; 
Liu & Irwin 2017), followed by a summary in section 5.4. 
5.1 Implicit and inquiry-based teacher talk around review activities 
As presented in Chapter Four, teacher talk around review activities appears to be implicit and 
inquiry-based. From a top-down perspective of how different lesson activities are negotiated 
through teacher talk, it is consistently structured as ‘implicit modelling ^ lesson activity ^ 
inquiry-based evaluation’; from a bottom-up perspective of how each individual learning task is 
negotiated, the most common activity structure is sequenced as ‘Focus ^ (Propose ^ Reject ^ 
Focus) ^ Propose ^ Affirm’ and the main exchange structure as ‘dK1^K2^K1’. Specifically, 
teacher talk in this lesson is inquiry-based as it focuses on enquiring students to recall their prior 
knowledge and bring it into practice in different lesson activities. It is also implicit as there is an 
absence of Prepare phase in all modelling phases and lack of specific clarification in the Focus 
questions and lack of Elaborate phases after the frequently identified Evaluate (Reject) phases 
(Rose, 2018; Rose & Martin, 2012). The following discussion thus will respectively focus on 
these two aspects of teacher talk and how such features may (in)effectively affect learning in 
different perspectives such as motivating students and activating their prior knowledge. 
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5.1.1 Inquiry-based teacher talk  
As shown in Chapter Four, the feature of inquiry-based teacher talk is evident in different phases 
including the opening-up of the lesson, the modelling phases and the evaluation phases. Through 
analysis, it has been found that the inquiry-based teacher talk in the lesson functions effectively 
to attract students’ attention, check their prior knowledge and identify their learning gaps. 
However, it shows some challenges in terms of motivating all students in learning, effectively 
activating their prior knowledge and consolidating the key knowledge/topics for review purpose.  
The inquiry-based talk with Direct phase is effective in attracting students’ attention and 
initiating classroom learning. For example, as shown in the Opening-up stage, the teacher 
initiates the lesson by raising a Focus question to the whole class, enquiring students about their 
knowledge on a L2 word (see Table 4.1). The teacher does not generate any discourse on 
housekeeping, as frequently appeared in previous studies in other ESL/EFL lesson genres (Lee, 
2011; Liu, 2017). She then seems to purposely call on the student who does not pay attention and 
set a bad example to make the whole class be aware of the beginning of the lesson with a Direct 
phase: ‘Those who didn’t look at me cannot tell what it is’. It thus makes the whole class become 
quiet and she receives an expected answer from the second student.  
In this example, both knowledge exchange and action exchange help to achieve the 
objective of the opening stage in terms of attracting students’ attention towards the end of this 
stage. In knowledge exchange, the teacher and students’ exchange structure (dK1^K2^K1) and 
the phase sequence (Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate) are commonly identified throughout the lesson. 
These findings correlate with a broad base of studies on classroom discourse (Berry, 1980; 
Martin, 1992). This tripartite sequence with task at the core reflects the most commonly 
documented pattern in classroom talk, as shown in the Initiate-Response-Feedback (IRF) pattern 
(Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). Moreover, in this example, exchange involves both individual 
students (S1&S2) and the whole class. It is believed that appointing individual learners to do the 
task may motivate the whole class to engage in lesson activities (Rose, 2014). As shown in the 
video, students start to listen attentively and respond to the teacher’s questions shortly after the 
first student’s unsuccessful proposing and teacher’s responding phase (teacher talk regarding 
classroom discipline). The Direct phase corresponds to Christie’s (1995, 2002) ‘regulative 
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register’ for overall directing and sequencing classroom activities, while the inquiry corresponds 
to the ‘instructional register’. Both registers interplay together to achieve the goal of the 
classroom management effectively particularly in attracting students’ attention and engaging 
them in a learning mode. It is understandable that in early year schooling, classroom 
management can be challenging, and a certain amount of teachers’ discourse is usually spent on 
regulating students’ behaviors.  
In addition to attracting students’ attention through inquiry-based talk, the 
lexicalgrammatical realization in the teacher’s directing language (e.g. the declarative mood and 
the inclusion of ‘us’ used in the teacher’s inquiries, pointed out on p. 65, Section 4.2.1) helps to 
soften the teacher’s authority and create a way of student-center learning. This “student-center” 
kind of discourse encourages students to respond voluntarily and recall their knowledge acquired 
in prior lesson actively without feeling a lot of pressure since they are not being demanded or 
appointed all the time. This sheds light on how important teachers’ awareness of the lexical 
grammar applied in teacher talk is to serve for the pedagogical goal.  
The inquiry-based teacher talk also functions efficiently to check students’ prior 
knowledge and understanding, and develop their thinking skills (e.g. Chavoshan, 2017; Ford-
Connors & Robertson, 2017; Harman, 2018, Schleppegrell, 2013). For example, in the 
collaborative evaluation phase (see section 4.2.2.3), the teacher invites the whole class to 
evaluate their peers’ performance in the role-play activities. It triggers a long episode of 
exchanges where students propose ideas covering pronunciation, identification of target L2 
words as well as the volume and body language of the role-players. Other examples of multiple 
inquiry-based exchanges can be found in the modelling phases (see section 4.2.1 & 4.3.1.1) 
when the teacher asks questions directly related to the target words and grammatical structures 
for revision. These exchanges all follow the sequence of Focus ^ Prepare ^ Evaluate which is 
enacted as dK1^K2^K1 roles. Aligned with previous research on classroom discourse analysis, 
such structure to some extent allows the teacher to quickly check students’ current knowledge 
and understanding (e.g. Gibbons, 2009; Jing & Jing, 2018; Li, 2017) and develop students’ 
critical awareness (Gibbon, 2002; Harman, 2018).  
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As presented in section 4.2.2.3, the inquiry-based evaluation phase is realized through 
several dynamic exchanges (e.g. ch^rch, rprp^rp) where students propose a series of 
unanticipated utterances (USUs) (Chavoshan, 2017) and teacher’s prompt responses to these 
utterances. This interactive and collaborative process has been found to helpful to promote L2 
learning and development in recent studies (e.g. Glisan & Donato, 2017; Nassaji & Swain, 2000; 
Waring, 2017; Yang, 2014), as the teacher is playing a diagnosing role in such collaboration to 
examine students’ ZPDs and thereafter may be able to provide scaffolding when necessary. 
However, it is not a major concern in the current research. The teacher’s responses to her 
students’ unanticipated utterances (K2) are mostly praising clauses (K1’). This appears to 
encourage collaborative learning and may be likely to facilitate students’ L2 learning and 
development.  
Despite the efficacy of such a pattern of teacher talk, this inquiry-based talk is less 
effective in terms of supporting the lower level students to confidently participate in learning, 
referring to the five-part model of interaction: Prepare ^Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate ^ Elaborate. 
Rose and Martin (2012) posit the task as the obligatory phase and suggest that Prepare and 
Evaluate phases provide further supports and clarification to the task.  
Although in a review lesson, the knowledge being negotiated is taught and shared, the 
preparation or elaboration can still help to build up students’ confidence in learning. For example, 
as noticed in the video, at the beginning of the lesson, the teacher roughly raises a question (what 
is it) in LL and appoints Student 1 to answer it. Without any clues on the expected answer, S1 
simply stands in front of his peers silently (about five seconds). Meanwhile the teacher keeps 
asking him the same question for three times without modifying her discourse or providing any 
hints. S1 then is rejected (gestured to sit down without being given any feedback) and is no 
longer recorded to do any tasks voluntarily in the rest of lesson time. To avoid his unsuccessful 
attempt, the teacher may assist S1 by providing more background knowledge related to the 
expected answer. Adequate scaffolding can facilitate students with knowledge base to extend 
their learning (Applebee & Langer, 1983; Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976). It is believed that the 
teacher’s positive spoken feedback can be helpful to motivate learners and engage them in 
classroom activities.  
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Further examples in other lesson stages also show the necessity of providing support and 
elaboration in teacher talk. For instance, in the Role-play activity in this review lesson (see 
section 4.2.2), the findings on the highly-structured content required in the role-play indicate that 
the role-play can be conceptualized as a genre in SFL terms (Mukherjee, 2016). However, such 
genre is not elaborated specifically in previous Prepare phases, which may be part of the reasons 
that students are constantly rejected at this stage. In addition, as the constant repair phases (the 
teacher’s Reject phases) for the second group of role-players happen after a co-evaluation and 
extension phase for the first round of role-play, it may also reveal that these targeted language 
features are not fully negotiated or evaluated extensively. As shown in the results chapter, though 
students have both textual and visual texts (see discussion of visual texts in Kress & van 
Leeuwen, 1996) to refer to, they are still constantly repaired and assisted to complete the 
‘individual’ tasks, particularly for the second group of role-players. Their un-readiness may be 
due to the lack of scaffolding in the Prepare phase and Evaluate (Rose, 2018). More elaboration 
is demanded to ensure a better understanding of the target knowledge.  
The teacher-led inquiry-based talk also shows its limitations in terms of activating and 
consolidating students’ prior knowledge. As pointed out in previous studies (e.g. Ford-Connors 
& Robertson, 2017; Schleppegrell, 2013), such structure may restrict the meaning negotiation 
and constrain students’ learning as they are more likely to get students to respond with single 
words or phrases (Schleppegrell, 2013, pp. 153-154). Examples are presented in different phases 
in Chapter Four such as modelling phases (section 4.2.1 & part 4.3.2.1). Besides, a lack of 
students’ initiating role in choosing the curricular themes to review (Cummins, 1996; Ovando & 
Combs, 2018), brings difficulties in identifying students’ learning needs and gaps. For instance, 
in the second Role-play activity (see part 3.2.2.2), from the guessing game (see part 4.3.2.2) until 
the last activity sentence making (see section 4.3.3), similar grammatical mistakes are repeatedly 
identified. Without extended teacher talk, the teacher seems to fail in addressing their difficulties 
sufficiently.  
It is also essential to raise the teacher’s awareness in coping with unexpected responses 
and challenges from the students, which are termed as unanticipated student utterances (USUs) 
in Chavoshan’s (2017) classroom discourse analysis from the functional perspective of language. 
Such USUs are regarded as unavoidable aspects that are required to be dealt with deliberately 
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and critically in L2 classrooms (Chavoshan, 2017). As the analysis shows in section 4.3.2, some 
dynamic moves such as ch (challenge) and rrp (request to replay) in students’ Query phases are 
identified in the guessing game review activity. Though the teacher follows with rprq or cfrq 
moves, she simply addresses the USUs with a follow-up confirm or reject K1 move without 
further illustration. Her ignorance of students’ responses to her request of confirmation (rcf) may 
be explained that the teacher determines these USUs are unrelated to the reviewed key 
knowledge and the objectives of the lesson. As suggested, teachers may take these USUs as a 
teaching tool to diagnose different learners’ actual target lexical and grammatical knowledge and 
skills (i.e. students’ ZPD).  
5.1.2 Implicit teacher talk  
As presented in the analysis in Chapter Four, the second main feature of the teacher talk in this 
review lesson is reflected in its implicit structure (Hollow & Wehby, 2017; Humphrey & 
Macnaught, 2015). As mentioned above, it is implicit as there are limited Prepare or Elaborate 
phases identified throughout the whole lesson (Rose, 2018). The main reason can be that the 
knowledge being negotiated is presumed to be taught and shared, leaving the main task of a 
review lesson to recall and practice such knowledge (Echevarría, Vogt & Short, 2012; Lim, 
2011). It is also implicit due to a lack of hints or clarification in the teacher’s Focus question. 
Based on the analysis on the performance of the students, such feature appears to be more 
problematic than to be supportive given that more than one third of the students’ answers are 
rejected in this lesson and similar mistakes are constantly identified.  
Implicit teacher talk is identified in all the modelling phases. For example, as the analysis 
shows in sub-section 4.3.1, the modelling phase for pair work activity is realized by series of 
Focus questions in which the teacher’s major discourse is on raising questions and confirming 
ideas, yet with a lack of explicit explanation. It might be due to the nature of a review lesson 
where the teacher assumes that students are familiar with the language patterns. However, it can 
still be noticed in the video that only a minority of students constantly volunteer to answer the 
Focus questions. The lack of Prepare and Elaborate phases seems to lead to the inactive 
participation of those students who are not able to recall prior knowledge. It can also be 
explained that such pedagogical patterns to some extent reveal the teacher’s intention to create a 
‘student-centered’ learning mode (part of her teaching goals mentioned in her lesson design 
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rational published online, see Xiao, 2016). Such an interactive ‘student-centered’ mode is evident 
in the findings on the teacher’s use of interpersonal metaphor which is a key linguistic feature 
when teachers attempt to be authoritative but not ‘authoritarian’ (Martin & Rothery, 1988 first 
draft, in Martin, 1999a; Yang, 2014, p. 239). However, an interactive mode of preparation 
appears to provide insufficient support to promote students’ independent performance. It is 
evident in students’ repeatedly failing attempts in the tasks as identified in subsection 4.2.2.2, 
subsection 4.3.1.2 and subsection 4.3.2.2.  
The typical implicit talk is exemplified in the evaluation phases as students are involved 
in a long passage of guessing what is in the teacher’s mind instead of being given specific hints 
to focus on. Specifically, as analyzed in section 4.2.2.3, students are invited to provide their 
‘feedback’ on the Role-play activity. At the beginning of this evaluating phase, teacher does not 
provide specific hints but simply mentions there is one mistake in the Role-play. It seems to be 
too broad for Year One children to locate the mistake in the role-play that is composed by 8 
exchanges. It takes up to 10 exchanges between the teacher and students to reach the expected 
answer. Within those 10 exchanges, students propose answers from different aspects such as 
their phonology in lexico-grammar (‘not clearly and loud enough’) and identification of L2 
words (‘not yellow but white’). Although the teacher sometimes gives confirmation to their 
answers, she keeps seeking the expected answer by saying “any more”. After students’ 
successive failing attempts, teacher finally provides specific hints by reading out the particular 
exchange and putting emphasis on the mistake.  
This kind of ‘guessing what’s in teacher’s mind’ has been criticized in educational 
research almost half a century ago. In a study that tracked a group of 32 Year One children 
learning at home and in class (Wells, 1986), the author discusses the demerits of such pattern of 
Teacher-Whole class discussion. It has been recently pointed out in Wells’ latest study on the 
dialogic inquiry in English language classroom (2018, P1) that the act of engaging students in a 
long episode of ‘guessing what’s in teacher’s head’ is considered rather unhelpful in teaching the 
target content. Similarly, researchers (e.g. Humphrey, 2013, 2018; Martin, 2013; Painter, 2000; 
Rose, 2018; Schleppegrell, 2013) also argue that if the less advanced students (referring to the 
economically and academically less advanced students in Rose 2018) are not provided with 
sufficient scaffolding before they carry out the independent tasks, they may appear  more 
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reluctant to participate in the classroom activities. This is in fact evident in the difficulties 
identified in the teacher’s role-allocation phase in this research. As pointed out in sub-section 
4.3.2.1, students in the second Role-play activity respond passively to the teacher’s allocation 
and some even refuse to participate in the activity. It seems that the pedagogic activity sequence 
(Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate) and the diagnosing exchange patterns (dK1^K2^K1) in Preparation 
phase are problematic as it fails to provide students enough scaffoldings. 
Similarly, regarding the evaluation for students’ tasks in the whole lesson, the finding of 
34 Reject phases, about half of the number of the Affirm phases (77), indicates that a large 
proportion of students are not fully prepared to commence the tasks. Such tripartite pedagogic 
cycle (Focus ^ Task ^ Evaluate) seems to only work for a small number of students in this class 
particularly for producing complex sentences. As researchers (Sharafi-Nejad, 2016) argued, this 
small group of students are usually believed to be more competent learners who have gained 
enough background knowledge and motivation to complete the learning tasks. However, a 
significant number of students are unable to activate prior knowledge as expected (Sharafi-Nejad, 
2016). Hence, this typical tripartite pedagogic exchange may contribute to students’ low 
achievement and confidence because they cannot select or propose the desired responses to the 
tasks by recalling from their prior knowledge.  
Results therefore suggest that more scaffolding should be provided before or after the 
commencement of the tasks, realized in Prepare and Elaborate phases where language resources 
such as LL can be applied to support these Year one foreign language learners. In addition to 
providing scaffolding in the instructional discourse, directing students’ behaviors in regulative 
discourse can also be a scaffolding tool in this context, as classroom learning happens through 
the interplay of both instructional and regulative discourse (Christie, 2002; Bernstein 1990, 
2000).  Other possible choices of scaffolding for this Year one beginners can be the teacher’s 
employment of LL in explaining the meaning of L2 vocabulary (Mahboob & Lin, 2016, 
forthcoming), or the phonological knowledge such as the syllables and phoneme, or multimodal 
resources such as images or entities (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996; Painter, et al., 2012). LL is 
widely valued as a resource of classroom scaffolding, particularly for learners who have a 
relatively lower English proficiency.  
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In order to support all students to successfully complete the lesson activities and get well 
prepared for the coming tests, a more explicit and scaffolding instruction is suggested. As 
indicated in some of the previous studies on scaffolding explicit instruction (Humphrey & 
Macnaught, 2016), implicit teacher talk may neither offer ‘strong classification’ to a task, nor 
‘strong framing’ of a question (Bernstein, 1971, p. 168). It can also lead to some vagueness on 
the requirements of tasks (Hollow & Wehby, 2017). In early literacy education, explicit 
instruction may simply require teachers to deal with highly structured instruction on basic skills 
of language. It focuses on the teacher-initiated interaction patterns, rehearsing and drilling target 
language structures mainly at a phonemic knowledge level and vocabulary learning (Goeke, 
2009; Howatt & Smith, 2014).  
According to the latest version of English Language Curriculum (MOE, 2011), teachers 
need to provide all students with adequate opportunities to experience learning success since 
their early year schooling. This is believed to help build up their confidence in English learning.  
It also requires teachers to design different activities that can support all students in assessing 
and participating in the course study. To achieve such a goal, teachers are required to develop 
their professionalism in increasing their awareness of classroom talk. It also highlights the 
significance of planning explicit teacher talk to assist teaching and learning. As suggested by 
Luke (2014), effective teaching can be realized when teachers make the requirements of tasks, 
the learning goals and outcomes clear and transparent to their students. An SFL approach such as 
genre-based teaching (see section 2.3) may lend help to teachers to plan their lessons with an 
awareness of explicit instructions.  
5.2 Asymmetric LL use for regulative and instructional functions  
As discussed in Chapter 2 and 3, following Christie’s (2002) and Bernstein’s (1990) convention 
in pedagogic discourse, regulative functions realized in regulative register, are strongly related to 
the overall directing and sequencing of classroom activities; instructional functions realized in 
instructional register are strongly related to the teaching content and knowledge. Analysis in 
Chapter 4 shows how the use of LL in both registers operates to realize its regulative and 
instructional functions.  
As shown in the analysis in Chapter 4, among most of the language shift between TL and 
LL, the teacher uses her shared local language (LL), i.e. Mandarin, with the students extensively 
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for regulative functions, including regulating students’ behavior, engaging students’ participation 
and mediating their roles in lesson activities (see subsection 4.1.2, 4.2.2.1 & 4.3.2.3). However, 
LL is found to be restrictedly applied for instructional functions (see part 4.2.2.3 & 4.3.1.3). This 
section thus explains how language shift happens serving both functions, with reference to 
previous work on LL use and the lack of literature on systemic use of LL in ELT methodology 
(Mahboob & Dutcher, 2014; Mahboob, 2018). It further discusses the findings on the unplanned 
language shift for instructional purposes by referring to the latest work on translanguging (e.g. 
Garcia & Li wei, 2014; Li Wei, 2018) and language shift (e.g. Mahboob & Lin, 2018; Kartika- 
Ningsih & Rose, 2018), followed by suggestion on a more strategic use of LL in assisting 
teaching and learning.  
5.1.1 Frequent language shift for regulative functions  
As presented in Chapter Four, the teacher’s classroom local language (LL) is mainly used in 
Direct phase and Focus phase to regulate students’ behaviors, encourage students’ participation 
and mediate their roles in activities.  
Instances of LL use in regulating students’ behaviours can be found among the dynamic 
exchanges (e.g. ch^rch) between the teacher and students in the current analysis. For example, in 
the guessing game, students challenge the teacher and refuse to propose the answer, as they 
complain about their peers’ failure to give a proper description on the animal. The teacher 
follows with a Direct phase in LL trying to control the situation:  
T What is it?  Focus dK1 
Ss +(0&"{keep 
complaining loudly} 
[WE CAN’T GUESS. HE DIDN’T DESCRIBE 
ITS SOUND]  
 ch 
T  ort^=pV
om=
 
[OK, WHO IS NOT LOOKING AT ME? YOU 
DON'T NEED TO SAY ANYTHING NOW] 
Direct rch 
 
It can be noticed that how in this extract the teacher begins in English but switches to 
Mandarin when being interrupted by the students’ complaints enacted in a ch move. Language 
shift for regulating behaviors is often used in incidents which the teacher may consider disruptive 
to the ongoing teaching processes. The use of LL appears to successfully settle down the 
situation as students become quiet and attentive shortly. This language shift from TL to LL for 
behavior management has been identified as a significant part in bilingual classrooms in previous 
studies, such as Erwin’s (2015) investigation into teachers’ code-switching between German and 
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English. Erwin argues that such a language shift is often created purposely to lead the whole 
class to a positive learning environment. Consistently, Harman’s (2015) study in the Thai context 
also suggests that LL use plays an important role in supporting classroom management. The 
language shift from TL into LL for behavioral issues is deep- rooted in the belief that their 
familiar LL can explicitly express the teacher’s authority and authentic power (Swain & Lapkin 
2013). 
However, it can also be noticed that in this incident the teacher’s use of LL does not 
address the teaching content in the task directly. The lack of instructional register in LL can 
partly explain why students in the end cannot propose the expected answers for this review task 
(Xiao, 2016). This is probably because the teacher is emotionally overloaded due to students’ 
behavior issues and becomes unaware of the instructional issue.  
Another main regulative function of LL is to encourage students’ participation. For 
instance, in a role-allocation phase, the teacher uses LL in her K1 move at the beginning of an 
exchange sequenced as K1^dK1^K2^K1:  
‘ !eo, 	-mQc[OK, I AM GONNA ASK MY FAVOURITE ONE 
BECAUSE HE PERFORMS VERY WELL TODAY]’ (see analysis in subsection 4.3.1).  
The teacher explains why she appoints S49 to answer the question, by using the positive 
ATTITUDE (see Martin & White, 2005): ‘e[like] as Affect and ‘$[well] as Appreciation. 
This motivating language appears to function effectively, as it is followed by students’ active 
participation in practicing the dialogues voluntarily in the following review activities. According 
to Martin & White (2005), Affect and Appreciation are part of the linguistic resources for 
expressing interpersonal meanings between speakers. The use of them in evaluating the learner’s 
behaviors seems to be the teacher’s strategy to set up a good model for other students and 
encourage more participation. This finding echoes with previous research (Mahboob & Lin, 2016, 
2018) on how to make LL as a valuable resource in ELT.  
 In some incidents of LL use, the teacher uses Proclaim (Expectation) in the Direct phase 
analysed in section 4.1.2: rtpVoNH[THOSE WHO KEEP LOOKING AT ME SURELY KNOW 
THE ANSWER]. As shown in the analysis, the use of Proclaim (one of Engagement resources in 
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appraisal analysis in Martin & White, 2005) in LL shows the teacher’s expectation on the 
students. Such use of language resources gains some positive feedback as most of the students 
become attentive in listening. This engaging language is particularly important for these Year one 
students who have joined school for a short time and may need to be reminded of the classroom 
norms and regulation. It has also been pointed out as a teaching objective for early year 
schooling in New Curriculum for primary English in China (2014).  
LL is also found to be used in terms of mediating students’ roles in the review activities. 
During the role-allocation phase (see Table 4.7 in part 4.2.2.1), the teacher negotiates with an 
active student who tries to be the main role player: 
      S22 Me. {Some students raise their hands higher; S22 
stands up without being appointed} 
 ch 
      T  Jerry (S22), next time OK?  
Jerry,  Cruise0 
[JERRY NEXT TIME. 
LET’S GIVE THE 
CHANCE TO CRUICE 
NOW, OK?] 
rch 
S22 
. OK  rrch 
    
In this example, the teacher negotiates with S22 in English first and then translates it into 
Mandarin. The language shift happens from TL – (TL – LL) – LL in this exchange sequenced as 
‘ch^rch^rrch’. In more details, the teacher uses ‘ (us)’ to refer to the student instead of ‘
(you)’ by including herself in her reply (rch) to students’ challenges (ch). It suggests that the 
teacher may try to establish a rapport with the student and ease the tension created by the 
unsatisfactory role allocation for S22. The use of LL for rapport building (Canagaraja, 2005; 
Forman, 2016; Harman & Khote, 2017) receives S22’s confirmation (rrch).  
These findings on the regulative functions of LL are supported by recent research 
(Mahboob & Lin, 2016, 2018) regarding the different pedagogic roles of LL (i.e. Cantonese) use 
in teacher talk to Year four learners. It shows that the teacher recognizes the value of LL use. 
Though some researchers (Manan, David & Dumanig, 2014) may argue that using local 
language in class can impede their target language learning or other subject learning, this result is 
consistent with a significant body of research that affirms the value of LL use (e.g. Cook, 1999; 
Cummins, 2000; Harman, 2016, 2017; Wigglesworth, 2013). As Harman (2016) argued, using 
students’ familiar language not only benefits solidary and interpersonal development between the 
teacher and students, but also functions to make a good use of limited classroom time and ensure 
students comprehension.  
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However, there are also some cases in this lesson that the teacher uses TL effectively for 
regulative purposes (see findings on Page 65). To sum, both TL and LL in teacher talk can be 
applied for regulative purposes and can interplay flexibly according to different classroom 
circumstances and students' need. There should be no policy (e.g. English only policy, L1 use 
only for regulative purposes) constraining the multifunctional use of different languages in the 
class if they together serve to achieve the pedagogical goal. 
5.1.2 Interplay of LL and TL for instructional purposes  
As analyzed in Chapter Four, limited language shift can be identified in addressing the 
instructional issues. In occasions when both Mandarin and English are applied, effectiveness can 
be found when the teacher initiates the exchange in Mandarin first and ends in English. Such a 
structure of language interplay within the learning cycles appears to effectively support students 
to identify the answer. 
T V?	"X^
opp{1hd 
[THEN I WILL REPEAT 
WAHT THEY SAID AND 
SEE WHO CAN GET IT]  
 
Prepare 
K1 
T "" farmer   [JUST NOW WHEN THE 
FARMER ASKED] 
  K1 
T What colour is it?      K1 
T M_)  [TWO KIDS SAID]    K1 
T It’s a yellow. {pausing}      K1 
T It’s a yellow. T stresses ‘a’      K1 
Ss It’s yellow. {One student calls out the 
answer and then the others follow} 
  Identify K2  
T Ea.{T chooses the one who 
firstly says the answer} 
[OK, YOU PLEASE.]  Focus dK1 
S16 It’s yellow.  Identify K2 
T It’s yellow.   Affirm K1 
     
As noticed, both TL and LL are used in the teacher’s Prepare phase: LL functions to 
provide detailed direction to the task, while TL is only used in the target content (i.e. ‘It’s a 
yellow’). Till the end of the learning cycle, only TL is used both in students’ Identify phase and 
the teacher’s Affirm phase. The use of TL at these initiating phases helps to support students 
with the specific hints so that they can complete the task successfully.   
In contrast, in cases where only TL is used for the whole learning cycles such as the 
guessing game when teacher demonstrates sample text in TL only without further explanation in 
LL, students keep failing producing the expected text later. Some other cases that students have 
unsuccessful response when only TL is used throughout the whole learning cycles can also be 
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found in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. Although it can be explained that in a review lesson the 
teacher presumes that the key knowledge is shared and taught, students’ frequent failing 
performance in the review tasks implies the necessity to involve explicit explanation in students’ 
familiar LL. One can be argued that LL use only in the cycle phases may not be sufficient for 
this group of learners.  
From a linguistic perspective, the use of LL at this prepare phase helps to reduce 
students’ semiotic load so that students can focus on specific sentences and efficiently identify 
correct answers. The interplay of TL and LL can be interpreted as inter-role and intra-role 
language shift proposed in Kartika-Ningsih and Rose’s (2018) latest work on Indonesian 
multilingual classroom discourse analysis. The authors argue that target language learning tends 
to be enveloped in LL use at the beginning stages, and gradually enfolded in TL use towards the 
end. This judicious use of LL and TL is found to significantly enhance students’ language 
development. The supportive role of LL is acknowledged in studies from other perspective such 
as cognitive perspective (Bruen & Kelly, 2014). As these researchers argue, the use of shared LL 
may facilitate the reduction of students’ cognitive load, as well as their learning anxiety. It is also 
shown that a better academic achievement can be obtained when students are taught in their 
familiar languages (Cummins, 2000). It particularly benefits children in their first several years 
of schooling (Wigglesworth, 2013), such as in Lo’s (2015) investigation into the supportive role 
of Cantonese in teaching students with limited L2 proficiency. Researcher also believes that 
teaching with learners’ familiar languages allows children to acquire literacy in mother tongue 
which can be positively transferred to another new language (Cummins, 2000).  
However, from the current result that there is inconsistent use of LL for instructional 
purposes, one may argue that teacher may not be aware enough of the potential roles of LL in 
assisting teaching and learning (Mahboob, 2018; Kartika-Ningsih & Rose, 2018). This can be 
resulted from the perceived lack of instructional value of LL. As explained in Chapter Two, the 
instructional value of LL has been rarely recognized by teachers and administrators due to 
historical, contextual and political reasons (e.g. Howatt & Smith, 2014; Mahboob, 2018; 
Mahboob & Dutcher, 2014). Few teacher training programs are targeted at training teachers to 
use LL more judiciously and strategically (Mahboob & Lin, 2016, 2018).  
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Unplanned use of LL has been criticized as a main problem for language learning in 
many studies (Levine, 2011; Lin, 2015; Tavares, 2015). It may accumulate students’ semiotic 
load to process the frequent code-switching and distract their attention from the content of the 
lesson. Besides, unplanned impromptu teacher talk in LL may be intertwined with irrelevant 
topics and unnecessary wording, which not only consumes limited class time, but also jeopardize 
the effectiveness of the intended and planned teacher talk. Recent studies (García, 2009; Liwei, 
2018; Thibault 2017) on translanguaging issues focus on distinguishing the effective code-
switching from random ones. According to Liwei (2018), instead of acquiring a language, a 
beginner learner is more likely to gain control over a language during the process of a languaging 
activity, or systemic ‘participation and resemiotization’ (p.17).  
Researchers thus advocate a deliberately planned use of LL into teaching (Mahboob & 
Lin, 2018; Kartika-Ningsih, 2016). As Mahboob and Lin (2018) argue, it is a teacher’s strength 
to share the same local language with their students, but it requires professional training to be 
informed of how to use LL in assisting teaching and learning more effectively. Drawing on 
Sydney school teaching/learning cycle, researchers (Mahboob & Lin, 2018) suggest that LL can 
be used to provide some background knowledge of a task in the Prepare phase, or elaborate 
meanings in the latter phases. The use of LL in teacher talk makes the requirement of task and 
key knowledge more explicit and comprehensible to students, particularly to beginner learners. 
For example, in this review lesson, LL can be used to explain the spoken descriptive genre of the 
‘guessing game’ as students’ proposing is constantly rejected (see table 4.2.2 in subsection 4.3.2). 
Language is not only the ‘medium of instruction’ and the medium of learning, it is also the 
primary resource through which knowledge is constructed and disseminated (Martin & 
Matthiessen, 2005).  
Not only in English language classroom, but also in other subject learning such as 
mathematics or physics, researchers also suggest the importance of linguistic scaffolding of LL. 
In an example of ‘critical discourse analysis’ in bilingual classrooms, Harman and Knote (2018, 
p. 79) argue that providing students with explicit knowledge of the ‘language configurations in 
academic and social literacies’ not only consolidates their current course study, but also 
supports their access to the workplace in future. All students should be afforded with sufficient 
‘linguistic scaffolding to write, read, and play in range of registers, modalities, and languages’. 
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In terms of teacher training, it implies that more programs on training language and language use 
should be carried out in teacher preparation colleges or universities, particularly those in the 
‘post’-colonial societies which dominantly embrace the negative hegemonic teaching 
methodologies promoted by the most ‘advanced’ teaching principles from certain ‘inner’ country 
(e.g., in China, see He & Lin, 2013). 
5.3 Lesson activities and stages of Review lesson  
As discussed and analysed in Chapter Four, the nature of the review lesson is revealed from both 
the bottom-up and top-down perspectives. The bottom-up perspective is the focus of this thesis, 
which illustrates the sequences and structures of teacher talk within every single exchange; the 
top-down one is supportive data, which helps to present the whole structure and main lesson 
activities (e.g. role-play &guessing games) in the review lesson genre (Lee, 2011; Lim, 2011; 
Liu & Irwin 2017).  
This review lesson is mainly composed by different pedagogic activities in which 
inclusive participation and interactive exchanges can be found at different lesson stages. The 
opening-up of the lesson which is composed by discourse on inquiries only (Focus questions), 
shows an example of an instructional discourse for lesson initiation. It differs from the regular 
types of discourse components in the genre of lesson initiation identified in previous studies such 
as in the English Mock Teaching genre (Liu & Irwin 2017) and Mathematics lesson genre 
(O’Halloran 2004). As these studies found, opening stage can include discourse on greetings (a 
marker that brings a sense of formality in the lesson, e.g. Good morning), attendance, lesson 
agenda (the arrangement for the lesson) and revision (explicitly reminding what students have 
learnt in prior lessons).  
However, analysis based on the experiential meanings indicates a necessity for delicately 
planning relevant L2 knowledge in any pedagogic activities. As Walsh (2011) argues, a more 
workable opening stage should be able to entail the review contexts setting where the task and 
materials are introduced. As pointed out in Chapter Four, the transition from the meaning (a 
lexical item: snowman) negotiated in the learning activity to the topic (animals) presented by the 
teacher seems to be disconnected. Such a ‘lead-in’ at this point can be improved simply by 
changing ‘snowman’ in to any kind of animals such as ‘tiger’ to build up a hyponymy (class—
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member) relation. As experiential elements help accumulate knowledge (Maton, 2013), building 
up a taxonomic relation between different lexical items in the teacher’s discourse may benefit 
and activate students’ understanding of the topic, language or situation (schemata setting), which 
is considered as crucial at an opening or lead-in stage.  
Referring to the ELT pedagogic approaches and strategies, Role-play in this thesis can be 
added to the understanding of how such an approach can work as a revision activity for the 
beginner-level young learners. Role-play as a task, is usually considered to involve a distinctive 
‘pulse of ideational and interpersonal meaning that students create (Rose, 2006, p. 186) (see 
Chapter 2). It is usually believed to work more comprehensively and effectively for intermediate 
or advanced learners who are more capable to prepare the lines for the Role-play and carry it out 
(Al-Arishi, 1984; Mizhir, 2017). However, the analysis shows an example of how the teacher 
prepares the limited and highly-structured language for the young leaners to practice and perform. 
Instead of simple drilling, the varieties of pedagogic modalities that the teacher creates to help 
set up a communicative setting. Role-play in a communicative setting is usually regarded as an 
important activity in Communicative Approach in ELT classroom as “they give students an 
opportunity to practice communicating in different social contexts and in different social roles" 
(Larsen-Freeman, 2000, p. 137).  
The drilling practice reflects some common features with Total Physical Response (TPR) 
approach. TPR is usually applied to review vocabulary with these beginner-level students, as it 
focuses on experiences that involve ‘physical action as the student interacts with the target 
language’ (Asher, 2009). In other words, it is a teaching method that is built on the coordination 
between speech and action, a method for instructing knowledge through motor physical activity 
(Richards & Rogers, 2014, p.73). It has been widely applied in ELT classrooms, and is 
commonly regarded as an effective approach to teach beginners vocabulary (see more discussion 
in Smith, Giacon & McLean, 2018). However, it is also noted that this approach is more often 
applied before learners are capable of uttering targeted words. It is developed from psychological 
theory related to early education when children initially observe and interpret the language their 
parents use for a short period which is termed as ‘Silent Period’, and then begin to produce the 
language. It can be applied in the language classroom when students are not ready to verbally 
produce the words. In this case, students appear to cross this stage as they have been required to 
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exercise the oral practice of the full sentences (Role-play activity) previously. The sequencing of 
these activities seems to be conflicting against how learners learn the language. It needs to be 
reconsidered that it may be more workable if this pointing activity is arranged before the Role-
play. 
In sum, in terms of the pedagogic activities, teacher talk does not appear to be without 
problems in terms of preparing students for independent tasks. Scaffolding may need to be 
applied in the elaboration phases. In terms of pedagogic relations, findings show students 
periodically initiate exchange in the lesson, identified frequently as a K1 role while carrying out 
different review activities. These activities allow students to act as the primary knower and 
encourages more participation. In terms of the use of modalities, the teacher effectively helps 
students to recall their knowledge by integrating images, text and classroom objects. Regarding 
the knowledge and value projected, analysis on the experiential meaning shows that the teacher 
and students’ negotiation in Stage of Controlled Practice functions as an implicit modelling for 
Stage of Freer Practice. Examples are provided in terms of the lexical repetitions and lexical 
relations (Part-Whole) of the L2 words being negotiated in both stages. Such a process of 
creating meaning over time refers to semogenesis in SFL tradition (Martin, 1999; Halliday & 
Matthiessen, 1999; Macnaught 2016, p 257). It deals with the relations and interactions between 
different learning activities and tasks in time sequencing. These results thus together construct a 
picture of a review lesson. The analyzed mix-effectiveness led by the teacher talk throughout the 
whole discussion chapter highlights the necessity to raise teachers’ awareness in classroom talk.  
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Chapter Six: Conclusion  
The aim of this thesis was to explore the nature and patterns of teacher talk and the use of 
Mandarin and English in an award-winning English review lesson. Data was collected from a 
video recording of a Year One English review lesson published online in a Shenzhen, China. It 
was then transcribed into English and Mandarin text and was analyzed within Rose’s (2014) 
discourse semantic analytical framework. 
The results indicated that although the teacher talk is inclusive and interactive, the 
inquiry-based and implicit feature of teacher talk without elaboration appears to lead to mix-
effectiveness of pedagogic outcomes in the current review lesson. It is effective as students are 
highly engaged in various review activities. Students not only play the secondary knowledge 
roles (K2) in the classroom talk, but also occasionally initiate interactions in which they lead 
primary role (dK1 & K1). More than one hundred times of students’ individual responses can be 
identified in the review activities in which they are supported by the teacher’s use of multimodal 
resources including both visual and verbal modes to recall their prior knowledge. However, 
challenges have been identified as students keep making the similar types of mistakes till the end 
of the review lesson and received the teacher’s reject phases. Not all of the students are able to 
confidently participate in the review activities. Furthermore, the results suggest that while the 
teacher sees the values of using Mandarin for regulative purpose in the classroom learning, she 
still has reservations about using Mandarin for instructional purpose. These results highlight the 
necessity to raise teachers’ awareness of teacher talk to support all students towards independent 
control of the target language by considering the scaffolding explicit talk and strategic interplay 
of LL and TL.  
This dissertation demonstrates some descriptive data of the lesson genre of Review from 
the functional perspective of languages, which enriches the whole body of research into different 
curriculum genre (e.g. English Mock Teaching genre in Liu & Irwin 2017; Mathematics lesson 
genre in O’Halloran 2004). It also presents and discusses the efficacy and challenges that 
different structures of teacher talk may lead to. The issues that arose from findings contribute to 
the broader literature regarding the dominant hegemonic views on LL use and the lack of teacher 
training program on systemically using LL to assist teaching and learning (Mahboob & Lin, 
2016, 2018; Kartika-Ningsih & Rose, 2018). Further action research or pratitionary studies are 
recommended to explore and examine such bilingual pedagogic practice.  
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List of symbols and abbreviations 
Symbols and abbreviations applied in this thesis follow the conventional use of terms in SFL 
studies (e.g. Martin, 1992; Martin & Rose, 2007; 2008; Kartika-Ningsih, 2016), by adding a few 
extensions. 
Symbol   Convention 
dK1    delayed primary knower 
K1    primary knower 
K2    secondary knower 
K1f    primary knower follow up 
K2f    secondary knower follow up 
dA1    delayed primary actor 
A1    primary actor 
A2    secondary actor 
A1f    primary actor follow-up 
A2f    secondary actor follow-up 
– A1    primary actor pausing 
K1’    primary knower giving praise 
K2*    secondary knower scribing 
tr    Tracking 
rtr    response to tracking 
ch    challenge 
rch    response to challenge 
voc    vocalise 
lgh    laughing 
pin    pinpoint 
trn    transcribe 
=    complexing 
dependency line 
dependency arrow 
( )    non-verbal response 
[ ]    equivalent of English from Mandarin Chinese 
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Appendices  
Appendix A: Analysis on the classroom data 
  spk
r exchange gloss pedagogic activities pedagogic relations pedagogic modalities Experiential 
Interperso
nal  
  
      
cycle 
phases  
specify 
phases  
exchange 
structure
s 
address
ees mode source 
lexical 
item 
strings/ 
chains   
1 
T 
{teacher's acting out the 
image cannot be seen in 
the video} 0Zb  TELL ME. Focus  item dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge       
T 0Zb, n WHAT IS IT?   item dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge       
T `n 
TELL ME WHAT 
IT IS   item dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge       
T ` {Pointing to S1} YOU PLEASE.   item dK1 Ind: S1 enquire       You please  
 
S1 {no answer}   
(not 
propose)   (K2 T recall         
 
T 
{T gestures S1 to sit 
down}   (Reject)   (K1f)             
2 
T  ch`? 
WHO CAN TELL 
US THE 
ANSWER?  Focus item dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge     Who 
 
T 
cADF>B3A
.Gk,bL
q$H   
IF YON DID 
NOT LOOK ME, 
YON WON’T 
KNOW THE 
ANSWER. Direct attention A2 (K1) Class         
if you, you 
won't 
 
  
{Some students raise 
hands}        (A1)             
 
T `  YOU PLEASE. Direct item dK1 Ind: S2 enquire 
student 
knowledge     You please 
3 
S2 Snowman.   Propose item K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge snowman     
4 T Very good.    Affirm praise K1' Ind: S2   prior move     very good 
12 
T 
Now let’s say it together, 
snowman.    Focus 
L2 
pronunciat
ion dK1 Class present 
teacher 
knowledge     Now let's 
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13 So
me 
S Snowman.   Rehearse 
L2 
pronunciat
ion voc T pronounce 
teacher 
knowledge       
14 T Very Good.    Affirm praise K1' Class         very good 
15 
T 
So boys and girls, today, 
let’s talk about…   Extend topic/field 
K1f/ 
dK1 Class refer 
images, 
board 
Topic: 
animals class 
so boys 
and girls, 
let's 
 
 
{Pauses, shows a picture 
of a farm on the screen, 
writes down ‘Animals’ 
on the top left corner 
above 8 pictures of 
different animals on the 
board}    A1       
 
 ...animals.    K1       
16 
T 
Now let’s look at so 
many animals.    Direct topic dA1 Class refer images     now let's  
17 
T 
And here is the… 
{Pauses, attaches a 
picture of a farm on the 
board and draws a circle 
below it}   Focus item dK1 Class enquire prior lesson     And here is 
18 
W Farm.   Propose item K2 Class recall prior lesson farm 
part 
(where 
part of 
the 
animals 
live)   
19 T Right.    
Affirm  
approve K1 Class         Right 
20 T Farm.    repeat 
 
      farm rep   
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21 
T 
And who can take the 
farm animals on the 
farm? Who can help us?  
{T raises her hand while 
saying so; many students 
raise hands immediately 
and she picks one}    Focus 
task: 
picture 
matching 
activities  dK1 Class enquire knowledge     
And who 
can 
22 T Della.    Direct   dK1 Ind: S3           
23 
S3  
{Della comes out to the 
blackboard and moves 5 
pictures into the circle on 
the board. The whole 
class watch her quietly}   Propose items A1 T, Class infer 
commonsens
e?? 
knowledge       
24 T Good.    Affirm praise A2f Ind:S3         Good 
25 T Now let’s check.    Focus activities dK1 Class refer images     Now let's 
26 
T 
Chick, duck, monkey, 
pig, cow. {Pointing to the 
related pictures of farm 
animals one by one}      items K1 Class point images 
animals: 
chick, 
duck, 
monkey, 
pig, cow member   
27 So
me 
S Pig, cow. (interrupting)   Propose items K2 T recall prior lesson 
animals: 
pig, cow member   
28 T Wonderful!    Affirm praise K1' Class   prior move     Wonderful 
29 
T 
So…tell me, what’s this? 
{Ss raise hands}    Focus items dK1 Class point images     So tell me 
30 T Peter.   Focus   dK1 Ind: S4           
31 
S4:  It’s a chick.    Propose items K2 T recall prior lesson 
animal: 
chick member   
32 
T What colour is it?   Focus 
L2 
vocabular
y dK1 
S4, 
Class point images     What  
33 
S4  It’s yellow.   Propose 
L2 
vocabular
y K2 T recall prior lesson colour class   
34 
T:  Very good.    Affirm praise K1 Ind: S4     
colour: 
yellow member very good 
35       Role-allocation           
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36 
T 
And who would like to 
have this farm, so you 
are the farmer? 
{Showing a crown 
shaped card written 
‘Farmer’}   Focus  
activity (role 
play) A2 Class present 
text on the 
paper crown     
And who 
would like 
37 T Kevin.    Direct   A2 Ind: S5           
38 S5 {Coming out}       A1 T           
39 
T: 
OK…{putting the 
farmer’s crown on 
Kevin’s head}        A2f  Ind: S5         OK 
40 
T Here is your farm.    Direct item K1 Ind: S5 present 
text on the 
paper crown farm topic   
41 T OK?      activity K2 Ind: S5           
42 
T 
Who wants to visit the 
farmer’s farm?    Focus activity dK1 Class point, refer 
images, 
board farmer part   
43 
T 
Try. Lucy, Amy, Jimmy, 
YF.    Direct  activity A2 S6-9           
44 S6-
9  
{coming out and facing 
Kevin}        A1 T           
45 S6-
9  Good morning.   
Role play 
task 
K1 S5, T           
46 
S5:  What’s this?   
Role play 
K2 S6-9, T point image   
ana (this 
- picture 
on the 
board)   
47 
S6-
9  
It’s a cow/ They are cow. 
{Two answers}   
Role play 
K1 S5, T recall prior lesson cow member   
48 
S5 What colour is it?   
Role play 
K2 S6-9, T point image   
ana 
(colour - 
picture 
on the 
board)   
49 S6-
9  It’s red.   
Role play 
K1 S5, T recall prior lesson red member   
50 
S5 What’s this?   
Role play 
K2 S6-9, T point image   
ana (this 
- picture 
on the 
board)   
51 S6-
9  It’s a pig.   
Role play 
K1 S5, T recall prior lesson pig member   
52 
S5 What colour is it?   
Role play 
K2 S6-9, T point image   
ana 
(colour - 
picture 
on the   
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53 S6-
9  It’s orange.    
Role play 
K1 S5, T recall prior lesson orange member   
54 
S5 What’s this?   
Role play 
K2 S6-9, T point image   
ana (this 
- picture 
on the 
board)   
55 S6-
9  It’s a duck.   
Role play 
K1 S5, T recall prior lesson duck member   
56 
S5 What colour is it?   
Role play 
K2 S6-9, T point image   
ana 
(colour - 
picture 
on the 
board)   
57 
S6-
9  
It’s (a) yellow. {Some 
say ‘a’ while some not}   
Role play 
K1 S5, T recall prior lesson yellow member   
58 
S5 What’s this?   
Role play 
K2 S6-9, T point image   
ana (this 
- picture 
on the 
board)   
59 S6-
9  It’s a chick.   
Role play 
K1 S5, T recall prior lesson chick member   
60 
S5 What colour it?   
Role play 
K2 S6-9, T point image   
ana 
(colour - 
picture 
on the 
board)   
61 
S6-
9  
It’s (a) yellow. {Some 
say ‘a’ while some not}   
Role play 
K1 S5, T recall prior lesson yellow member   
62 T Thank you.    Affirm activity K1 S5-9,            
63 
T 
Go back to your seats. 
{Clapping}   Direct behaviour A2 S5-9,            
64 S6-
9  {going back their seats}       A1             
65 W {clapping}   Clap activity A1 S6-9, T           
66 
T: 
Kevin, one two three 
stars for you, then… 
{Adding three stars for 
Kevin’s group and one 
for each of the other 
three groups}    Affirm Praise A1 S5-9 refer 
rewarding 
board     S6 
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67 
  
Now Smile has an apple, 
)ncn`Z bi
 apple\ 9 b
qu;
9 farmerquA5
9??n_.  
[BUT IF YOU 
WANT TO GET 
THIS APPLE, 
YOU SHOULD 
ANSWER MY 
QUESTION 
CORRECTLY. 
WHEN THEY 
WERE 
ANSWERING 
FARMER’S 
QUESTION JUST 
NOW, THEY 
MADE A BIT 
MISTAKE.]  Focus L2 grammar K1 Class enquire 
teacher 
knowledge     mistake 
68 T c @° WHO FOUND IT Focus L2 grammar  dK1 Class         Who  
69 S10
:  
{One student raises his 
hand}       
 
            
70 
T P¢ @7? 
[YOU FOUND IT 
YOURSELF? ] Focus L2 grammar dK1 S10           
71   Jimmy, ` JIMMY PLEASE.     dK1 Ind: S10         S10 please 
72 
S10
:  {)}w 
[NOT CLEAR 
ENOUGH.] Propose 
L2 
pronunciation K2 T infer 
student 
knowledge       
73 
T:  4®{)}w° 
 [OH, NOT 
CLEAR 
ENOUGH? ]  Reject Repeat K1 Ind: S10           
74 
  bZY}w 
YOU READ IT 
VERY 
CLEARLY 
ALREADY.   qualify K1f Ind: S10         You 
75 
  h9
%? WHAT ELSE? Focus  L2 grammar  dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge     What  
76 
  
{Some students raise 
hands and she picks one} 
` [YOU PLEASE.] Direct activity dK1 S11         You please 
77 
S11
:  Pigg
p§ 
[‘PIG’ IS 
PRONOUNCED 
TOO LONG.] Identify 
L2 
pronunciation K2 T infer 
student 
knowledge       
78 
T:  4 -pig g
p§®  
 [YEAH, IT’S A 
BIT TOO LONG.  
Affirm 
(Reject) confirm, repeat K1 Ind: S11 remind 
student 
knowledge     Yeah 
79 
  h9%° WHAT ELSE?] Focus L2 grammar dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge       
80 S12
:  Pig vn orange,   
[PIG IS 
ORANGE.  Propose item K2 T infer 
student 
knowledge 
pig, 
orange,  part   
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81 
  n orange®n pink.   
PIG IS NOT 
ORANGE. PIG IS 
PINK]   item sc T infer 
student 
knowledge       
82 
T:  
4®pigvn
pink®n orange,n
"° 
[OH, PIG IS 
PINK BUT NOT 
ORANGE. 
YEAH? 
Affirm 
(Reject) repeat tr S12 refer 
student 
knowledge       
83 
  Joy`ZB!  
JOY, YOU ARE 
CORRECT!]   praise K1' S12   prior move       
84 
  
Joy, one, two three for 
you! {T adds three points 
for Joy’s group on the 
board and many students 
turn to Joy in an envious 
way at that moment}      adding points A1 
S10, 
Class           
85 
  h9Juice ` 
[STILL ONE 
MORE 
MISTAKE. 
JUICE, YOUR 
TURN.] Focus grammar dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge       
86 
S13
:  
Cowvn black and 
white®`n black.  
[COW IS BALCK 
AND WHITE, 
BUT THEY SAID 
IT’S BALCK.] Propose item K2 T infer 
student 
knowledge 
cow, 
black, 
white part   
87 
T:  
`n black, {p
 white, n"°   
[THEY SAID 
IT’S BALCK 
ONLY, BUT NO 
WHITE, RIGHT?]  
Affirm 
(Reject) repeat tr S13 remind prior move       
88 
  
Juice, one two three for 
you. Good boy.      approve A1 S13           
89 
  h9qu. 
[ONE MORE 
MISTAKE.] Focus item/grammar  dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge       
90 
S14 
Nn duck vR7
;AP7yRA{very 
loud} 
[THE COLOUR 
OF THE DUCK 
IS NOT RIGHT. 
IT SHOULD BE 
YELLOW. ]  Propose item K2 T infer 
student 
knowledge       
91 
T 
`x{T checks 
the picture on the board 
but seems not to 
understand him} 
[YOU SAY 
THAT AGAIN.]  Direct activity rprq S         You say 
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92 
S15 
Duckn© {He 
lowers his volume a lot 
and is barely heard this 
time.} 
[THE DUCK IS 
YELLOW.] Propose item rp T infer 
student 
knowledge 
duck, 
yellow part   
93 
T 
4®n` duckvR
7yRA-"  
[OH, YOU SAID 
DUCK IS 
YELLOW, 
RIGHT?]  
Affirm 
(Reject/Foc
us) repeat rrp S15 recall prior move 
duck, 
yellow rep   
94 T OK® it’s yellow        cf S15     yellow rep   
95 T n"?  YEAH?     cf S15         Yeah 
96 
T 
B®hpLq$` 

"° 
[OK, ANYONE 
KNOWS THE 
ANSWER?  Focus L2 grammar  dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge       
97 W {silent}       
 
            
98 T B®{p
 ALRIGHT, NO.  Reject negate K1 Class           
99 
T 
¡b¤>
ep`\®
c.}w 
THEN I WILL 
REPEAT WAHT 
THEY SAID 
AND SEE WHO 
CAN GET IT.]  Focus L2 sentences K1 Class refer 
prior move: 
role play       
10
0 
T l farmer ` ® 
[JUST NOW 
WHEN THE 
FARMER 
ASKED]   L2 sentences K1 Class refer 
prior move: 
role play       
10
1 T what colour is it?      L2 sentences K1 Class read 
prior move: 
role play       
10
2 
T Lq$`  
[TWO KIDS 
AMONG THEM 
SAID]    L2 sentences K1 Class refer 
prior move: 
role play       
10
3 T It’s a yellow. {pausing}      L2 sentences K1 Class read 
prior move: 
role play       
10
4 T 
It’s a yellow. ²T 
stresses ‘a’ }     L2 grammar K1 Class read 
prior move: 
role play       
10
5 
Ss 
It’s yellow. {One student 
calls out the answer and 
then the others follow}   Identify L2 grammar  K2 Class infer 
prior move: 
teacher's 
reading and 
stressing on 
words/ 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence: 
It's 
yellow.     
10
6 
T 
B®s`.{T chooses 
the one who firstly says 
the answer} 
 [OK, YOU 
PLEASE.]  Focus L2 grammar  dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge     You please 
10 S16 It’s yellow.   Identify L2 grammar  K2 T infer knowledge L2 rep   
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7 sentence 
10
8 T It’s yellow.    Affirm L2 grammar  K1 Class present 
teacher 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence  rep   
10
9 
T 
b`, {T pauses 
and waits for Ss to 
complete her sentence} 
[WE CANNOT 
SAY]  Focus L2 grammar  dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge     Cannot say 
11
0 
W It’s a yellow.   Propose sentence K2 T infer 
student 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence: 
It's a 
yellow.     
11
1 T Very good.    Affirm praise K1' Class         Very good 
11
2 T Thank you.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               praise K1f Class     Thank you
11
3 T So this apple for Tiger.      approve A1 Class           
11
4 
T 
Let’s clap hands for 
Tiger. {T draws an apple 
in Tiger’s group on the 
board and claps her hand.    Direct behaviour A2 Class         Let's 
11
5 
W 
{The whole class clap as 
well. Some Ss look at 
Tiger 
admiringly/jealously/con
fusedly as below}     clap A1 T           
11
6 
T 
c`, big earsno¤
, big eyesno¤
,  
SO BIG EARS 
ARE 
IMPORTANT 
(LISTENING 
INTENSIVELY); 
BIG EYES ARE 
ALSO VERY 
IMPORTANT 
(WATCHING 
CAREFULLY) Direct  behaviour K1 Class           
11
7 
T 
so boys and girls, sit 
well.    Direct  behaviour A2 Class         
So boys 
and girls, 
sit well 
11
8 
W 
YES {They all shout out 
excitedly and sit well}     behaviour A1 T           
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11
9 
T 
Smile says, listen and 
watch. {T points to her 
ears and eyes}    Direct activity A2 Class           
12
0 T Ready?   Direct behaviour K2 Class           
12
1 
T 
 Smile says, point to 
{pauses} yellow.   Focus item: colour dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  yellow member   
12
2 
Ss 
Yellow. {Most of the Ss 
shout out and point to the 
corner.}   Propose item: colour K2 T recall prior lesson  yellow rep    
12
3 T:  
Smile says, point to 
green.    Focus item: colour dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  green member   
12
4 
Ss 
Green. {More Ss 
response quickly and 
point to different places 
that are green}   Propose item: colour K2 T recall prior lesson  green rep   
12
5 T:  Smile says, point to red.   Focus item: colour dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  red member   
12
6 
W: 
Red. {All are searching 
for red objects in the 
classroom but most of 
them seem not sure 
where to point}   Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson  red rep   
12
7 T:  
Smile says, point to 
yellow.   Focus item dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  yellow rep   
12
8 W:  Yellow.    Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson  yellow rep   
12
9 
T 
{T draw stars as points 
for three groups}   Affirm 
approve by 
adding points  K1'' Class   prior move       
13
0 T OK, the second time.    Direct activity A2 Class           
13
1 
  
{Some Ss already start 
searching around to 
remember different 
colors}       A1 T           
13
2 T 
 Smile says, points to 
blue.   Focus  item dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  blue     
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13
3 W
¯  
Blue. {Most of the Ss 
point immediately}   Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson  blue rep   
13
4 T: 
Smile says, point to 
yellow.   Focus item dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  yellow rep   
13
5 
W: 
Yellow. {In a faster 
speed and higher voice 
than last time}   Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson  yellow rep   
13
6 
T: 
Smile says, point to 
green. {In a faster pace}   Focus item dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  green rep   
13
7 
W: 
Green. {Some point to 
the T’s green dress, some 
point to the tree on the 
screen}   Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson  green rep   
13
8 T: Point to red.   Focus  item dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  red rep   
13
9 
  
{Most of the Ss keep 
searching around but 
seem difficult to find 
one}   Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson        
14
0 T: Excellent.    Affirm praise K1' Class   prior move       
14
1 
  
{T points to the back 
where some students get 
the right answers, and 
she draws stars for three 
groups on the board}     award K1'' Class           
14
2 
T:  
So, boys and girls. Let’s 
look. {T walks to the 
door and points}    Direct activity A2 Class refer 
picture on 
the door       
14
3 
T: 
Here is the? {T presents 
a card written ‘Zoo’}   Focus item dK1 Class enquire 
student 
knowledge       
14
4 W:  Zoo.    Propose item K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge zoo topic   
14
5 T:  Zoo.    Affirm repeat K1 Class refer text zoo rep   
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14
6 
  
OK. {T attaches the card 
on the door}                    ok. 
14
7 
  
What animals are in the 
zoo? {T raises her hand 
and many Ss raise their 
hands}    Focus items dK1 Class enquire knowledge 
animals, 
zoo 
member, 
part   
14
8   
Miss Diamond, come 
here please.   Direct activity A2 S17           
14
9 S17 {walks to the front      activity  A1 T           
15
0 
S17 
and moves the pictures 
from the board to the 
‘zoo’ on the door. Others 
sit quite well and watch 
carefully}   Propose items K2 T infer knowledge       
15
1 T OK.   Affirm approve K1 S17           
15
2 
T:  
How many animals are 
there in the zoo? {Many 
Ss raise their hands}          Focus items dK1 Class point pictures       
15
3   S18   Direct   dK1 Ind: S18           
15
4 
S18
: Four.   Propose item K2 T refer pictures       
15
5 T: Four animals.    Affirm repeat K1     prior move       
15
6   Very good.      praise K1' S18           
15
7 
  
So… {T walks a bit close 
to the door but there is 
still some distance. She 
points to a picture there}                 
What’s that? {T stresses 
‘that’.    Focus  item dK1 Class point pictures       
15
8 Ss 
{Only one S raises his 
hand}        dA1 T           
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15
9 
T 
What’s that? Can you tell 
me what’s that?       dK1 Class       
ana (that 
- picture 
on the 
board) What 
16
0 
T 
 {T raises her hand and 
pauses. More Ss raise 
their hands so she 
chooses one}   Direct   dA1 T           
16
1 S19 Monkey.   Propose item  K2 T recall prior lesson monkey member   
16
2 T: Yeah, it’s a monkey.    Affirm repeat K1 S19   prior move monkey rep   
16
3 
  
What’s that? {Points to 
another picture}    Focus item dK1 Class point picture       
16
4 W (no response)   
not 
propose   
 
            
16
5 T It’s scared.    Focus    
 
            
16
6 T What’s that?        
 
            
16
7 Ss {Four Ss raises hands}        dA1 T           
16
8 T Yes? {points to one S20}   
Direct/Foc
us activity  dK1 S20           
16
9 S20 It’s a panda.   Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson       
17
0 T:  Very good! It’s a panda.   Affirm praise, repeat K1' S20   prior move     Very good 
17
1       Role allocation           
17
2 
  
So who would like to be 
the zoo keeper? {Takes 
out a paper crown written 
‘Zoo keeper’}    Focus role-allocation A2 Class           
17
3 
  
Who would like to be the 
zoo keeper? {More than 
3 Ss raises their hands}   Focus role-allocation  A2 Class     
zoo 
keeper   would like 
17
4   Now, S21, can you?    Direct activity A2 S21         can you 
17
5   Come on Cruise (S21).    Direct activity A2 S21         come on 
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17
6 
  
Come on! {Waves at him 
to let him come to the 
front}   Direct activity A2 S21         come on 
17
7 
Ss 
{Some students raise 
their hands higher.}     activity dA1 T           
17
8   
Jerry (S22), next time 
OK?   Direct behaviour ch S22         
next time 
OK? 
17
9 
  
Jerry, bx®i
xba CruiseB
"° 
[JERRY NEXT 
TIME. LET’S 
GIVE THE 
CHANCE TO 
CRUICE THIS 
TIME, SHALL 
WE?] Direct behaviour ch S22           
18
0 S22 4. [HMM]   behaviour rch T           
18
1 
S21 
{S21 walks to the front 
and T put the crown on 
his head}     activity A1 T           
18
2 
T: 
Cruise is strong. Cruise is 
tall. Cruise is big. So 
Cruise is the zoo keeper. 
{Cruise smiles happily 
after listening to this}    Focus activity  K1 Class point student 21 
strong, 
tall, big, 
zoo 
keeper 
part - 
descriptiv
e 
 Strong, 
tall, big 
18
3 
  
So who would like to 
visit the zoo? {T raises 
her hand and many Ss 
raises their hands}    Focus activity  A2 Class     zoo rep would like 
18
4 
  cM8* 
[WHO IS KEEN 
ON VISITING 
THE ZOO] Direct behaviour A2 Class           
18
5   S23, S24, S25   Focus activity  A2 S23-25           
18
6 Ss {Walk to the front}       A1 T           
18
7 
T 
T whispers to S21 and 
tell him to point to the 
pictures on the door and 
ask}    Direct activity K1 S21 refer pictures        
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18
8 
  
{Only two Ss are in the 
front when T finishes 
demonstrating to S21.      behaviour ch T           
18
9 
T: 
So T waves to the other 
and he comes to the 
front} Come here. Quick.    Direct  behaviour rch Class           
19
0 
  
hN One more, one 
more.                   {T 
raises her hand again and 
about 10 Ss raise their 
hands}  
STILL NEED 
ONE MORE 
(VISITOR)] Direct behaviour A2 Class           
19
1   Emily.         Direct activity A2 S2           
19
2   
 {Emily walks to the 
front}     behaviour A1 T           
19
3 
T: 
What’s that? {T whispers 
to S21 and let him start 
the conversation}   Direct 
activity/role 
play A2 S21; T point  pictures     What 
19
4 
S21 What’s that?   Role play   dK1 
S23-26; 
T point picture   
ana (that 
- picture 
on the 
board)   
19
5 
S23
-26 It’s a monkey   Role play   K2 S21; T recall prior move monkey member   
19
6 
S21 What colour is it?   Role play   dK1 
S23-26; 
T point picture   
ana (it - 
picture 
on the 
board)   
19
7 
S23
-26 
It’s a… {Pause and no 
answer}   Role play   K1f S21; T recall prior move       
19
8 
T: It’s   Reject qualify K1 S23-26 present 
teacher 
knowledge: 
L2 sentence 
structure       
19
9 
S23
-26 It’s   Reherse  structure  voc T pronounce structure        
20
0 T:  It’s brown.   Direct  L2 sentence K1 S23-26 present structure  brown part    
20
1 
S23
-26 It’s brown.   Reherse  L2 sentence voc T pronounce structure  brown rep   
20 T: Right.   Affirm approve K1 S23-26           
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2 
20
3 
S21 What’s that?   Role play   dK1   point picture   
ana (that 
- picture 
on the 
board)   
20
4 
S23
-26  It’s a panda.   Role play   K2   recall prior move panda member   
20
5 T: Good.   Affirm praise K1' S23-26   prior move       
20
6 
S21 What’s that?   Role play   dK1 
S23-26; 
T point picture   
ana (that 
- picture 
on the 
board)   
20
7 
S23
-26 It’s a cow.   Role play   K2 S21; T recall prior move cow member   
20
8 T: Yes.   Affirm approve K1 S23-26           
20
9 
S21 What colour is this?   Role play   dK1 
S23-26; 
T point picture   
ana (it - 
picture 
on the 
board)   
21
0 
S23
-26 It’s a…   Role play   K2 S21; T recall prior move       
21
1 T:  It’s brown.   Reject qualify K1 S23-26 present L2 structure  brown part   
21
2 
S23
-26 It’s brown.   Rehearse   voc T     brown rep   
21
3 
S21 What colour is it?   Role play   dK1 
S23-26; 
T point picture   
ana (it - 
picutre 
on the 
board)   
21
4 
S23
-26 It’s a…   Role play   K2 S21; T recall prior move       
21
5 T: It’s white.   Reject qualify K1 S23-26 present structure  white part   
21
6 
S23
-26 It’s white.   Rehearse   voc T pronounce structure  white rep   
21
7 T:  It’s white.   Direct sentence K1 S23-26 present structure        
21
8 
S23
-26 It’s white.   Rehearse   voc T pronounce structure        
21
9 T:  OK.   Direct activity K1 S23-26           
22
0 
S21 What’s that?   Role play   dK1 
S23-26; 
T point picture   
ana (that 
- picture 
on the 
board)   
22
1 
S23
-26 It’s a tiger.   Role play   K2 S21; T recall prior move tiger member   
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22
2 
S21 What colour is it?   Role play   dK1 
S23-26; 
T point picture   
ana (it - 
picture 
on the 
board)   
22
3 
S23
-26 It’s a…   Role play   K2 S21; T recall prior move       
22
4 
Ss 
{Some students below 
tell them ‘orange’}     
 
K1f S23-26 recall prior move       
22
5 T:  It’s orange.    Reject  qualify K1f S23-26 present L2 structure  orange part   
22
6 
  
OK. {T shows S21 to 
wave to his visitors (S23-
26) and say goodbye} 
Goodbye.   Direct activity K1 S21           
22
7 S21 Goodbye.   Rehearse    K1 S23-26 recall knowledge       
22
8 
S23
-26 Goodbye.   Rehearse    K1 S21 recall knowledge       
22
9 T: 
Thank you, Zoo keeper. 
Thank you.   Affirm   K1f 
S21, 
S23-26   prior move 
zoo 
keeper part --zoo   
23
0 
  
Go back to your seats. 
Goodbye boys and girls. 
{Waves}    Direct behaviour K1 
S21, 
S23-26           
23
1 
S23
-26 Goodbye.    Role play   K1 T           
23
2 
T 
So I draw one two three 
stars for you. Cruise 
(S21) keeps looking back 
to see which group}   Affirm adding points K1 S21 refer prior move       
23
3 
  
{T draws stars for only 
one group on the board.    Reject negate K1 S23-26           
23
4 
T:  
OK. Smile has another 
apple. ;g,
c @9qu° 
[CAN YOU FIND 
OUT ANY 
MISTAKE IN 
THEIR 
CONVERSATIO
N? ± Focus L2 grammar dK1 Class enquire prior move       
23
5   {3 Ss raises hands}        dA1 T           
23
6   Emily ` [YOU PLEASE] Direct behaviour dK1 S27           
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23
7 
S27
:  
;`v5®
` It’s a.. 
[WHEN THEY 
WERE TALKING 
ABOUT 
COLOUR, THEY 
SAID]  Propose L2 grammar  K2 T recall prior move       
23
8 
T:  
4 . 
, B®
Emily, ¨fi?
t%#
 {T draws a 
big apple for her group 
on the board).  
[YES, GREAT 
YOU FOUND 
THAT. YOU 
ARE THE FIRST 
TO GET THIS 
BIG APPLE] Affirm praise K1' S27   prior move     Great 
23
9 
  
{Three Ss raise their 
hands suddenly}       dA1 T           
24
0 
T: 
4®hp? Jimmy (S28)
`{T looks surprised 
when more Ss raises 
hands} 
[OH, MORE? 
JIMMY PLEASE]  Focus role play dK1 S28 enquire 
student 
knowledge     Please 
24
1 S28
:  
b5)?=
b.T. 
[THEY ARE NOT 
LOUD ENOUGH 
TO BE HEARD.]   L2 speaking  K2 T infer 
student 
knowledge       
24
2 
T:  oh, {.T? 
[OH, YOU 
CANNOT 
HEAR?   Affirm  repeat K1 Class           
24
3 
  
xbX`?=
 
OK, LET’S ASK 
THEM TO BE 
LOUDER NEXT 
TIME.]    regulative K1f Class         OK, let's 
24
4 
  
90mSAq
u {T walks to the door 
and takes two pictures} 
[THERE WAS 
ONE 
IMPORTANT 
PROBLEM.] Focus role play K1 Class refer prior move       
24
5 
  
Cruiseq what colour 
is it? ` white?  
S21 ASKED 
''WHAT 
COLOUR IS IT' 
AND THEY 
ANSWERED 
'WHITE'? Focus item dK1 Class enquire prior move       
24
6 W No.   Propose   K2 T infer knowledge       
24
7 T Black?   Focus item dK1 Class enquire knowledge black rep   
24
8 W No.    Propose   K2 T infer knowledge       
24 T It’s yellow?   Focus item dK1 Class enquire knowledge yellow rep   
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9 
25
0 W No.   Propose   K2 T infer knowledge       
25
1 T: What colour is it?    Focus item dK1 Class enquire knowledge       
25
2   {Some raise hands}       dA1 T           
25
3 
S29
:  Brown.   Propose item K2 T infer knowledge brown rep   
25
4 T:  Yeah, that is brown.    Affirm repeat K1 S29 present 
teacher 
knowledge brown rep   
25
5   Read after me.  Brown.   Direct L2 word K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
25
6 W:  Brown.    Rehearse   voc T pronounce item brown rep   
25
7 
T: 
Last time, o,x(the 
last time), who wants to 
try?  
[THE LAST 
TIME, WHO 
WOULD LIKE 
TO TRY] Direct activity A2 Class           
25
8   Yes, can you?        A2 S30           
25
9 S30 {no response}       ch T           
26
0   {pb  
[YOU DIDN’T 
LOOK AT ME.] Direct behaviour rch S30           
26
1 
  
{Many Ss raise hands 
and she picks one by 
one}       A1 T           
26
2 S31 Brown.   Rehearse   voc T pronounce item brown rep   
26
3 S32 Brown.   Rehearse   voc T pronounce item brown rep   
26
4 S33 Brown.   Rehearse   voc T pronounce item brown rep   
26
5 S34 Brown.   Rehearse   voc T pronounce item brown rep   
26
6 S35 Brown.   Rehearse   voc T pronounce item brown rep   
26
7 S36 OK, o,x® brown. 
[THE LAST 
TIME] Direct   A2 Class     brown rep   
26
8 W: Brown.    Rehearse    voc T pronounce item brown rep   
26
9       Elaborate: phonological knowledge           
27
0 
T: 
cQ$Z3 Brown
§? 
 [WHO CAN 
TELL ME THE 
FIRST SOUND 
OF ‘BROWN’] Focus 
L2 
pronunciation dK1 Class enquire 
L2 
pronunciatio
n  b part Who can 
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27
1   
{Over 5 students raise 
hands}        
 
            
27
2 T Peter.   Direct behavior dK1 S37           
27
3 
S37 Book.   Propose 
L2 
pronunciation  K2 T recall knowledge       
27
4 T:  OK,   Affirm approve  K1 S37           
27
5 
   let say it together.    Direct 
L2 
pronunciation  A2 Class           
27
6   [B]       K1 Class pronounce item       
27
7 W: [B]   Rehearse    voc T pronounce item       
27
8 T: [B]   Direct   K1 Class pronounce item       
27
9 W: [B]   Rehearse    voc T pronounce item       
28
0 
T: Brown.   Direct 
L2 
pronunciation  K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
28
1 W:  Brown   Rehearse    voc T pronounce item brown rep   
28
2 
T: Brown.   Direct 
L2 
pronunciation  K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
28
3 W:  Brown   Rehearse    voc T pronounce item brown rep   
28
4 
T: Brown.   Direct 
L2 
pronunciation  K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
28
5 W:  Brown   Rehearse    voc T pronounce item brown rep   
28
6 
T: Brown.   Direct 
L2 
pronunciation  K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
28
7 W:  Brown   Rehearse    voc T pronounce item brown rep   
28
8 T:  Listen and watch.    Direct  behavior K1 Class         
Listen and 
watch 
28
9   Smile says point to red.   Focus  activity dK1 Class 
enquire+H28H282
:I290 prior lesson  red rep   
29
0 W: Red. {Points to red}   Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson  red rep   
29
1 T: 
Smile says point to 
yellow.   Focus  activity dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  yellow rep   
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29
2 W: 
Yellow. {Points to 
yellow}    Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson  yellow rep   
29
3 T: Smile says point to blue.   Focus  activity dK1 Class enquire prior lesson  blue rep   
29
4 W: Blue. {Points to blue}    Propose item K2 T recall prior lesson  blue rep   
29
5 T: 
Smile says point to 
brown.   Focus  activity dK1 Class enquire prior move brown rep   
29
6 
W: 
Brown? {Hesitate and 
search for a while, one S 
points to the blackboard}    Propose item K2 T recall prior move brown rep   
29
7 
T: 
Brown! Yes, that’s 
brown {T points to edge 
of the blackboard and 
then takes out two 
pictures}   Affirm repeat, approve  K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
29
8 
  Brown.   Direct 
L2 
pronunciation  K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
29
9 W: Brown.   Rehearse    voc T pronounce item brown rep   
30
0 
T: Brown.   Direct 
L2 
pronunciation  K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
30
1 W: Brown.   Rehearse   voc T pronounce item brown rep   
30
2 
T: Brown.   Direct 
L2 
pronunciation  K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
30
3 W: Brown.   Rehearse    voc T pronounce item brown rep   
30
4 
T: Brown.   Direct 
L2 
pronunciation  K1 Class pronounce item brown rep   
30
5 W: Brown.   Rehearse   voc T pronounce item brown rep   
30
6 T: Very good.   Affirm praise K1' Class     brown     
30
7 
T:  
So, The Animal Sounds. 
{Plays the song and its 
video} Let’s sing the 
song together.   Focus  singing A2 Class refer  
videos on 
the screen        
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30
8 W {Ss sings with gestures}   Sing   A1 T refer  
videos on 
the screen        
30
9 
T:  
 ²Teacher reminds 
students to look at her 
and the screen} [EYES] Direct behaviour  A2 Class           
31
0 W:  {Singing loudly}   Sing   A1   refer  
videos on 
the screen        
31
1 
T:  {pb 
[ONE STUDENT 
IS NOT 
LOOKING AT 
ME] Direct behaviour  A2 Class           
31
2 W:  
{Singing loudly and 
acting with T}   Sing   A1 T refer  
videos on 
the screen        
31
3 
T 
{T draws stars for each 
group on the board as 
awards to their singing}   Affirm adding points A2f Class           
31
4 
T:  
{Points to the four 
animals on the board and 
pretends she grasps one 
in her hand. Points to her 
hand then}                               
One two three.    Direct items A1 Class           
31
5 
   What’s this?   Focus  item dK1 Class enquire  prior move   
ana (this 
- one of 
the 
pictures 
on the 
board but 
not sure 
which 
one)   
31
6 
  
 {Almost all of the Ss 
raise their hands}        dA1 T           
31
7   Sammy.   Direct behaviour dK1 S           
31
8 S38 
{low voice, cannot be 
heard}       K2 T           
31
9 
T: Is it…Is it…   Direct sentence K1 S38 pronounce structure  
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
32
0 S38 Is it a goose?    Propose item K2 T recall structure  
animal: 
goose member   
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32
1 T: Is it a goose?   Reject repeat K1 S38 refer prior move goose rep   
32
2   No.     negate K1 S38           
32
3 
  What’s this?   Focus  item dK1 Class enquire prior move   
ana (this 
- picture 
on the 
board)   
32
4   Also.   Direct  behaviour dK1 S39           
32
5 S39 Is it a pig?   Propose item K2 T recall structure  pig rep   
32
6 T:  No.   Reject negate K1 S39           
32
7 
  
{Everyone raises hands 
and T keeps asking}   
Raise 
hands   
 
T           
32
8   What’s this?    Focus  item dK1 Class enquire prior move       
32
9 S40 Is it a duck?   Propose item K2 T recall structure  duck rep   
33
0 T:  No.       
 
            
33
1 
W 
{Everyone gets very 
excited and wants to 
answer because only one 
animal left}       
 
            
33
2 T What’s this?       
 
  enquire prior move       
33
3 
  
B b(bo8=
, @@Yv 
[OK, I AM 
GONNA ASK 
MY FAVOURITE 
ONE BECAUSE 
HE PERFORMS 
VERY WELL 
TODAY]  Direct behaviour K1 Class           
33
4    Tony, ` [YOU PLEASE] Direct activity dK1 S41           
33
5 S41 It’s a cow.   Propose item/sentence K2 T recall knowledge cow rep   
33
6 T:  Yes or no?   Focus item K1f Class           
33
7 W:  
Yes. {Loudly and claps 
with T}   Propose item K2 T           
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33
8 
T:  
Very good {Claps} So 
Tony, three stars for 
Tony {T draws three 
stars on the board in 
Tony’s group}   Affirm praise K1' 
S41/Clas
s           
33
9 
  
 So boys and girls. Ask 
and answer in pairs. 
Begins.   Direct activity dK1 Class         Very good 
34
0 
W 
{Class practice actively 
‘what’s this/that?}      Pair work               
34
1 
T:  
One two begin. {Many 
students raise their 
hands}    Direct activity K1 Class           
34
2   You two please.   Direct activity dK1 S42, S43           
34
3 
S42 What’s this?         dK1 S43, T refer   
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
34
4 S43 It’s a cat {in a low voice}   Propose   K2 S42, T recall prior move cat member   
34
5 T: OK, sit down please.    Direct behaviour A2 S42, 43           
34
6 
  
One star for you. {T 
draws one star on their 
group    Affirm praise K1 S42, 43   prior move       
34
7   
and raises her hand 
again.   Direct behaviour A2 Class           
34
8 
  
More than half of the Ss 
raise their hands and T 
picks two}       A1 T           
34
9   Peter. One, two, begin.   Direct activity A2 S44           
35
0 S44 It’s a duck.   Propose sentence K2 T recall prior move duck rep   
35
1 T: Is it a duck?   Reject qualify K1 S44 present L2 structure  duck rep   
35
2 S44 Is it a duck?       K2 S45 pronounce L2 structure  duck rep   
35
3 S45 No.       K1 S44 refer 
student 
knowledge       
35
4 S44 Is it a chick?       K2 S45 recall prior move chick rep   
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35
5 S45 No.       K1 S44 refer  
student 
knowledge       
35
6 S44 Is it a cow?       K2 S45 recall prior move cow rep   
35
7 S45 Yes, it is.        K1 S44 refer  
student 
knowledge       
35
8 
  
{T claps and everyone 
claps as well}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Affirm
praise 
(clapping) A1
S44, 45, 
Class     
35
9 
T: 
So one two three stars for 
them. {Raises hand 
again}     adding points A1 S44, 45   prior move       
36
0    Elsa.   Direct activity A2 S46, 47           
36
1 
S46 What’s this?       dK1 S46, T refer 
student 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
36
2 S47 It’s a chick.       K2 S47, T recall prior move chick rep   
36
3 
T: Is it a chick?   Reject qualify K1 S47 present L2 structure  
L2 
sentence 
structure     
36
4 
S46 Is it a chick?       K2 S46, T pronounce L2 structure  
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
chick rep   
36
5 S47 No.       K1 S47, T refer 
student 
knowledge       
36
6 
S46 Is it a duck?       K2 S46, T recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
duck rep   
36
7 S47 
Yes, it’s a duck. {Sit 
down}       K1 S47, T refer 
student 
knowledge        
36
8 
  
{Class starts to clap by 
themselves.}   Affirm 
praise 
(clapping) A1 S46 47           
36
9 T:  
So how many steps for 
them?       K2 Class   prior move       
37
0 
  
 so one two three four 
five? {Draws 5 stars 
while saying so}       K2 Class           
37
1 W: No.       K1 T infer knowledge       
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37
2 
T: 
So one two three four for 
them {Erase one star, 
raise her hand again and 
many Ss do so}.        K2 Class           
37
3 
  
S48. You please. One, 
two three begins.   Direct activity A2 S48, 49           
37
4 S48 What’s this?   
pair work 
dK1 S49 refer 
student 
knowledge       
37
5 S49 Is it a duck?   K2 S48 recall prior move duck rep   
37
6 S48 No.   K1 S49 refer 
student 
knowledge       
37
7 S49 Is it a cow?   K2 S48 recall prior move cow rep   
37
8 S48 No.   K1 S49 refer 
student 
knowledge       
37
9 S49 Is it a chick?   K2 S48 recall prior move chick rep   
38
0 S48 No.   K1 S49 refer 
student 
knowledge       
38
1 
S49 
Is it a…pig {pauses and 
says in a very low voice}   K2 S48 recall prior move pig rep   
38
2 S48 Yes. {Sit down}   K1 S49 refer 
student 
knowledge       
38
3 W {Class and T clap}   Affirm clapping A1 S48, 49   prior move       
38
4 
T 
Smile+!b
+!X 1®2®3®
4®5®6 stars, because 
Y1C<!  One two 
three… six stars, 
[SMILE WANNA 
GIVE MORE 
POINTS TO OUR 
NO.1 LHB (S49). 
HE IS 
EXCELLENT] Affirm 
praise (adding 
points) K1' 
S49, 
Class   prior move       
38
5 
T: 
because…
%
Because S48 had actions 
like this {Gestures} 
di;<` what’s 
this? So Z 6t6  
[WHY?] [Because 
HIS HANDS ARE 
LIKE THIS 
WHILE 
SAYING] what’s 
this? [SO HE 
GETS SIX 
STARS]  Elaborate  gestures K1 Class refer prior move     why 
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38
6 
  ?KI. 
[PRACTICE 
MORE, 
EVERYONE.] Direct activity A2 Class           
38
7 
T: 
Smile has an apple. o,
J®cZ 
to?. .ZoW
Lq$, s+!  
[THE LAST 
GROUP, AND 
LET'S SEE WHO 
GOT THE 
BIGGEST 
APPLE.] [THE 
ONE WHO 
LISTENS MOST 
CAREFULLY 
CAN COME TO 
THE BOARD 
AND ADD 
POINTS FOR 
OTHERS AS A 
TEACHER 
LATER.] Direct behaviour K1 Class           
38
8 
  Peter Peter lf 
 [THE ONE 
NEXT TO 
PETER]    activity A2 S50           
38
9 
S50 What’s that?       dK1 S51, T refer 
student 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
39
0 T: Sorry sorry sorry.    Reject qualify K1 S50, T refer prior move       
39
1   Point it. One two begin.   Direct activity A2 S50           
39
2 
S50 What’s that?       dK1 S51, T refer 
student 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
39
3 S51 It’s a chick?       K2 S50, T recall prior move chick rep   
39
4 T: Is it a… Peter, is it a…   Reject qualify K1 S51 present L2 structure        
39
5 S51 Is it a chick?       K2 S50, T pronounce L2 structure        
39
6 S50 No.       K1 S51, T refer 
student 
knowledge       
39
7 S51 Is it a cow?       K2 S51 recall prior move cow rep   
39
8 S50 Yeah.       K1 S51, T refer 
student 
knowledge       
39
9   ²Everyone applauds³   Affirm 
praise 
(clapping) A1 S50, 51 enquire  knowledge       
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40
0 
T: 
¡Lq$UZ+
!itM)
"° 
[THEN DO YOU 
THINK IS IT OK 
TO AWARD 
THEM THIS BIG 
APPLE?]     K2 Class           
40
1 W: ) [NO.]     K1 T           
40
2 T: )?¡cs? 
[NO?] [THEN 
WHO CAN?]      A2 Class           
40
3   
 B, Lewei(S52), and TM 
(S53) . [OK]     A2 S52,53           
40
4 
S52 What’s this?   
pair work 
dK1 S53 refer 
student 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
40
5 S53 Is it a pig?   K2 S52 recall prior move pig rep   
40
6 S53 No.   K1 S53           
40
7 S53 Is it a duck?   K2 S52     duck rep   
40
8 S52 Yeah.   K1 S53           
40
9 W {Everyone claps}   Affirm clapping               
41
0 T: 
Can I have an apple for 
them?   Focus awarding K2 Class           
41
1 W: 
No! {More Ss raise 
hands}   Propose awarding K1 T           
41
2 T: Amanda. One two goes.   Direct activity A2 T         one two go 
41
3 S54 What’s this? {Gestures}   
pair work 
dK1 S55 refer 
student 
knowledge       
41
4 
S55 Is it a cow?   K2 S54 recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
cow rep   
41
5 S54 No.   K1 S55 refer 
student 
knowledge       
41
6 
S55 Is it a duck?   K2 S54 recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
duck rep   
41
7 S54 No.   K1 S55 refer 
student 
knowledge       
41
8 
S55 Is it a pig?   K2 S54 recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure 
pig rep   
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41
9 S54 No.   K1 S55 refer 
student 
knowledge       
42
0 S55 Is it a cat?   K2 S54 recall prior move       
42
1 S54 No.   K1 S55 refer 
student 
knowledge       
42
2 
W: 
Goose? {Everyone else 
gets surprised and 
guesses as well}   K2 S55 recall prior move       
42
3 
T: Is is a tiger?       K2 S55 recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
goose rep   
42
4 S54 Yes. {Everyone claps}       K1 T refer 
student 
knowledge       
42
5 T: 
Can I give the apple to 
them?   Focus  awarding K2 Class         Can I 
42
6 
W: 
Yes/No {Different voice; 
More Ss raises hands and 
they all want to try}   Propose awarding K1 T   knowledge       
42
7 
T: 
Ah, OK. Sam and Mus. 
One, two begin.   Direct activity A2 S56, 57         Ah, OK 
42
8 S56 What’s that?       dK1 S57 refer 
student 
knowledge       
42
9 S57 It’s a chick.       K2 S56 recall prior move chick rep   
43
0 
T: 
Is it a… {Correct his 
sentence}     Reject qualify K1 S57 present L2 structure  
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
43
1 
S57 Is it a duck?   
pair work 
K2 S56 pronounce L2 sentence 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
duck rep   
43
2 S56 No.   K1 S57 refer 
student 
knowledge       
43
3 
S57 Is it a panda?   K2 S56 recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
panda rep   
43
4 
S56 Yes, it’s a panda.    K1 S57 refer 
student 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
43
5 W {Everyone claps}       A1 S56 57           
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43
6 T: So an apple for them?   Evalute  awarding K2 Class enquire  knowledge       
43
7 W: No.       K1 T         What can I 
43
8 T What can I do?   Focus awarding dK1 Class enquire  knowledge     What can I 
43
9 T: So what can I do?        dK1 Class           
44
0   {Many Ss raise hands}        A1 T           
44
1   
Cherry, and your partner 
stand up.    Direct behaviour A2             
44
2 
  
So, Ofhpn"
{T checks if they have 
handout?} 
[IS THERE ANY 
MORE 
HANDOUTS 
LEFT? ± Focus activity K2 Class           
44
3 S58 ih94 
[WE STILL GOT 
ONE HERE]     K1 T           
44
4 
T¯ 
Oh, OK, so you can look 
at that one, or zoo, f
¢) 
[BOTH ARE 
FINE] Direct activity K1 S58, S59         
Oh, OK, so 
you can 
44
5 
S58 What’s this?   
Pair work 
dK1 S59 refer 
student 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
44
6 
S59 Is it a panda?   K2 S58 recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
panda rep   
44
7 S58 No.   K1 S59 refer 
student 
knowledge       
44
8 
S59 It's a duck?   K2 S58 recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
duck rep   
44
9 S58 No.   K1 S59 refer 
student 
knowledge       
45
0 
S59 It's a cow?   K2 S58 recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
name of 
animal: 
cow     
45
1 S58 No.   K1 S59 refer 
student 
knowledge   rep   
45
2 S59 Is it a duck?   K2 S58 recall prior move       
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45
3 S58 No.   K1 S59 refer 
student 
knowledge       
45
4 
S59 Is it a panda?   K2 S58 recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
name of 
animal: 
panda rep   
45
5 
S58 Yes.   K1 S59 refer knowledge 
L1 
sentence 
structure rep   
45
6 
T 
{gestures: showing she is 
going to give the apple to 
them}   Regulative awarding K2 Class   prior move       
45
7 Ss No       K1 T   knowledge       
45
8 T 
OK, who would like to 
try?   Focus activity dK1 Class         
OK, who 
would like 
45
9 
T: 
OK, Panda and Cubow, 
the last time, o,x
begin. [LAST TIME]  Direct activity A2 S58           
46
0 
S60 What’s that?        dK1 S61 refer 
student 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
46
1 S61 It's a..       K2 S60, T recall prior move       
46
2 
T: Is it a...   Reject qualify K1 S61 present L2 structure  
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
46
3 
S61 Is it a chick?    
pair work 
K2 S60, T pronounce L2 sentence 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
name of 
animal: 
chick rep   
46
4 S60 No.    K1 S61 refer 
student 
knowledge       
46
5 
S61 Is it a cow?    K2 S60, T recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
name of 
animal rep   
46
6 S60 No.    K1 S61 refer 
student 
knowledge       
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46
7 
S61 Is it a duck?    K2 S60, T recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
name of 
animal rep   
46
8 S60 No.    K1 S61 refer 
student 
knowledge       
46
9 
S61 Is it a pig?    K2 S60, T recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
name of 
animal rep   
47
0 S60 No.    K1 S61 refer 
student 
knowledge       
47
1 
S61 Is it a tiger?    K2 S60, T recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
name of 
animal rep   
47
2 S60 No.    K1 S61 refer 
student 
knowledge       
47
3 
S61 Is it a monkey?    K2 S60, T recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
name of 
animal rep   
47
4 S60 No.    K1 S61 refer 
student 
knowledge       
47
5 
S61 Is it a panda?    K2 S60, T recall prior move 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
name of 
animal rep   
47
6 S60 Yes, it is.   K1 S61 refer 
student 
knowledge       
47
7 T 
So can I give the apple to 
them?   Direct awarding dK1 Class         So can I 
47
8 
W 
Yes/no [more students 
agreed this time]     no K2 T           
47
9 T Stop.      behaviour A2 Class           
48
0 T You are so good.    Affirm praise K1' S? refer prior move       
48
1 
T 
So I give my favorite 
bird to you S60,   Affirm praise A1 S60 deliver  entity       
48
2 T and a rabbit for you, S61.   Affirm praise A1 S61 deliver  entity       
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48
3 T 
and S59 a rabbit for you. 
Thank you.   Affirm praise A1 S59 deliver  entity       
48
4 T and a pig for you.   Affirm praise A1 S58           
48
5 
T 
You are so clever. Listen 
to me carefully. Who can 
read this? Can you read? 
{Shows sentences on the 
screen}   Direct activity A2 Class refer 
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen       
48
6 
T S62 please.   Direct activity A2 S62   
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen       
48
7 
S62 It’s small.   Identify sentence A1 T read 
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
size: 
small  
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
48
8 T: Thank you.   Affirm praise A2f Class           
48
9 
T 
{shows another sentence 
and many Ss raise 
hands.} Amy   Direct sentence A2 S63 refer  
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen       
49
0 
S63 It’s yellow.   Identify sentence A1 T read 
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
color: 
yellow  
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
49
1 T Good.    Affirm praise A2f Class           
49
2 
T 
Show one more sentence 
on the screen} Goes, 
goes. (shown on the 
board)    Prepare wording K1 Class refer 
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen       
49
3 
T Cherry please.   Direct activity A2 S62   
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen       
49
4 
S63 It goes peep peep.   Identify sentence A1 T refer 
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
goes, 
sound  
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
49
5 
T Peep, peep.    Affirm repeat A2f S62 refer 
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen       
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49
6 
T You can read. Cindy.   Direct activity A2 Class pointing 
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen     You can 
49
7 
S64 What is it?    Identify sentence A1 T refer 
L2 sentence 
on the 
screen 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
49
8 T Yeah.    Affirm approve A2f S64           
49
9 
T 
Could you tell me what it 
is? Tell me what it is. 
[Only two Ss raise 
hands]   Focus item dK1 Class refer 
text on the 
screen     Could you 
50
0   You please.   Direct activity dK1 S65         You please 
50
1 S65 {no response}   Propose item K2 T           
50
2 T 
hengheng… (shakes her 
head)   Reject negate K1 S65   prior move       
50
3 
T Jimmy,   Direct activity dK1 S65         
Vocation 
(student's 
name) 
50
4 S66 Chick.   Propose item K2 T refer text       
50
5 
T Is it a chick?   Reject qualify K1 S66 present L2 structure  
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
50
6 
S66 Is it a chick?   Reherse  L2 sentence voc T pronounce L2 sentence  
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
50
7 
T Yes, it's a chick.    Affirm approve K1 S66 refer text 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
50
8 T Very good.      praise K1' S66   prior move     Very good 
50
9 
T 
So boys and girls, now 
let's think about your 
riddle.   Direct activity A2 Class   
student 
knowledge       
51
0 T One two three think.    Direct activity Class gesture           
51
1 
T 
p{pb°
b®hp
{pb 
[ARE YOU 
LOOKING AT 
ME? LOOK AT 
ME, ONE 
STUDENT IS 
NOT LOOKING 
AT ME YET].  Direct behaviour A2 Class           
51
2 T Eyes?    Direct behaviour A2 Class           
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51
3 T One two three think.    Direct activity A2 Class           
51
4 T What's your riddle?   Focus  item K2 Class enquire knowledge       
51
5 
T Victor, first.   Direct activity A2 S66         
Voc 
(student's 
name), 
please 
51
6 S67 
{stands up and ready to 
say}       A1 T           
51
7 T 
Sorry (gesturing to stop 
him.)   Direct behaviour A2f S67         Sorry 
51
8 
T 
h9DF>9B
3O4A
:smileB
[® 
[THERE IS ONE 
STUDENT WHO 
IS NOT 
LOOKING AT 
ME. HE EVEN 
TAKES OUT 
OTHER BOOKS 
ON OTHER 
SUBJECTS. I AM 
REALLY SAD.  Direct  behaviour K1 Class           
51
9 
  
cpN'i;7 
{Erase one star from his 
group on the board}  
SO I HAVE TO 
DO THIS.] Direct  behaviour A1 Class           
52
0   Victor. Begin.   Direct activity K2 S67           
52
1 
S67 It's a big.   Propose descriptive text K1 T, Class recall knowledge 
unexpecte
d L2 
sentence 
structure, 
size: big     
52
2 
T It's big.   Reject qualify K2f 
S66, 
Class present 
teacher 
knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
size: big 
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
52
3 S67 
It's ye… {stop and self-
correct}   
Riddle 
descriptive text K1 Class, T recall 
student 
knowledge       
52
4 
  It's white and black.    
Propose 
descriptive text K1 Class, T recall knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
colour: 
white and 
black 
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
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52
5 
  It goes moo moo.    
Propose 
descriptive text   Class, T recall knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
sound 
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
52
6   What is it?    Query  item dK1 Class, T enquire knowledge       
52
7   Jimmy,        dK1 S68           
52
8 S68 It's cow.   Identify  item K2 S67, T infer prior move cow whole    
52
9 S67 Yes.             prior move       
53
0 W {applaud}                     
53
1 T 
{T gestures another 
group}                     
53
2 
S69 
It's thin, it's… (cannot be 
identified). It goes Shee 
Shee. What is it?   Propose descriptive text     recall knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
size, 
colour,  
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
53
3 {W applause}                     
53
4 S70 It's....It's a snake.    Identify  item     infer prior move snake  whole    
53
5 
T Is it a snake?        
 
  present L2 structure 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
53
6 
S70 Is it a snake?    Reject qualify     pronounce L2 structure 
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
53
7 S Yes.           recall knowledge       
53
8 
  
cQ$Z3S69,

YrYrd
^®( SNAKE? 
ACTUALLY, S69 
GAVE US A 
VERY 
CHALLENGING 
RIDDLE, WHO 
CAN TELL ME 
WHAT SNAKE 
MEANS? Focus item dK1 Class enquire  
student 
knowledge 
Translate 
name of 
animal: 
snake    who can 
53
9 W  [SNAKE] Propose L2 meaning K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge       
54
0 
T ;5E 
[HOW DID YOU 
LEARN THIS 
WORD?] Focus common sense K2 Class enquire knowledge   
part 
(how) How 
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54
1 
S69 
b;R£6:£
6®¢nT¡
6®z/®o¡
 
WHEN I AM IN 
SUPERMARKET 
OR ZOO, I CAN 
SEE SOME 
SNAKES, 
POISONOUS 
SNAKES, SUCH 
AS COBRA, 
AND ETC.] Propose common sense K1 T recall knowledge 
zoo, 
supermar
ket, 
poisonous 
snakes 
part 
(where)   
54
2 
T 
cb 5
®Y° 
[SO WHEN WE 
SEE SNAKES, 
WE ARE VERY?] Focus  item dK1 Class enquire knowledge       
54
3 W J_ [SCARED] Propose item K2 T recall knowledge scared 
part 
(feelings)   
54
4 T Scared.    Affirm repeat K1 Class present 
teacher 
knowledge       
54
5   That's right.      approve  K1 Class         right 
54
6   Very scared.     repeat K1 Class present 
teacher 
knowledge scared rep   
54
7   OK, let's read together.   Direct  item A2 Class           
54
8 W Scared.    Direct item A2 Class present 
teacher 
knowledge   rep   
54
9 T Scared.    Rehearse  L2 word voc Class pronounce 
teacher 
knowledge   rep   
55
0 T 
Oh, no. {acting very 
scared}   Direct 
behaviour/soun
d A1 Class present 
teacher 
knowledge       
55
1 T Say it together. Oh, no.   Direct  
behaviour/soun
d 
 
Class present 
teacher 
knowledge     
Say it 
together 
55
2 W Scared.    Rehearse L2 word voc T pronounce 
teacher 
knowledge   rep   
55
3 T Oh no.   Direct 
behaviour/soun
d 
prese
nt  Class present 
teacher 
knowledge       
55
4 W Oh no.   Rehearse  
behaviour/soun
d voc T present 
teacher 
knowledge       
55
5 T Scared.    Direct  L2 word 
prese
nt  Class pronounce 
teacher 
knowledge   rep   
55
6 W Scared.    Rehearse L2 word voc T present 
teacher 
knowledge   rep   
55
7 T Oh no.   Direct 
behaviour/soun
d 
prese
nt  Class present 
teacher 
knowledge       
55
8 W Oh no.   Rehearse  
behaviour/soun
d voc T pronounce 
teacher 
knowledge       
55
9 T Very good.   Affirm praise A2f Class   prior move       
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56
0 T  A riddle again, Tary.   Direct  activity K2 S71           
56
1 
S71 
It's white. It's big. It goes 
'bar bar'.    Propose 
L2 descriptive 
sentences  K1 Class, T recall knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
size, 
colour,  
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
56
2   What is it?   Focus  item dK1 Class enquire knowledge       
56
3 
T Bru6 
[SUCH A 
DIFFICULT 
ONE.]  Affirm approve K2f S71   prior move       
56
4   c:` 
[WHO CAN 
ANSWER?] Focus L2 word dK1 Class           
56
5   {Pointing to S72}   Direct activity dK1 S72           
56
6 S72 It's a … {no answer}   Propose L2 word K2 T infer  knowledge       
56
7 T 
{gesturing S72 to sit 
down}   Reject     S72           
56
8   cQV? Simon, 
[WHO CAN 
ANSWER] Focus  item dK1 Class           
56
9 S73 It's a pig.   Propose item K2 T infer knowledge pig whole    
57
0 T Tary, is it right?   Focus item K2 S71 refer prior move     
S72, is it 
right 
57
1 S71 Yeah.   Affirm item K1 T refer prior move       
57
2 T Very good.   Affirm praise K1' S73           
57
3 
  
{W applause and T adds 
points for his group.}     praise A1 S73           
57
4 T Any more, last one.   Direct activity A2 Class           
57
5 T S74   Direct  activity dk1 S74           
57
6 S74 It's … {not clear.}   Propose structure  K2 T recall knowledge       
57
7 
T 
What is it?  {T 
demonstrate him what to 
say}   Direct  L2 sentence A2 S74 refer knowledge     What  
57
8 S74 What is it?   Propose L2 sentence voc T           
57
9 
T 
Smile (T's name) I can't 
answer.  What is it?     Focus item K2 Class           
58   {pointing to S75}   Direct activity dK1 S75           
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0 
58
1 
S75 
...(stand for a while but 
no answer) b{.} 
[I CANNOT 
HEAR HIM 
CLEARLY.]     K2 T           
58
2 
T 4®{.}w 
OH, YOU 
CANNOT HEAR 
HIM CLEARLY]      K1 S75           
58
3 T S74, `x[ 
S74, SAY IT 
AGAIN.] Direct L2 sentences rprp S74         
Say it 
again 
58
4 
W -'3>#} 
[YEAH, I 
CANNOT HEAR 
HIM EITHER] Concur    K1 T, S74           
58
5 T S74sx 
S74 SAY IT 
AGAIN THEN] Direct  L2 sentences  rprp S74         
Say it 
again  
58
6 W ?= 
[LOUDER 
PLEASE] Request  behaviour rprp S74           
58
7 
S74 
It's small. It's {cannot be 
identified***}. It's short. 
What is it?   Propose L2 sentences rp Class, T recall knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
size, 
colour,  
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
58
8 Ss (=n° 
BUT WHAT IS 
ITS SOUND? Query  L2 sentence rrp S74, T enquire knowledge sound rep   
58
9 
T 
{T raises her hand to 
seek for answers}   Reject Ignore  A1 Ss           
59
0 
  
{Ss raise hands and T 
points to S76}   Direct   A1             
59
1 
S76 It's yellow.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T present knowledge 
L2 
sentence 
structure, 
colour 
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
59
2 
T d^{G® 
[WE HAVEN'T 
GOT THE 
ANSWER TO 
HIS RIDDLE 
YET.  Reject qualify K1 S76           
59
3   dV Vn 
WHAT IS IT 
ACTUALLY?] Focus item dK1 S76 refer prior move       
59
4 
Ss pM
 
[HE MISSED 
TWO 
SENTENCES] Differ L2 sentences K1 T refer prior move       
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59
5 
T 
)s®
s® n"° 
THERE ARE 
NOT ENOUGH 
CLUES TO 
GUESS, SO YOU 
CANNOT FIND 
THE ANSWER, 
RIGHT?] Check   K2 Class refer prior move     Right 
59
6 W YES. {p(= 
IT HAS NO 
SOUND. Affirm   K1 T refer prior move       
59
7 T 4 {p(= It goes… 
[OH, NO 
SOUND.]      
 
            
59
8 
T 
It goes…It goes… 
{signal S74 to say it 
again}    Direct L2 sentence dK1 S74 enquire 
student 
knowledge sound 
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
59
9 
S74 
It goes… {cannot be 
identified}   Propose  L2 sentence K2 Class, T recall 
student 
knowledge sound 
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
60
0 
T It goes berse berse.    Reject qualify K1 Class present 
teacher 
knowledge sound 
part 
(descripti
ve text)   
60
1 Ss ¥ FROG Propose L1 item K2 T, S74 recall knowledge       
60
2 T {no response}   Reject ignore  K1 Ss           
60
3   You know? S77   Direct activity dK1 S77           
60
4 S77 Ant.   Propose item K2 T, S74 recall knowledge       
60
5 T Yes or no?   Check item K2 S74 refer prior move     Yes or no 
60
6 S74 …. {not clear} No.   Reject negate K1 Class, T refer knowledge       
60
7 Ss Bird.   Propose item K2 T, S74 recall knowledge       
60
8 T Bird? n bird" [IS IT A BIRD?] Focus  item K2 S74 enquire knowledge       
60
9 S74 No.   Propose   K1 T recall knowledge       
61
0 T n bird. 
IT IS NOT 
ABIRD. Affirm repeat K1 Class           
61
1 
Ss 
b{.}w®¡b	
  
[I CANNOT 
HEAR IT, I 
DON'T KNOW 
EITHER.] Complain   ch T           
61
2 
T 
{Keeps searching for 
answer and points to 
S77}   Direct activity dK1 
Class, 
S77           
61 S77 Frog?    Propose item   T, S74 recall knowledge       
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3 
61
4 T 
FROG? FROG? IS IT 
FROG?   Check item K2 S74 enquire 
student 
knowledge       
61
5 S74 {cannot be seen}   Reject gesture K1 Class, T           
61
6 
  
S74, Su-® 
Vn 
[S74 CAN YOU 
TELL US THE 
ANSWER, 
WHAT ON 
EARTH IS IT?] Focus  item A2 S74           
61
7 
Ss 
p&\`
/
 {p¡(
`{Very noisy} 
[HE FORGOT 
ONE SENTENCE 
BUT YOU 
DON'T 
KNOW...LET 
HIM SAY IT 
AGAIN]  Complain   rprp T, S74           
61
8 
T 
bMxr
6 
[LET’S GIVE 
HIM ANOTHER 
CHANGE.] Affirm approve K1 Class         Let's 
61
9   S 74`x 
[SAY IT AGAIN 
PLEASE.] Direct  activity A2 S74 enquire knowledge       
62
0 
Ss 
p&\\
` 
{noisy} 
HE FORGOT TO 
SAY ONE OF 
THE 
SENTENCES.     K1 T, S74 recall prior move       
62
1 
S74 b{pM` 
I DIDN'T MISS 
ANY 
SENTENCE.]     ch T, Class recall prior move       
62
2 T B®`®s  
[ALRIGHT, YOU 
SAY IT AGIAN.] Direct activity A2 S74 enquire knowledge     Alright 
62
3 
Ss 
{p(={Arguing 
whether S74 say all the 
sentences or not} [NO SOUND]  Argue   K1 Class, T recall prior move       
62
4 
T 
B cADF(B3
A @(sS`\ 
OK®WHO IS 
NOT LOOKING 
AT ME? YOU 
DON'T NEED TO 
SAY STH NOW Regulative 
stopping them 
from arguing A2 Class         OK, who 
62
5   BWC YOU GO, S74 Direct   A2 S74           
62
6 
S74 bSu"° 
[DO YOU WANT 
ME TO TELL 
YOU THE 
ANSWER?]                   
62
7 T 4®B- ALRIGHT.     
 
          Alright  
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62
8 S74 MONKEY.       K1 T, Class present knowledge       
62
9 
Ss 
NONONO. 6®^
21 (Other students 
seems not to be satisfied 
with the answer) 
[HOW CAN 
MONKEY 
MAKE NOISE?] Reject Negate ch S74 recall prior move       
63
0 
T 
S74® n monkey II
n-? cep(=
n"? 
S74, YOU SAID 
IT'S A BABY 
MONKEY 
RIGHT? THAT'S 
WHY IT MAKES 
NOISE Elaborate  
general 
knowledge  K1 Class recall knowledge 
monkey 
baby in 
L1 member   
63
1 
W 
{They keep complaining 
that S74 did not say it 
clearly.}   Reject item K1 T           
63
2 T Boys and girls let's look.    Direct  activity A2 Class         Let's 
63
3 
  
Here is the monkey. And 
this monkey is MY 
{stressed} monkey. My 
monkey is small. My 
monkey is yellow, but 
my monkey can dance!    Prepare L2 sentences K1 Class refer 
images, texts 
on the 
screen 
Monkey, 
small, 
yellow, 
dance 
whole - 
part   
63
4 
  
What can your animal 
do?    Focus L2 sentences dK1 Class recall 
student 
knowledge/ 
prior move       
63
5 
  
One, two three, think. 
Have a rest. Close your 
eyes. One two three sit 
well.   Direct activity A2 Class           
63
6 
  
{Only 2 Ss raise hands 
and T points to S75}       
 
            
63
7 
S75 My monkey can read.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
monkey, 
read 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
63
8 
T 
Your monkey can read! 
Very good, sit down.   Affirm repeat, praise  K1' S75     
monkey, 
read rep Very good 
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63
9 
  
 Any more? H
®` 
[WHAT CAN 
YOUR SUPER 
ANIMAL DO? 
YOU PLEASE?] Focus  L2 sentence dK1 Class recall 
student 
knowledge       
64
0 
S76 My monkey can sing.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
monkey, 
sing 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
64
1 T 
{adding points for S76's 
group}   Affirm adding points K1 S76           
64
2 
T 
4¢8=
monkey®hp8=
L"? 
(YOU BOTH 
LIKE MONKEY. 
DOES ANYONE 
LIKE OTHER 
ANIMALS?) Focus L2 sentence dK1 Class recall 
student 
knowledge/ 
prior move       
64
3   {Several Ss raise hands}       
 
            
64
4 
S77 My monkey can draw.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
monkey, 
draw 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
64
5 T Your monkey can draw.   Affirm adding points K1 S77           
64
6 
T 
¢8= monkeyhp
{pFH° 
[YOU ALL LIKE 
MONKEY. 
WHAT OTHER 
‘SUPER 
AINIMALS' DO 
YOU LIKE?] Focus L2 item dK1 Class           
64
7   Cindy ` 
 [CINDY YOU 
PLEASE] Direct activity dK1 S78           
64
8 
S78 My rabbit can dance.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge/ 
prior move 
rabbit, 
dance 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
64
9 T 
Your rabbit can dance. 
Wonderful,    Affirm repeat, praise K1 S78         wonderful 
65
0   Anymore?    Focus  L2 sentences dK1 Class recall         
65
1   
{Some Ss raise hands} 
Simon?   Direct activity dK1 S79           
65
2 
S79 My fish can dance.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall  
student 
knowledge 
fish, 
dance 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
65
3 T Really? Ha.   Affirm               Really ha 
65
4 W {Clapping with T}       
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65
5 
T 
c#2 S79`A7

° 
[WHO CAN 
UNDERSTAND 
WHAT S79 
SAID? Focus  L2 meaning dK1 Class recall 
student 
knowledge       
65
6 
Ss we 
[FISH CAN 
DANCE.] Propose L2 meaning K2 T     
Translate 
name and 
activities 
of the 
animal     
65
7 
T 
w°3&A
J
®rw! 
[HIS FISH CAN 
DANCE! WOW, 
THAT'S 
AMAZING! 
WHAT A SUPER 
ANIMAL!] Affirm repeat K1 Class     
fish, 
dance rep amazing 
65
8 T Let's clap for S79.     clapping K1 Class         Let's 
65
9 W {Clapping with T}         S79           
66
0 
  
Anymore?  You please. 
{Pointing to S80}   Focus L2 sentences dK1 Class recall 
student 
knowledge       
66
1 S80 My fish can dance.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
fish, 
dance rep   
66
2 W {Clapping with T}         S80           
66
3 T {Point to S81}   Direct   
 
  gesturing         
66
4 S81 My fish can read.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge fish, read rep   
66
5 T Your fish can read.   Affirm repeat K1 Class     fish, read rep   
66
6 
T 
OK, S81 one two three 
four. And {pointing to 
S80 and adding points}.      adding points A1 S81, S80         OK 
66
7    Anymore? Emily.   Focus L2 sentences dK1 Class recall 
student 
knowledge       
66
8 
S82 My snake can dance.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
snake, 
dance 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
66
9 T 
Your snake can dance. 
Excellent«   Affirm repeat, praise K1 Class     
snake, 
dance rep   
67
0 W ¬Applause­                     
67
1 T S83   Direct activity  dK1 S83           
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67
2 
S83 My elephant can sing.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
elephant, 
sing 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
67
3 W Wow haha (applause)   Affirm clapping K1 S83, T           
67
4 T Anymore? Amy.       
 
            
67
5 
S84 My rabbit can sleeping.       
 
      
rabbit, 
sleeping 
(no ideas 
about the 
grammar) 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
67
6 W (Applause)                     
67
7 
S85 My dog can read.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge dog, read 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
67
8 T 
Your dog can read. Oh, 
S86   Affirm repeat K1' S85           
67
9 
S86 
My {cannot be 
identified} can dance.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge dance 
part 
(activity)   
68
0 T OK, very good!   Affirm approve, praise K1' S86         
OK, very 
good 
68
1 
T 
ªin S83®
S83yx¢.a
.
an)o]ªi 
[THE FIRST ONE 
TO CLAP IS S83. 
S83 CAN 
UNDERSTAND 
THE 
SENTENCES 
EVERY 
TIME! ± Direct 
behaviour: 
listening 
carefully and 
responding 
quickly  A2 Class           
68
2 
  
{More students raise 
hands} Panda°     Direct 
activi
ty  dK1 S87         
68
3 
S87 
My fish can... {cannot be 
identified}.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge fish whole   
68
4   
{Everyone claps quickly 
this time}       A1 T           
68
5 T 
{adding points for S87} 
S88                     
68
6 
S88 My panda is dance.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
panda is 
dance 
mistake 
in 
grammati
cal points   
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68
7 
T You panda can.   Reject qualify K1 S88     
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
68
8 S My panda can dance.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
panda, 
dance     
68
9 W (Applause)                     
69
0 
T 
{T keeps asking more 
students to answer as 
they are all very active} 
S89       
 
            
69
1 
S89 My panda can draw.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
panda, 
draw 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
69
2 
T 
o]ªi/]n.a
pLq$
CK{b®
b8=b®
¢.a®b
Npquq7 
[THE FIRST ONE 
TO CLAB CAN 
UNDERSTAND 
IT. BUT ONE 
STUDENT 
HASN'T 
LOOKED AT ME 
FOR A LONG 
TIME. HE 
DOESN'T LOOK 
AT ME, HE 
DOESN'T LIKE 
ME, AND HE 
CANNOT 
UNDERSTAND 
ANYTHING AT 
ALL. THEN I 
MAY NEED TO 
ASK HIM SOME 
QUESTIONS 
SOON. Direct attention A2 Class         I will 
69
3   COCOs` 
COCO, YOUR 
TURN.] Direct activity dK1 S90           
69
4 
S90 
My cow can dance. 
(NOT CLEAR)   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
cow, 
dance 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
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69
5 
T 
WCb

cbjb
Zo?*E  
[HE STARTS TO 
LOOK AT ME 
NOW. SO I AM 
GONNA 
CHOOSE THE 
ONE WHO 
LISTEN MOST 
INTENSIVELY.] Direct attention A2 Class         
So I am 
gonna 
69
6   S91   Direct activity dK1 S90           
69
7 
S91 My pig can read.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge pig, read 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
69
8 T Yes.   Affirm approve K1 S91           
69
9 
T 
My butterfly can fly. To 
A91. Yes, and the second 
butterfly can fly to? To?       prize  
 
        
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
70
0   
Jimmy? (toy animals as 
price)       
 
            
70
1 W No… No…                     
70
2 T Jimmy, your animal.   Focus  L2 sentences dK1 S92 recall 
student 
knowledge       
70
3 S92 My tiger {not very clear}   Propose L2 sentences K2 T     tiger     
70
4 
T My tiger.   Reject qualify  K1 S92     
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
70
5 
S92 My tiger can dance.   Propose L2 sentences K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
tiger, 
dance 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
70
6 T My tiger can dance.    Affirm repeat K1 S92       rep   
70
7   Butterfly to him?   Direct rewarding dK1 Class           
70
8 W 
No… no…yeah… yeah 
(noisy)   Propose                 
70
9 T OK, Peter.   Direct activity dK1 S93         OK, S93 
71
0 
S93 b{	d 
[I DID NOT 
RAISE MY 
HANDS.] Reject activity ch T           
71
1 T 4 {	d 
[OH YOU 
DIND’T.]      rch S93           
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71
2   Anymore, just one. S94   Direct activity dK1 S94           
71
3 S94 My panda can   Propose L2 sentence K2 T     My panda     
71
4 T Your panda?   Reject qualify K1 S94     
You 
panda     
71
5 S94 A panda.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T     a panda     
71
6 T My   Reject qualify K1 S94           
71
7 W 
My panda. (help 
correcting his ‘a’)       A2 S94     panda      
71
8 S94 My panda...   Propose L2 sentence K2 T           
71
9 
T My panda can.   Direct L2 sentence K1 S94     
L2 
sentence 
structure rep   
72
0 S94 Dance   Propose item K2 T     dance     
72
1 
T 
My panda can dance. 
OK, so S92, for you.    Reject   K1 S94, S93     
panda, 
dance 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
72
2 
  
p	d
®6®
@¦T8=b®
h b
butterflyTommy (S95) 
s 
[OK, SOMEONE 
HAS RAISED 
HIS HAND 
ALREADY. OH, 
HE LIKES ME A 
LOT TODAY. 
LET'S SEE 
WHETHER HE 
CAN GET MY 
BUTTERFLY. 
TOMMY, YOUR 
TURN.] Direct  activity  dK1 
S95, 
Class           
72
3 
S95 My panda can draw.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
panda, 
draw 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
72
4   {Everyone claps}       
 
            
72
5 
T 
b@+!QL
ptm
 
 [I ALREADY 
GAVE HIM SIX 
STARS TODAY] Direct behaviour A2 Class           
72
6 
W 
More! {Ss are motivated 
and want more chances}   Request    dA1 T           
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72
7 
T 
{Many Ss raise hands 
and T points to S96}       
 
ind: S96           
72
8 S96 My panda can read.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T           
72
9 T My panda can read.   Affirm repeat, clap K1 S96     
panda, 
read     
73
0 W (Applause)     clap A1 S96            
73
1 S97 My bird can fly.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge bird, fly     
73
2 T Your bird can fly.    Affirm repeat, clap K1 S97     bird, fly     
73
3   Anymore?    Focus L2 sentence dK1 Class           
73
4 
S98 My bird can read.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge bird, read 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
73
5 T You bird can read.    Affirm repeat K1 S98     bird, read rep   
73
6   Very good!     praise, clap K1 S98         very good 
73
7 
S99 My dog can sing.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge dog, sing 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
73
8 Ss 
b {Students are quite 
active.} [ME!] Request    dA1 T           
73
9 T OK, {pointing to S100}       
 
          OK 
74
0 S10
0 My bird can swim.   Propose L2 sentence K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
bird, 
swim 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
74
1 T ( swim°   Focus wording dK1 Class           
74
2 Ss ~| [SWIM] Propose wording K2 T recall 
student 
knowledge 
Translate 
(swim) 
part 
(activity)   
74
3 
T 
¡HU
°c.a
 {One S 
raises her hand} S101 
[WHAT CAN HIS 
SUPER ANIMAL 
DO? WHO GOT 
IT?] Focus wording dK1 Class refer prior move       
74
4 
S10
1 Swim.   Identify wording K2 T     swim 
part 
(activity)   
74
5 
T 
HU
°`Bk 
[WHAT CAN HIS 
SUPER ANIMAL 
DO?  SPEAK IN 
CHINESE] Focus  wording dK1 Class refer prior move       
74 Ss ~| [SWIM] Identify wording K2 T           
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6 
74
7 T H° 
[HIS SUPER 
ANIMAL CAN?] Focus  wording dK1 Class           
74
8 W ~|« [SWIM] Identify wording K2 T           
74
9 
T 
Hn
1°f&\`Gj 
[WHAT IS HIS 
SUPER 
ANIMAL? CAN 
YOU SAY THE 
WHOLE 
SENTENCE] Focus 
L2->L1 
sentence  dK1 Class refer prior move       
75
0 
S10
2 bLx~| 
[MY BIRD CAN 
SWIM.] Propose 
L2->L1 
sentence  K2 T refer prior move       
75
1 T nH 
[SUCH A SUPER 
ANIMAL!] Elaborate  L2 sentence K1 T refer prior move       
75
2 T 
Thank you sit down 
please.   Direct behaviour A2 S102           
75
3    Av
« 
[IT'S 
FANTASTIC!] Affirm praise K1' 
Class, 
S100         fantastic 
75
4 
Ss 
h9%more! Have 
more! {Ss keep raising 
their hands and all want 
to be No.1} [ANY MORE?] Request    A2 T           
75
5 
T 
{T starts to play a song 
and get ready to sing 
together}       
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75
6 
W 
Snowflake, snowflake, 
{Snowflake gesture.} 
little snowflake.  
Little snowflake 
{Snowflake gesture.} 
falling from the sky. 
{Snowflake gesture 
moving down.} 
Snowflake, snowflake, 
little snowflake. 
Falling, falling, falling, 
falling, falling, 
falling, falling, falling, 
falling... {Snowflake 
gesture moving down 
very slowly.} 
falling on my head. 
{Snowflake gesture 
landing on top of their 
head.}   Singing    
 
      
little 
snowflake
, falling 
whole - 
part 
(activity)   
75
7 
T 
Your eyes. Simon? E*
ADFB3. 
[OPEN YOUR 
EYES WIDELY 
AND LOOK AT 
ME Direct attention A2 Class           
75
8 W {Singing}       
 
            
75
9 
T 
S103,  A?

« 
[S103, YOURS 
EYES ARE SO 
BIG. NICE!] Affirm attention A2f 
Class, 
S103           
76
0 W {Singing}       
 
            
76
1 T d	s 
[RAISE YOUR 
HANDS] Direct gesture A2 Class         Put your 
76
2 
W 
{Teacher is 
demonstrating gestures 
while singing. Ss sing 
and imitates different 
gestures}       
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76
3 T 
Sit well. So the snowman 
is fall?    Focus wording dK1 Class         Sit well 
76
4 W Falling   Identify wording K2 T refer prior move       
76
5 T Yes, it's falling down.   Affirm approve, repeat K1 Class           
76
6 
T 
So today's homework. 
@b®b
LL["®9K
fWhat‘s this® what's 
that &Ds
OK?  
[TODAY’ 
HOMEWORK. 
YOU NEED TO 
USE YOUR 
WORD CARDS 
TO WRITE AND 
MAKE THE 
TWO 
SENTENCES--
WHAT'S THIS 
AND WHAT'S 
THAT.]  Homework   A2 Class         
You need 
to 
76
7   Bye boys and girls.        K1             
76
8 W Good bye, teacher.       K1f             
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Appendix B: Criteria for evaluating the award-winning lessons (Shenzhen Education Bureau) 
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Topic of the lesson:                                 Teacher:                                                      School:  
Evaluation items Evaluation indicators Maximum 
points 
Points 
earned  
Teacher quality (15%) 1. Uses body language appropriately, builds good rapport with students and is 
fluent in language and contagious in teaching. 
5  
 2. Is proficient in teaching contents and skillful is using media resources; has no 
scientific mistakes. 
5  
 3. Has good classroom management skills. 5  
Teaching design (35%) 1. Has clearly illustrated, specific and achievable teaching objectives which meet 
the requirements in the New Curriculum Standard and the actual situation of 
students.   
5  
 2. Is able to analyze the cognitive needs and characteristics of the students and 
pay attention to their development needs. 
5  
 3. Is able to identify the key points and difficulties in teaching.  5  
 4. Has something innovative for at least one aspect of teaching.  5  
 5. Applies appropriate teaching models and teaching strategies based on the 
teaching objectives, teaching contents and characteristics of students; pays 
attention to all the students’ developments, focuses on guiding students to have 
explorative, independent and collaborative study. 
15  
Teaching process 
(20%) 
1. Maintains well-organized teaching procedures and well-structured classroom 
stages, adopts appropriate teaching methods and conducts smooth transition from 
one activity to another  
5  
 2. Makes full use of teacher’s roles in organizing activities, guiding and 
enlightening students; is good at creating learning situations, motiving students 
learning and provoking their thoughts; maintains sound teacher-student 
interactions and inclusive democratic classrooms.  
5  
 3. Applies multimedia teaching resources effectively and makes good use of 
online media. 
5  
 4. Focuses on student-centered learning and teacher’s guiding role, keeps a good 
balance of teacher activity and student activity, and allocates appropriate time for 
both.  
5  
Teaching effect (20%) 1. Completes teaching tasks and teaching objectives.    
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 2. Creates sufficient teacher-student exchange and interactions.  10  
 3. Enables learning achievements for students at all levels.  5  
 1. Actively uses innovative technology and media in teaching. 5  
 2. Captures clear images and sounds in the video recording, displays high-
resolution audio and videos smoothly. 
5  
 
